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Arthur Brown,

of Bangor's oldest residents, as well as one of the oldest railway men
in Maine, died July 19th at his home, 21 Second
street, at the advanced age of 95 years. He
had been in excellent health up to 1911, when
the fire destroyed his home on French street,
but since that time had been slowly failing.
Mr. Brown was born in Belfast, and received
his early education in the public schools, later
engaging in the sail making business. He began his life work as a conductor on the old
Androscoggin railroad, which ran between
Brunswick and Farmington, with a branch to
Lewiston. In a short time he became superintendent of the road and remained in that
capacity until it was leased to the Maine Central railroad, then becoming division superintendent. In 1875, he relinquished this position, and came to Bangor in the fall of 1876 as
the superintendent of the Bangor and Piscataquis railroad. Mr. Brown was successful in
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capacity, overseeing

of

road between Old Town and Greenville at
time when this was largely virgin territory
as far as the railroad business was concerned,
It was while he was superintendent of this
road that the Katahdin Iron Works branch
was added.
His active railroad career terminat<yd in 1892, when the Bangor & Aroostook
railroad acquired the management of the Ban-
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had kept up his interest in railroad matters to
large extent, and has been one of the best informed men in this branch of business life in

a
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NORTHPORT NEWS.

Maine.

His

only

son, William

M.

Lucy McCullough

of

Somerville,

Freeman Cooper of Newport is visiting his
nephew, Ralph L. Cooper.

grounds Wednesday afternoon,

Capt. William Decrow of Belfast has brought
his fleet of boats and the launch Louise to
Northport and has taken rooms with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Decrow. He expects to make a
ljng season here.

Mrs. George Wardwell returned to Belfast
July 14th after spending several weeks in Castine.

gress street

victory for the visit
ors by a score of 4 to 1.
It was a fast, clean
game and the teams were evenly matched The

July 14, and resulted in

Jarius M. Healey a former resident of
Rockland, died July 13th at hia home in Sea
View, Mass aged 73 years. He was born in
Rockland, and had been a frequent visitor
there Bince moving to Massachusetts 46 years
ago. For more than 20 years he was overseer of the town farm in
Marshfield, Mass
and upon retiring from active wore settled in
Sea View, where he conducted a small store in
connection with his home. His health had
been failing the past five years. The news of
Mr. Healey’s death was learned with much
sorrow in Rockland where
many friends had
looked forward with so much pleasure to his
visits. He is survived by his wife and one
son; by two brothers, Oscar of Winthrop.
Mass., and Herbert W. of Belfast; and by four
sisters, Mrs. Mary E. Taylor of Bedford, Mass
Mrs.
Mrs.

The Maine Highway department announces
that the State road between Northport
post
office and East Northport will be open July
2Cth.

SKOWHEGAN

Allen, Jr,, officiating.-Courier-Gazette.'
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McLellan, p. 4

STANDARD OIL STEAMER BLOWS UP.

c.

Brignoiia,
One Killed and Three Injured.
Rockland, July 12. The gasoline distributing boat Petrolla III was blown up at her
dock here today by an explosion of gasoline.
-----1
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W. Toole and Marlin Day, the other members

of the crew, were seriously injured. All three
belong to Boothbay Harbor.
Capt. Toole and Day were thrown into the
water,where they were picked up by two of a
score of small boats which
quickly reached
the scene. Although both his
legs were broken,
his side was injured and he
possibly sustained
internal injuries, Capt. Toole
managed to keep
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Two base hits. Wildes. Lownev. Houser 2.
Three base Lit, Chapman. Stolen bases,Houser,
Chapman, Feed, bases on balls, by Lanning
3, by McLellan, Struck out, by Lann.ng5, by
McLellan 7.
Sacrifice hits, Murphy, Mayo.
Wild pitches, Lanning, McLellan 2. Umpire,
Fahey. Time 150.
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Kempton, Orrington, to Frank W.
land and buildings in Belfast.
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Treat, Frankfort, to Edwin P.
iand and buildings in Frankfort.
Hicbborn, Stockton Springs, to Edwin
Trear
in
rankfort; land and

buildings
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pay their

to his

respects
Messrs. Joel P.
Woods,
Irving Hills and Frank
Beach. The interment was in Grove
cemeteryin this city.
memory.
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Mills of

Bennington,

Vt.

Bible school at 12.

At the Rantist church this week the
will be

follows:

This, Thursday,

servieoa

1

on

7.30 p.
m., the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45 a. m.
morning service, with sermon; Sunday school
at noon; Christian Endeavor at 6.30.
as

hits, Curtin, Wildes. McLellan 2,
Lord, Lamb. Home runs, Foote, Cottrell. Base
balls, by Cottrell 1. Struck out. by Greene
Double play, Pounds and
5, by Cottrell 7.
Rokes.
Hit by pitched ball, Greene.
Stolen
bases, Mayo. Passed balls, Niles 2. Umpires,
Two-base

at

Mrs, Lena West of Lynn, Mass.,

was a

re-

guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
Perkins, in Brooks.
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Mrs. John Buck of
ucksport, is the inventor of the
and
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closely guarded
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town which nestles so quietly

historic Penobscot River.
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an
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'Won for Ford Car Owners.
ch., July
*

tit.

to owners of Ford
who purchased their machines
1914 On Aug. 1, 1914, thecom'" ed that if
300,000 machines were
'-he ensuing ;year, each purchaser
a refund of from
$40 to $60.
;Hrk was reached this afternoon.
tbe
refund
is strictly in the
"ays
:, e
profit distribution policy of the
■

i-

fr.’■
ic.
i,

Biiv

16.
The Ford Auto*
afternoon announced a refund

I;hlely $15,0u0,000

Mrs. Frank Roome of Billerica, Mass., arrived Saturday to visit Mrs. Robert Whitehead
__1

bunion

rll?

>

Of Pascal Association.

Ua*

bunion of the Pascal Association
i
^ r:.,.IHe,,dants of Veterans of Knox Co.
W r, flth Sarah L. Pascal at her cottage.
Bal,ard Par^. Rockport, Me.,
By
a’
I \A cordial invitation is extended to
Itir % vat18’ descendants of Veterans and
Btisk'n ?•by A.thepicnic dinner. Tea and coffee
association.
Sarah l. Pascal, Prea.
Nettie K. Gould. Sec.

ill

Un

To

Washington.

S unusual degree of interest is felt
fey 0fn,tnaTtiona* encampment of the Grand
Republic, to be held at Washingin :S(1I,
Milliken and Major
IJihro<^i>teni^>er' and Col.
for the

fe

at^tare

ar,anging
going to WashBr f-1£i nat t,me of as many old soldiers and
lire th»t i* 88 Poa8ible. There is a strong

m

the »,./'e i"a,ne should be well represented
and it is
a |
expected that there will
egatlon troln this Pa*t of the
*»
ttland Cor., Bangor Commercial.

Robert C. Ward of Bangor, spent Sunday
with his mother, Mrs. John Ward, Waldo Ave.
Miss Margaret L. Keene is visiting her
cousin, Miss Kate Pilsbury, in Rutland, Mass.
Walter C. Shaw has returned from a short
vacation with relatives in East Bridgewater,
Mass.

Miss Dorothy Cooper of Montreal will arrive
the last of this week to visit Miss E. Frances

Wyllie.
J.

A.

Mrs. William A. Coombs of Camden visited
relatives in this city last week and Mr. Coombs
was here for a short visit.

Gammans

Saturday

next

of New York will arrive

to visit

his sister, Miss Maude

Gammana.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Clement were in Belfast Tuesday, coming in their runabout from
Seal Harbor.
Mr. Arthur G. Roberts of New York city,

formerly
visit

of

Belfast,

will arrive

July

30th to

friends.

Miss Jane

Monday

for

W. FergQson was at her store
business for the first time since

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Burd and family of West her recent illness.
Medford, Mass., are at the “Burd’s Nest,” LitMrs. Wm. H. Quimby and Mrs. George F.
E. E. Babcock of Belfast' has just completed tle River, for a few weeks.
Kent are spending a few days at Mrs. Kent’s
a stable-garage, 66 by 36 feet,for Ira M. Cobe
Mr. H. L. Woodcock and Mr. and Mrs. D. home in Madison.
on the land adjoining his former
garage and
Faunce Woodcock are at Woodbine cottasre,
Mrs. James Dunning and Miss Martha Jordan
servants’ quarters near Bohemia on the South
Searsmont, for the summer.
of Bangor were guests the past week of Mrs.
shore. The building is probably the finest of
V
Rev. and Mrs. Charles B. Ames are at their Robert P. Coombs.
the kind in this vicinity and has every modern
Mrs. Georgia S. Pendleton, who spent the
convenience. He will keep his saddle horses cottage, Ochalawaha, formerly the Howes cotwinter in Newton, Mass., is the guest of Mrs;
and cars there during his stay at Hillside tage, at Lake Quantabacook.
Farms. The building has cement floors, and
Senator Charles F. Johnson of Waterville, Elfeabeth E. Knowlton.
is finished throughout in hard pine and everyMiss Frances A. Sargent will leave today,
wife, daughter and friends, were recent guests
thing is up-to-date in all details. A cement at the Woman’s Club tea room.
Thursday, for Portland, to visit her aunt, Mrs.
vegetable cellar is one of the conveniences.
Mr. and Mrs. Verrill S. Jones have returned Mattie Sargent Haskell.
The building is to be heated and the coal is kept
Mrs. E, J. Morison and daughter, Miss Cora
from a week’s visit with relatives in Harmony,
in the attic, with a chute of brick leading to
Dexter and Cambridge, Maine.
S. Morison, returned last Friday morning from
tae

furnaces.

WEDDING BELLS.
Dingwell-Wilband. Belfast friends have
cards from Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Lawson Wilband of East Boston,
formerly or this

Wilda Vose,

the Grammar
the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Vose.
Miss

sc

hool at

a

teacher in

Norwood, Mass.,

is

Mrs, A. T. Ringoia of Brockton, Mass., has
a brief visit at the Wight
homestead on Lincolnville avenue.

received

returned home from

city, announcing the marriage, July 10th, in
East Boston, of their daughter, Myrtle Idella,
to Dr. Arthur .Roy Ding well. The bride is
well and favorably known in Belfast,
having
been a frequent visitor since going to East
Boston with her parents. She is a graduate
of Burdett’s Business College of Boston and a

F. Emmons of Brooks has gone to Minnewhere he expects to locate in
the builders’ and contractors’ business.

preposessing

Her many friends
young hidy.
congratulations and best wishes.
Dr. and Mrs. Dingwell came to Maine on their

here extend

wedding trip.
Lawrey-Astle. A wedding in which Belfast people are interested took place July 13th
in Houlton, when Miss Maude Astle became
the bride of Harry H. Lawrey of Providence,
R. I. Both are graduates of Bates and have
frequently visited Belfast, the guests of Miss

W.

apolis, Minn.,

Mrs. John Beckwith of Springfield, Mass, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon O,
Bucklin. Mr. Beckwith will come later.
Mrs. Esther G. Davis went to Lincolnville
last Saturday to spend several weeks with her
sister, Mrs. W. L. Howe, at her old home.

Mrs, Albertie George, who has a position as
at the Home for Aged Women, Bangor,
is at her home in Winterport for a vacation.
nurse

shopping trip

Fred 0. Smith of Evanston, R. I., was in
Belfast the past week, called here by the death
of his mother, Mrs. Mary M. Smith.
J. A. Cunningham of Ellsworth, councilor
this district in Gov. Oakley C. Curtis’council, was a recent guest of Dr. Adelbert Millett.
for

Mias Charlotte Staples, who has been in
Lowell, Boston and Old Orchard for the past
three weeks, returned home on Monday evening’s train.

and Mary K. Hayes spent
Waterville and the former went

Mrs. Marshall Martin and little son, Marshall
Martin, Jr., arrived July 16th from Providence,

Misses Grace H.
in

Mr. and Mrs.

dren

I., to spend some weeks with her parents,
George R. Doak.

from there to Bangor to spend Sunday with

R.

friends.

Mr. and Mrs.

Buzzell Gardner
John Buzzell and Miss
Ernestine Gardner were married Saturday,July
10,at noon, at the home of the bride's mother,
Mrs. Annie Gardner in Rockport.
The ceremony was pertortned by Rev. L>. B. Phelan,
pastor of the Methodist church,in the presence
of only the immediate family, The young
couple are both well known and very popular.

B. Wyllie and daughter
Rockland last Sunday to attend the funeral of Mr. Arthur Shea, formerly

ed to

of Belfast.

upper

Miss Bertha A. Boyington has arrived in Winterport from Revere, Mass., for a two weeks'
vacation with her parents. Dr. and Mrs. E. H.

Bangor

among

the guests at the

Boston.

Miss Annette Holt, Belfast High school,
1915, has taken a position in the office of the
Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co.

wedding,

were

to

and Mrs. George W. Leadbetter and son
Robert of Augusta were recent guests ot Dr.
and Mrs. Adelbert Millett.
Mr.

Frederick H. Paine and chilof Brooklyn, N. Y„ recent visitors in Bangor. have taken a cottage at Swan Lake for the
remainder of the summer.

Saturday
and family, who

a

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Jone's and daughters,
Charlotte and Sibyl, were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin A. Jones at the Windsor Hotel.

Mr. and

Frances

Mrs. A.

were

in

_J

<’

I

Mrs. Lizzie McCabe spent several days reat SunnyBide cottage, East Belfast.
Miss Hannah L. Holmes of Ellsworth is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore.

.lL.._l.i!_

McCathy and Fahy.
They left immediately for Northport, where
Mary M., widow of the late Abner F. Smith,
they spent a few days. They will take up Boyingtcn.
At the Methodist church next Sunday morndied July 16th at her home, 54 Union street,
BELFAST 18; EASTERNS 4.
house-keeping in Rockport in the near future.
Mrs. Alice Fletcher of Peabody, Mass., was
She was born in Waldo August 20, 1844, the ing Rev. Horace B. Sellers will speak on “The
In the game last Friday on the Congress
Congratulations are extended by their many
of
the
At
30
he
2.
will
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank I. Wilson Satof
the
Ideal.”
friends.—Camden Herald.
late
Alfred
street
and
Belfast
outclassed the Easterns
speak
daughter
grounds
Betsey Choate Challenge
Sheldon, She had been an invalid for several in the Woods school house Northport. A Union batting Ambrose hard and often, and his supday while on her way to spend the season at
REGIMENTAL REUNIONS.
the Crehore homestead in Lincolnville.
years and the immediate cause of her death service will be held on the common if pleasant; port was very loose. Rowe and Curtin led the
was hemorrhage.
It was in the home circle if stormy in the Methodist church. The regular home team at the bat, each with five hits in
Mr. Herbert Drinkwater left on the steamer
The 26th Maine. The 30th annual reunion
Camden Saturday night for Boston en route
and among her intimate friends that her prayer meeting will be held this, Thursday, six times up. The score:
of the Twenty-sixth Maine Regimental Asso- for Hartford, Uonn., where he has
accepted a
womanly qualities and kindness of heart were evening at 7 30 and the probationers class will
BELFAST.
ciation will be held in Memorial Hall, Belfast
position in a brass foundry.—Rockland Opinmeet at 8.30.
best known as she never cared to seek
ion.
ab. r. bh. po, a. e
pleasTuesday, Aug. 10. 1916. H. M. Chase, Secy.
ures outside of her home.
Four sons and a
Mayo, lb. 6 1 3 8 0 0
Mrs. Nellie Ross Campbell of Hampton, N.
The 19th Maine. The 43d reunion of the
THE
SIXTH
MAINE
6
2
5
REUNION.
2
1
Rowe,
0
3lj.
survive:
Leslie
A.
of
daughter
Brooks, Robie
1
0
H., is the guest of Miss Annie V. Field. Mrs.
ss. 6
2
3
Pendleton,
0
19th
Me.
Association
Regimental
will
beheld
at
with
whom
she
had made her home since
F.,
Report Shows Death Of 16 Members Of Curtin, c. 64 33 5 9 0 0 Waterville, Maine, on Wednesday, August Campnell is the daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
the death of her husband several years
2
3
Wildes, 2b.
3
1
ago,
John A. Ross and spent her girlhood in this
Regiment During Y'ear.
Frank H. of Brooks, Fred O. of Cranston, R. I
Reed, If. 3 2 10 10 25th, 1916. Dinner will be furnished by the
of the nearly 100 survivors of the Green, rf. 4
city.
2
3
0
ladies
of
the
1
G.
R.
0
A.
Twenty
Circle
at the Post Hall,
and Hannah, wife of J. A. G. Beach of East
2
1
2
0
0 for 35 cents.
6th Maine Volunteer Infantry held a reunion | Lord, cf. 2
Harold S. Jones, a student at the University
Arrang ements are being made
Belfast. One brother also survives, Frank
Brignolia, p. 4 2 1110 to
in Old Town.July 15th,the guests of S. J. Oakes
the
a
give
boys good reception, including an of Pennsylvania, is spending the summer in
Sheldon of Liberty. The funeral was held at
G. A. R., and W. R. C. A report showed
Totals.41 18 21 27 10 1 automobile ride about the city. The M. C. R. R, Plainfield, N. J., where he has employment,
her late home Sunday at 12 o’clock, Rev. Post,
the death of 16 veterans of the regiment in the
will give reduced rates—one and three-fifths
and will not come home until near the close of
Arthur A. Blair of the Universalist church
EASTERNS.
past year.
fare for the round trip—good from A
ugust 24th the vacation.
officiating. The flowers were many and beauOfficers were elected as follows: N. C. Walab. r. bh. po. a. e.
to 27th inclusive.
Comrades are requested to
tiful. Her sons and son-in-law were the bear- lace, Togus, president; A. P. Benner, Williman- E. Shute, ss, 2b.4
112
Principal A. F. Richardson and wife of the
2
1
tic, Conn, 1st vice president; R. G. Taylor, L. Shute. 3b.4
1
2
2
3
0 forward to the Secretary the names of deceased Normal school,who had been spending the past
ers.
The remains were taken to East Knox
13
Ellsworth, 2d vice president;Wainwright Cush- Kiah, 2b, ss.5
111 members, that they can be reported. Water- two weeks at Sandypoint, returned to Ca-tine
for interment.
ing, Foxcroft, secretary-treasurer; N. C. Wal- Willy, cf.4 112 0 2 ville offers
good facilities to get to and from July 14th. They were accompanied by their
lace, Wainwright Cushing and L. F. Tapley, Goldberg, If.4
0
0
2
1
1
The funeral of Hugh Smith, who died at his
Bucksport, executive committee. >
Peckham, c...4 117 4 0 the Reunion. Only a few more. Silas Adams daughter Hortense.
home in White’s Corner, Winterport, July
The next reunion will be held July 15, 1916, Dwyer, lb.4
0
0
8
0
0 Secy.
Wallace H. White, Jr., of Lewiston has anat the National Home, Togus. The visitors Smith, rf.4
0
1
0
0
0
13th, was held Thursday afternoon, July 16th,
First Maine Heavy Artillery. The Firs nounced he will be a candidate for the
were entertained by war pictures at a local
0
1
0
2
Repub0
Ambrose.p.4
and was largely attended by relatives, old
theatre and taken"by automobiles on an inspecMaine Heavy Artillery Regimental association lican Congressional nomination at the primaneighbors and friendB. Rev. Asbury Gould of tion trip to the University of Maine.
4 10 24 12
Totals.37
5 will hold its 39th reuni on at
Kenduskeag Tues- ries in June, 1916. He is a grandson of the late
The survivors of the regiment present were:
Hampden spoke, and F. W. Haley of WinterCo A., Wainwright Cushing of Foxcroft; Co B, Belfast...0 6 3 0 0 4 4 1 x—18 day, Aug. 24th.
Meetings will be held at Senator William P. Frye.
port had charge of the arrangements. The B. S. Jellison
Easterns.0
0010012 0—4 Grange hall. Business
of Clifton, Roscoe Taylor and D.
meeting in the foreGeorge E. Grant of Unity and his sons, Phiflowers were profuse and beautiful. The in- L. Fields of Ellsworth, Peter Sumner and ElTwo base hits, Mayo 2, Greene 2, Curtin 3, noon; dinner at 12 m„ 26 cents, and a camp- lip B. and William H„ who had been guests at
fire after dinner.
terment was in Pilgrim’s Home cemetery, liott Sumner of Amherst; Co C, William R.
Eastern Maine State the home of Robert B.
Cookson, clerk of the
Kiah.
Stolen
Peckham,
Brignolia,
Rowe,
bases, fair tickets will be available to
Bangor and
Monroe. Mr. Smith was 68 yearB of age, and Blackmann of East Cambridge,, Mass; H. H.
court, at Hampden, have reBowles of Cherry field, Joseph St. Germain of Curtin 2, Rowe 2, Wildes, Greene. Bases on return home, probably at more favorable Bangor municipal
came
to attend the funeral
home.
turned
They
had resided in Winterport all his life. His
Greenville; Co E, Ira McLaughlin of Avon. balls, by Brignolia, by Ambrose 6. Sacrifice rates than could otherwise be made. Arrange- services of Mrs. Grant’s father, W, D. Lowell.
ments will be made with the electrics for
wife died 23 years ago, leaving him with five Mass; Co F, R. D Campbell of Pembroke; Co G,
News.
Frank Campbell of Cherryfield, William Shaw hits, Green, Wildes, Lord, L. Shute. Double tram portation from West Market Square, —Bangor
young children to care for, all of whom surof Milbridge, Nelson G. Wallace of Togus; Co play, E. Shute Peckham.
Umpires, Fahy and Bangor, to Kenduskeag and return. Special
MiBS Abbie O, Stoddard of Quincy, Mass .,
vive a faithful father. They are Herbert, who
electrics will start at 9 a. m. from Bangor. with her
H, Otis O. Roberts of Dexter, Dr F. W. Merrill Shute. Time 2hours.
Wellesley classmates, of 1905, Miss
lives at home; Clara, Mrs. David Hart; Ida, of Winn; Co I. O. E. W. Hinckley of Old Town,
The officers are: William J. Temple, President,
William K. Nason, vice president, Ruth Francisco of New Jersey and Miss Clara
Hampden;
Mrs. Clarence Colley of Winterport; Clarence* J. S. Knowlton of Camden, Greene Knowlton
BELFAST 2; EASTERNS 1.
of Togus, A. P. Benner of Willimantic, Conn; ^
Kenduskeag; Rev. Simeon C. Whitcomb, Bruce, who has been in India since graduating,
who lives in Su rry, and Minnie, who is in BelE. T. Douglass of Dover; Co K. J. H. Tingee of
Belfast played the Easterns in South Brewer chaplain, Bangor; Charles J. House, secretary- are at the Harriman house on Congress street
fast.
treasurer,
Weston, Mass; George W. Black of Otis.
Augusta; executive committee, Fred for two weeks. Miss Stoddard will
last Saturday afternoon and won out 2 to 1.
later visit
T. Hal], Bangor; Melvin S. Stevenson,
HampThe play was close and fast all the way, both den; Goff M. Blackden, South
The section of Main street known as “The
her cousin, Miss Amy E. Stoddard.
Etna.
MAINE FOLKS IN MONTANA
Brook” lost another prominent business man
Dwyer and McLellan pitching fine ball and
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Treat of
Stockton
July 15th in the death of Arthur (“Barney”)
SECRET SOCIETIES.
having snappy support. A feature of the
Khcu mlliph tnnlr t.lnAn
kio
[Bozeman Daily Chronicle.]
Springs, accompanied by Miss Clara Partridge
was
an
of
outfield
catch
Miss
Chase
this
game
has
Preble
on
M
Cimmn.
X^
T
been electby
a
Mary
city
way, shortly after 4 p. m. His demise marks
the passing, within a few months, of five men ed editor-in-chief of the To Dragma magazine drive by Pendleton, with men on bases. The
King David Lodge, F. & A. M., Lincolnville,
the
in
Mr.
Treat’s
auto.
Mr.
14th,
making
trip
of the Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority, and Mrs. W.
wkose places of business were not a stone’s
winning run was brought in by McLellan on a has adopted the following resolutions of re- | Treat attended the
toss part,
and who have been important1 F. Schoppe has been elected business manameeting-? of the teachers |
homer
over
the fence. The umpiring of Fahey
factors in the city’s development. Mr. Shea ger,these elections taking place at the convenconvention.
Miss Simmons, a former teacher
Whereas it has pleased the Great Creator of
tion in Berkeley, Calif., a few days ago. The and Shute was highly satisfactory.
was born in Belfast 54 years ago, and in his
The sumin the normal school, called on friends, and
;
in His infinite wisdom
all
take
from
magazine
is
the
sororitv
or?an.
i'rrhoH
fv,..things
of
made
a
number
to_
boyhood
Miss Partridge was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
voyages in coastmary:
our midat our esteemed friend and brother
wise vessels. He came to this city in the times s year.
Russell Wescott for the day.
Belfast.0 .0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0-2 5 1 William Bragg; therefore, be it
eariy eighties, and learned the plumber's trade
Miss Chase is a daughter of the late
Judge Easterns.0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0—1 4 2
Resolved, That in the passing of Brother
Among the pioneers of Camden cottage life
with K E, Cobb, who was Rockland’s first
Chase of Bluehill, a graduate from the UniverBatteries McLellan and Curtin; Dwyer and Bragg from this life to the great unknown his are Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Dillingham of Banprofessional plumber. Eventually he bought
immediate family have lost a kind father and gor, who are now here for their fifty-first conJohnson.
the latter’s business, being first located where sity of Maine,and for some time past has been
protector, this Lodge a worthy and valuable secutive season. Their atiractive cottage,
the Singer Sewing Machine Co. has its quar- engaged in literary work. Mrs. Schoppe was
brother and the tofon an upright and intelli- Arequipa commands one of the most sightly
ters. Mr. Shea was one of the victims oi the
SKOWHEGAN, 10; BELFAST, 4.
formerly Miss Marjorie D. Pilsbury of Belfast.
situations at Dillingham’s Point. The family,
gent citizen.
disastrous fire which swept this part of "The
defeated Belfast 10 to 4 on the
Skowhegan
Resolved, That we extend to his family and consisting of Mr. E. L. Dillingham, Mrs. W. H.
Brook,” and 28 years ago moved into the store
William
Master
F.
relatives
our
the
street
Stalker of New York city and Mrs. G. S. MacSchoppe,
fourand
Jr.,
Congress
consolation.
grounds Tuesday afternoon.
sympathy
which his firm has ever since occupied.
As a
son of Professor and Mrs. W.
F. It was rather a disappointi ng game to a
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions Pherson of Highlands, North Carolina, are all
plumbing contractor Mr. Shea had handled yearsold gave a birthday
big
be
Schoppe,
party Thursday afspread on a page of our records, that copies there for the summer with the exception of
some of the largest jobs in this part of the
crowd. The summary:
ternoon to fourteen of his little friends.
be sent to his family and also to The Republi- Dr. F. H. Dillingham, who will arrive early in
They
State, particularly at Dark Harbor, North
enjoyed i peanut bunt and other games for a Skowhegan.0 0 5 2 0 0 3 0 0—10 can Journal and Camden Herald for publica- August.—Camden Herald.
Haven and other Penobscot Bay resorts where
few hours.and then were served by Mrs. Schop- Belfast.2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—4 tion, and that our Lodge be draped in mournsummer mansions have sprung
A pleasant surprise was given D. M. Moody
rapidly into
with dainty refreshments at small tables.
Two base hits, Houser, White, Reed. Three ing for thirty days.
existence during the past quarter century. pe
Pink and white was the color scheme of the base bit, Pendleton. Home run, McLellan.
of Wfnterport July 6th, the 80th anniversary
E. M. Coleman,
skill
with
his
at
the
Coupled
trade, and his decorations and of the refreshments and the Stolen
R. F. Ames,
alertness along business lines, was a
bases, Chapman, Pendleton. Bases on
of his birth. Mr. Moody, with Mrs. Moody,
high
cake with the four candles. Each
J. E. Thomas,
balls, by White, by Green 6. Struck out by
standard of citizenship which earned for him birthday
had been invited to the home of Miss Esther
was given a souvenir in the form of a
child
White, by Green 7. Sacrifice hit, Curtin.
the undying regard of bis fellowmen wherever
A. Prescott, and there gathered a number of
tiny pink basket filled with bonbon* at the Double plays, UcElwee to Page to Houser;
The Shoe Situation.
he was known. His deaih adds another sad
table.
Albert to Houser; Page to Albert to Houser,
friends to wish him happy returns of the day.
blow to the community in which he resided
_/
Wild pitches, White, Green 2. Hit by pitched
even as it did in that locality where his busiVisiting buyers in the local and New England Mr. Moody, who was in good spirits, was
Serves Him Right.
footwear
markets
have not as yet placed any
ball, Lowney, Lord. Passed balls, Curtin 2.
ness interests were centered.
Mr. Shea, aporders of size, but the impression prevails that pleased to greet friends and received a numhours.
parently the finest type of rugged health,
Mr.
is being kicked about like Champ Umpire, Pahy. Time, 2
will develop more normal proportions ber of tokens of remembrance. Ice cream and
showed the first symptoms of a weakened con- Clark’sBryan
trading
famous hound. The German-AmeriThe game between the Leonard $ Barrows in the early future. Factories are starting up cake were served and then
stitution two years ago last January. He cans did not Ilk* his talk
pictures of Mr. and
about them
would and
fought bravely a succession of ill turns, and not hear one of his speeches. Now and
Citypoint teams last Saturday was called after the usual mid-year shutdowns and, with Mrs. Moody and guests were taken. Later in
the
fightthe new contracts in prospect, it is expected
within a week had expressed himself as teelin
the
seventh inning, the score then stand- that
ing suffragists sre alter him. All that is left off
machinery will be kept well employed.— the day the couple went for an automobile
ing|better|than he had in^a|longfttinie.fc M on- him.isttbe. Anti-Saloon League.—Boston
Globe ing 6 to 6.
Dun’s Review July 17th.
ride with Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clements.
..«

Mrs. Annie M. Weeman is in Grand Manan
for a two weeks’ visit with relatives.

cently

—

ior

I

Bayside

poration, which was to be subject to a vote of
the people. Ira M. Cobe presided, and John
Churchill of Peabody, Mass., acted as secretary. The vote stood 147 to 16 in favor of accepting the act. A meeting for organization of
the Northport Village corporation will be held
August 2nd.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Preston W. Frye of Patten
were guests of Capt. and Mrs. A. C.
Batchelder the past week.

A

upon me act passed Dy me last; legislature lor !
the formation of the Northport Village cor-

Mrs. John A. Quimby has returned from
visit with relatives in Rockland.

A. H. Leonard of Middleboro, Mass., was in
Belfast the first of the week on business.

Norton.

special meeting of the voters} of the
town of Northport was held Saturday afternoon, July 17th, in the Bayside theatre, to vote

Mrs. James Carle of Portland ia
visiting her

sister, Mrs. Veizora H. Mitchell.

Mrs. George F. Harriman and guests were
Alhambra cottage. Pitcher’s Pond, last Friday for the day.
at

Miss Clara Keating, Miss Marian Heal and
Miss Dorothy Franck have issued invitations
for a dancing party to be given t jmorrow, Fri-

day, evening on the Cobe estate in the new
stable-garage just finished.
Miss Lucy Meister, who had been
Thomas E. Shea, who has been at his sumvisiting in
1 mer place, Ferndale, on the North shore, left this city for a week, returned to her
home in
0
last week for Philadelphia, where he may Orono last Friday.
0
a
summer
stoek
He
was
open
company.
joined
Mrs. Helen S. Collins of
Salem, Mass., is
3
there this week by Mrs. Shea.
/
visiting her sister. Miss Fannie C. Welch, 81
The following table of distances from North* Northport avenue.
port will be of interest to Northport summer
Mrs. George Wheeler and son George of Los
e.
0 residents: Belfast, three and one-half miles;
Angeles, Calif., arrived Friday to visit Mr. and
1
2
Temple Heights,
miles; Saturday Cove, 3 Mrs. Edwin Jones.
0
miles; Searsport, 9 miles; Swan Lake, 8 miles;
0
A. J. Phillips of Providence, R. I., was the
2 Islesboro, 10 miles; Castine, 12 miles; Camden,
guest for several days recently of Mr. and
0
14 miles; Bangor, 35 miles; Rockland, 24 miles.
Mrs. B. O.

•-

of

Ernest O. Brown of this city is in Barre, Vt.>
where he has employment.

0
0
U
0

a.

po.

e

2

BELFAST.

Mass

Rebecca Ingraham and Mrs E. W Thurlow of Rockland.

personal/

4; BELFAST
Despite the heavy shower and the threatening aspect of the weather the game between
Skowhegan and Belfast took place on the Con-

1.

railroad as a career, and
and Pittsfield granges. A short won distinction in much the same way, beand games were enjoyed coming general
gjgm «•:, given
superintendent of the Bangor I
afloat until rescued.
oeople. Ice cream and cake were and Aroostook railroad, retiring with a change
jjf, .„1
Day was badly cut, his skin being torn off
ladies.
!!
of
p.\administration
in
1912.
Mr.
Brown
married
and lacerated. Neither of them received
re0
any
BELFAST 8; ROCKLAND 3.
their injuries being almost wholly due
Miss
Martha
Jane
Welch
of
burns,
whom
he
has
the
Bath,
nge, Clinton,
adopted
piir^v.
to the force of the explosion.
In Rockland, July 15th, Belfast defeated
He
survived.
leaves
five daughters, Misses
iutions of respect:
n1f j,^
Lester Post, who was sitting on a capstan on
ail-wise and never-erring Father Georgianna Brown, Emma J. Brown, Julia A. the wharf, was cut and burned, but not seri- Rockland, 8 to 3. The Courier Gazette says of
Brown, Harriet E. Brown and Mrs. W. E. ously. He was the only person on shore who the game: “For. six innings the home team
Erastus P. Roundy; therefore,
played Belfast to a standstill, and Cottrell was
Mansur, all of Bangor, and a son, William M. was injured.
The boat, which was owned by the Standard
Brown
of Bangor. He was a member of the Oil
coming across in gilt-edged style. In the sevhat
will
Clinton grange
deeply
[j,, v
Co., was 75 feet long and had a capacity of
1
of our brother, who was always
Madockawando club and in politics a Demo- 11,000 gallons, was used to distribute gasoline enth, with one man down, Pierotti misjudged
-v
the Maine coast. She put in here to relling to lend a helping hand to crat. Ab an executive, he was
Lord’s fierce line drive, which proved good for
possessed of along
not only will he be mourned by
ceive a supply to take to the westward, and
two bases.
Thus encouraged, the visitors prothe respect and esteem of the men under him,
was being luadeo from the
oy neighbors and friends; those
large central supply ceeded to slam the ball hither and yon, and it
and his sturdy, honest and rugged character
best loved him most,
plant when the explosion occurred.
tat we tender our heartfelt symThe cause of the explosion was a mystery. was only Gay's assist from rightfield that endwon him the admiration of a
yi,".:
large circle of
ereaved family, that our charter
pfriends. He was a typical Maine man of Capt. Toole could not explain it. He could not ed the inning without more serious consequen:" days, that these resolutions.
recall what happened, and only remembered i
•r
The visitors continued
ces than three runs.
whom the State may well be proud.
ur records and a copy be sent
i that he had been thrown violently overboard.
;;
their attack in the next two innings, during
of our deceased brother and to
Day also was unable to offer an explanation.
nmercial for publication.
The boat was docked alongside Atlantic which they were aided by some errors that
.'t
Wilbert P. Greenlaw, well and favorably
Howard W, Dodge, and L. T.
wharf, and the flames were communicated to j were in marked contrast to the fine game
known in this city, died at noor.July 14th, at
ittee.
ir:
buildings owned by M. D & C. 0. Perry, ! which Rockland had been
putting up.” The
his home in Northport, aged 45 years,4months
burning a shed used for storing wood. The j
,KS 1M REAL ESTATE.
-h
gasoline plant is situated more than 1,000 feet score:
and 13 days.
He had been ill with pneumonia
; from the dock and was not endangered.
The
BELFAST.
only since the Saturday previous, when he wind was in the opposite direction.
r
ab
bh tb po a e
g transfers of real estate were was about his work at Bayside as usual.
Abbott
was
about
He
35 years of age.
He had
Mayo, lb. 6 1 1 1 16 0 0
c
ildo County Registry of Deeds was born in
tor
Northport, the son of Wm. J. and a large family.
1
0
5
0
3b.
0
1 0
Rowe,
At the hospital, where Capt. Toole and Day,
ending July 21, 1915
Clara Prescott Greenlaw. He attended the
4 0
Pendleton, ss.. 5 1 3 3 0
| who was the engineer, were taken, it was Curtin, c. 5
0
2
3
5
0 0
Leary, et als, Bangor, to Mary
town schools and finished his education at the found that both men were
!
suffering with in2
12
2b.. 5
15 0
>ury. Mass; land and buildings in
East Maine Conference Seminary in Bucks- ternal injuries. Their condition was consider- Wildes.
4
0
0
0
if.
3
0 0
ed serious. Day had two ribs Droken and Reed,
N>'
port. He taught school lor many years in his
McLellan, rf. 5 1 2 4 0 0 0
wlton, et als, Belfast, to Ira M. home county,and also in Washington and Knox probably will lose the sight of one eye.
1
3
4
cf. 4
2
Lord,
0 0
Abbott’s body was round floating in the
4
1
2
2
0
3 0
land in Northport.
counties. For many years he was superintend- dock this afternoon. It was supposed he had j Greene, p...
i'»i
Witt, Bangor, to Dexter Clem- ent of schools in his home town and held that been burned, but apparently death was due to j
13 8 14 19 27 13 0
ti
Shute, Belfast; land and build- office and that of tax collector at the time of the explosion.
ROCKLAND.
his death. Mr. Greenlaw was a carpenter
?
j
by
The Churches.
r
ab
bh tb po
a
e
Ernett, Searsmont, to Ellen M. trade and'worked at the Campground, where
1
1
2
Lamb, cf. 4
3
o 0
d and buildings in Sear3mont.
ft-.
he lived with his family during the summer
0
0
0
ss. 4
1
5 1
Pounds,
Rev. A. E. Wilson will preach next Sunday |
season.
He was a Methodist in belief and for
1
1
4
2
2 2
Foote, 2b. 4
at the Unitarian church on the subject, “Life’s Cottrell,
land in Thorndike.
1
2
5
0
5 0
p. 4
years had been a member of that church.
He
4
1
If.
0
1
Warfare.”
2
0 0
Pierotti,
3
ipies Emery, Stockton Springs, to^ is survived by his widow, formerly Miss Abbie I Unending
Louraine, 3b. 4 0 0 0 0 1 1
Kifl
:!fin, do; land in Stockton Springs. Clark of Searsmont; by their three
Services
are held in the church at North
3
0
0
0 0
children,
0 12
Rokes.lb.
[
Nickerson, Orrington, to Howard Eulala, Verna and Harold, and by one brother, Belfast Sunday morning at 10.30 o’clock; Sun- I Niles, c. 3 0 1
1
6
10
rf.
2
0
0
0
0
land and buildings in Northport.
1 0
Gay,
scho*.
1
at
noon
and
service
at
7
o’clock
in
day
C.
Greenlaw
of
Dwight
j
Northport. The fu10
rf.
0
0
10
0
Healey,
h:-.
Clifford. Belfast, to Minnie A. neral took
place at his late home Friday at 1 the evening. All are cordially invited.
and
in
Northport.
|
33
3
6
13 27 15 4
The usual service of worship will be held in j
p. m., Rev, Horace B. Sellers of the Methodist
arc
Hisler, Windsor, to Ernest C. church officiating.
nnni n n 3
q
Many of his townspeople the Congregational church next Sunday morn- Rplfnst
R.
land
and
ience,
I;
buildings in and a large number of the summer residents ing at 10.45, with sermon by Rev.
S. Rockland.0 002 00001-3

’c.-.lir
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shock,
the iT
left.™nm/V
ide and never fully recoverconaciousness
He was a member of the
Universalist parish and Laymen’s
League the
Masonic bodies up to and
including Claremont Commandery and Rockland
Lodge of
Llks. Mr. Shea is survived by his wife formerly Mabel Wyllie of Warren; and by one
sister Emma Shea.
Funeral services were
held Sunday afternoon at 1
o'clock. Rev P A

affecting

mnm..

■ .>

1

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie E. Warren have returnBangor after a visit with Mr. Warren’s

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Warren,
Main street, Bucksport.

on

Drs. W. H. Simmons and Elmer E. Brown of
were in Belfast July 16th, coming to

mike a personal call on Dr. S. W, Johnson, a
patient at t^ie Waldo county hospital.
Byron M. Wilson and wife,with a party from
Lynn and Beverly, Mass., who came in the

former’s auto to the Jraby cottage,tur the week
of July 4th, left for their home last Friday.
Mrs. Joseph Cuneo and Miss Nellie Logan of
Roxbury Mass, are spending two weexs at
Sunnyside cottage. East Belfast, visiting Mr.
and Mrs. James L. James and Jonn Sanborn.

and Mrs. Charles H, Walden and Mr, and
Chase, with Miss Ida Walker
ana Miss Hall, trained nurse, are ac tneir cottage, Rocky Point, Pitcher’s Pond, lor two
Mr.

Mrs.

Robert F.

weeks.

Miss Alice Parker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Parker of this city, is spending a three
weeks’ vacation with her parents from her

duties as student
ton, Mass.

nurse in

hospital

a

at

New-

Mr. Eugene W. Gross, wife and son of
Rockland were in Belfast over Sunday, guests
of Mrs, George F. Ryan. Mrs. Gross was formerly Mamie Ryan, and lived at the Upper
Bridge when a girl.
Miss Florence Dinsmore of Waterville, tirst
reader of the Christian Science church of that

city, who hae been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Irving T. Dinsmore, Congress street, for a few

days,

has returned home.

L. Durham left on the Boston
boat Thursday morning for Libbey Island light
station, Machias bay, for a two weeks’ visit
with her daughter, Mrs. Samuel Holbrook, formerly Miss Bertha Royce of this city.
Mrs. Annie

Col. Conklin of New York, the children’s
friend, has arrived for his annual visit at the
Northport Inn. His coming assures the children buckboard rides, picnics and other treats
and is especially welcomed by the inmates of
the Girls Home.

] Q Dr. and Mrs. A. M. D. Small and daughter of
Freedom are guests oi Dr. email's parents, E.
S. Small and wife, at Sunset. Some twentyfive years ago Dr. Small taught the school in
this village, and Wednesday evening he was
recognized and cordially greeted upon our
streets by many of his lurmer
ciates.— Deer Isle Messenger.

pupils

anu asso-

family gathering took place recently at
home of Mrs. Lucy Tapley in West Brooksville. Those present were her children with
their families: O. W. Tapley, wife and son
Paul of Ellsworth: Dr. Thomas Tapley, wife
and son Wasson of Tremont; Dr, Eugene D.
Tapley and wife of Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. O. L.
Tapley of the place, Miss Lucy Tapley of AtA

the

lapley and daugnter or
New York, and Mrs. Lile Tapley Smith and
son Theodore of Sedgwick.
lanta, ua.; Mrs. Iva.

THE

LOBSTER

LAW.

Under the new law the commissioner of sea
and shore fisheries and the wardens are given
plenty of power for its enforcement. In the
first place all persons, firms and corporations
en gaging in the business must have a license
and these licenses can be revoked for violations
[>f the law. The owners of smacks collecting
lobsters must put up a $500 bond,which is forfeited if they engage in illegal business,while
the fishermen caught furnishing smacks with
lobsters of illegal length forfeit their licenses
for the period of a year.

Tlie Wood Waste

The Cloudburst and Gale

Exchange.

of July 7th and 8th did Much Damage in
Camden and Rockland.
The Btorm of July 7-8, while it extended all over the State, was very severe in
Camden and Rockland. The Camden
Herald gives the following details of the
damage done in that town:
High street was one of the worst sufferers. At the Eaton bridge,' the moun-

Forest Service Enabling Factories to Dispose of Each Others Waste Material to
Mutual Advantage.

Washington, D. C., July 19, ;‘1915.
Since the inauguration of its Wood
Waste Exchange, on April 15th last, the
Forest Service has been requested to list
147 mills and factories as having waste
material for sale, while during the

tain brook was so swollen that the culvert that for half a century has proved
adequate was entirely too small. The
water backed up in the Huse field until

same

time 76 other wood-using concerns have
asked to be listed as desiring to purchase
waste of

it formed

wide range of species in

a

specified dimensions or

as

mill

The latter have been included in

run.

“Opportunities

the list of

to Sell Waste”

which is sent monthly to concerns which
have waste material for sale. This list

growing steadily,

is

but the Forest Ser-

vice is anxious to accelerate its rate of

growth inasmuch
about half

as

sellers listed

comprises only
many buyers as there are
under “Opportunities to
it

as

A Question of Water Rates.

Buy Waste.”

TO THE LiDITOR OF THE JOURNAL:
just been notified by a large novelty manufacturing Noting that The Journal of July 8th contains an editorial criticizing the “sumconcern in New York City that the Wood
Waste Exchange has enabled it to ob- mer rates” of this company as resulting
tain its raw material at a considerable in comparative charges which do “not
seem just or equitable,” We deem it but
saving of money. This factory uses
small, semi-finished blocks of dogwood justice to ourselves, and at the same
which it makes into patent spool holder?. time in the real interest of the commun'Tie factory’s requirements were pub- ity, to call attention to the “just and eqwhich
underlie the
to Sell uitable” reasons
lished under “Opportunities
The Forest Service has

establishment of said

a manufacturer of shutt e
blocks promptly seized the opportunity

Waste” and
to

dispose

of

the

which previously
in his factory.

pieces

were

rates,

as

well

considerations, not
dogwood quently overlooked by customers,

of

discarded

as

w’asta

other

some

|

rates in general.
It is a well established

utilities

It

as

me

upon

uuiu:

date-it shall take effect.
The Democratic Congress incorporated
just such a blunder in the “war tax”
Jaw.

Section 21 of this law declares that
me

eiauip

prescrioeu on cne am
for in Schedule B shall at-

taxes

juaw

utilities

ui

me

ciaic

a

in

the twenty-seven years it has served the
set forth to

community has been clearly
every City administration

for several

years past.
As to said summer rates: So long as
such services were few in number, the

returns therefrom were comparatively
thirty days after inconsequential. In the last few years
the approval of the act.”
they have increased to an extent that reSchedule B itself, however, provides quires attention.
One fundamental reason which Underthat “all articles and preparations provided for which are in the hands of manu- lies said schedule is the very principle by
facturers or dealers on December 1, 1914, which, as your editorial Bays: “The proshall be subject to the payment of the perty of summer residents is taxed (by
the City) the same as other real estate.
stamp taxes herein,” etc.
The two provisions are absolutely con- No deduction in tax is made by the City
tradictory. When the Treasury Depart- because of more or less non-occupancy,
eles

provided

tach to all such articles

ment came to enforce the law it
able

to

was

un-

harmonize the two conflicting

Congress had adjourned and it
impossible to correct the blunder by
proper legislative action.
A forced interpretation was the only
alternative. The Department arbitrarily
fixed the date of enforcement, virtually
assuming a function that belonged only
■to the legislative body.
The whole subject of financial legislation seems to have been a fatal stumbling
block to the Democrats.' While they
have blundered in scores of other important measures, this tendency has been
specially emphasized in every statute
dealing with the receipt or expenditure
dates.
was

of money to conduct the affairs of government.
The last Congress passed three laws
notably designed to raise money, —first,
the tariff law; second, the income tax
law; and third, the "war tax.” It is
3ignficant that the revenues from each
fell short of the amount needed, thereby
contributing to the treasury deficit,Jand
has led to a mass of expensive litigation
because the legislative intent could be
determined only by judicial interpreta-

tion.

iRnxnedy For

Brown

Tail

Poisoning.

A Portland reader of the Express, who
bad been a sufferer from the brown-tail
•and mosquito pests, writes as follows:
■“Having been reminded by your paper
that there are many at this time who are
aunerii'g

irum

me

uisease

Known

as

do not make use of school or
are

t.hpir

nrnnnrtinn

nf

thp

pntirp

tavahlp

property of the City.
Another
of

tenant

a

nual rental
use

ed

is found in the

analogy

who hires

paid

is

a

house:

for the

case

The

privilege

an-

of

of the house and is not at all affect-

by

less occupancy thereof.
Summer residents using the water sup-

ply

more or

of the

rates

Company

are

taxed at annual

because it costs

same amount

to

substantially the
supply them as to supply

other customers.

Cost of the service, it
remembered, includes interest
the cost of the entire plant, which must

must
on

be

capacity to meet the maximum requirements of all would-be customers,
also maintenance of said plant.
Labor
and other operating costs, including mun ici pal and other taxes, are not decreased
by termination of supply to summer residents. In fact, there is no saving to the
Company from such termination except
in the pratically negligible difference in
fuel used in such portion of the winter
season as we may lack water-power for
pumping, and this possible exception is
considered to be fully offset by expenses
be of

incident to summer services alone.
We may add that the above considerations and
su

principles have already been
bstantialiy endorsed and approved by

the

chairman of

the Public

Utilities

browntail itch, I want to call attention
1o a simple remedy which proved very Commission.
•efficacious in my own case and which has
We can but believe that if all these
‘effected a cure in many instances of
facts be considered it will be agreed
which 1 know. If instead of applying
soothing lotions to the irritated skin, the that as a matter of justice and equity,
3ufferer will take a generous dose of com- the propriety of said summer rates will
mon Epsom salts for several nights be- be
fully conceded.
fore retiring, he may expect almost inVery respectfully yours,
stantaneous as well as permanent relief.
Belfast Water Co.
I was a great sufferer from this trouble
and mosquito poisoning for several seaElbert Wheeler, Treasurer.
sons and not only found direct relief at
Boston, July 13, 1915.
the time through the use of the remedy
mentioned, but I have had no return of
the irritation.”
CAMDEN TEACHER’S SUICIDE.
~

HUMPHREYS*

Witch Hazel Oil
(COMPOUND)
For* Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching

or

Burning.

One application brings relief.
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, at
all druggists or mailed.
Send Free Sample o( OH to

The body of Miss Susie Knowlton was
found in the river near the Knox woolen
mill at Camden on Monday morning,
July 12th, about 11 o’clock. She nad
been

in ill health for many years and
despondency is supposed to have caused
the act. Sh6 had been closely watched
of late, but on Monday morning about
2 o’clock eluded the watcherB and got
out of the house.
She was the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. David Knowlton and resided with her brother Willis
in the old home in Union street. Miss

Knowlton

was

for

some

time

a

success-

ful teacher in the Camden public schools.
She is survived by four brothers, A. J.

Q. Knowlton, John D. Knowlton, E.

Frank Knowlton and Willis D. Knowlton, of the well known firm of Knowlton
Brothers.
Humphreys Homeo. Medicine Co.,

156

William

St., New York.

The

Sick Animals

treatment of diseases of
Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and' Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,
166 William St.r New York.

lollars.
The amount of the rainfall is shown
rom
the tact that Megunticook Lake
was

taxed

and the

Dyspepsia Tablets
Will Relieve Your

Indigestion

City Drug 8ter«.

passaDie Dy way oi L,aKe

lone. It would be mere guess work to
sstimate the damage done in this town
done but it runs up into many thousand

Bundry other

simply because of ownerright to full enjoyment of,

is

Hooded, washed out and beaten down,
while nearly every poultry raiser lost
nany chickens by their being drowned.
Many trees suffered from the high wind,
imbs were broken off and other
damage

privileges involving City expenditures.
They
ship,

iuriipme

fered by driveways washing out, gardens

from the fact that summer residents

or

rendered absolutely impassable.

The road at the foot of Washington
street was also terribly gullied. This
was caused by the river
rising so high
that the Knox Mill dam was overflowed
and this torrent flowed down by their
wool storehouse and across the foot of
VVashington street by the mill of the
Talbot Grain Co. Both this company
and the Knox mill had considerable damage by stock being wet by the high water
in the river and this overflow.
Most
people feel that only the fact that Megunticook Lake was very low for the
time of year saved our town from awful
damage. All the water that came down
the river was from this side of the Lake
as the gates were closed and no water
was coming from the lake.
One cause
of the sudden rise of the river was the
fact that the flush boards on the Seabright mill dam were carried away by
the weight of water.
There was a bad washout on Chestnut
street at the brook. Here a new culvert
had been put in recently, but the water
was blocked by some
refuse, flowed back
md overflowed the road and the
soft
dirt was washed away so that the whole
street for about two rods was washed
out.
Besides the places mentioned are hundreds of smaller places on the various
streets and roads that were washed badly and ditches were gullied out from 1 to 3
feet deep.
The hill in the Barnes district between
Ragged and Bald Mountain is in bad
shape. Pearl, Chestnut, Mountain, Megunticook, Union and Washington streets,
nave many bad gullied places
along the
road sides. On Hosmer Pond road near
the foot of the Bowers Hill it was necessary to plank over before teams or autos
tould pass.
Besides all this dam age to the town
roads scores of private places have suf-

that

earn

was

City.

Similarly, other buyers are now, public
through the Wood Waste Exchangt. reasonable return upon the fair value of
the property devoted to the service;
obtaining material of good quality at
cost lower than they had been paying for and this principle underlies the existing
in the form of logs O
raw material
standard lumber, and without them- Maine, under which we are required to
operate. It should be obvious that pricutting raw materia] into required sizes vate capital, generally speaking, would
On the other hand, many mills and fac- not be found available for such enterpritories which were burning their waste or ses except upon expectation of such ultidisposing of it at firewood prices are mate return. Unlike money invested in
now selling it at a fair profit.
private business, capital when once inThe Forest Service desires the co-op- vested in a public utility cannot be reeration of all manufacturers of small moved to a more promising locality, nor
■wooden commodities and invites them to can it be applied to any other profitable
list their requirements with the Wood activity.
The purpose of said law, as in other
Waste Exchange. There is no charge
for this service.
States, is not alone to gain proper and
adequate service, but to do so at rates
THE “WAR TAX” LAW.
which should satisfy both the public and
Washington, l>. C., July 19,1915. One the utility. Whether or not the service
of the most vital and inexcusable errors of this Company has been reasonably adto the needs of Belfast, the mana legislative body can commit is to
pass equate
a
law containing a discrepancy in the ifest lack of reasonable returns during
to

lake 20 feet deep, overflowed

The greater part of the way the road was
gullied out from 2 to 6 feet deep,leaving
nothing but a bed of rocks, and the way
large rocks were carried along illustrates
the great power of the flood of water.
The flow of water down this hill must
have equalled the normal flow of Megunticook river. This road was gullied
and washed out as far as the old picnic
ground at the entrance to the Turnpike.
The hill is still impassable but the rest of
the road has been fixed temporarily so

infre-

principle

entitled

are

a

the bridge in a torrent and so soaked
and permeated the center of the road on
the bridge that the whole middle caved
in to a depth of 15 feet, making it impassable. High street all the way was
badly washed, but at Spring Brook half
of that bridge was washed out and
though passable it was unsafe until temporary repairs were made the next day.
The road the entire length of the hill on
this side was like the bed of a mountain
stream and along the ditches was gullied
to the depth of several feet.
Turnpike Hill is another place that
felt the severest effects of the storm.

factory

or

1

raised over 3 feet and is

now

prac-

ically full, an unusual condition for midluly. Mirror Lake,which was low,came

ip over 3 feet.
The fine macadam.road between Rock)ort and Rockland was partly underlined in two places, one at Oakland and
>ne
just above the powerhouse, but
■nough was left of the road so there was
passage around each place.
Rockport was also a bad sufl'erer, the
oads being badly washed and some culverts carried away,
Lincolnville had
nany washouts, but not as bad as Cam< len, and more inland
towns, like Hope,
Ippleton and Searsmom, seemed to escape the worst of ihe downpour.
Rockland Opinion: “It is safe to say
hat the tornado and rain storm which
* truck
Rockland last Thursday has
lever been
equalled in the summer hisory of the city. It is estimated that
he damage done in the
vicinity amounts
j o $25,000; the F. W. Woolworth Co. and
i he H. H. Crie Co.
being the heaviest
1 osers. The train service was
entirely
( liscontinued
Friday, no trains entering

j

t

leaving Rockland, an unprecedented
Saturday afternoon,

(

vent in summer.

I

hanks to the efficient work of the

1

wrecking
d.

The

crew,

a

passenger train arriv-

Thomaston & CamJ !en StreetRockland,
Railway had 100 feet of track

vashed away near Oakland Park, necesilating the transferring of passengers
' lound for Camden. Their coal shed,
ontaining 18 tons of coal,was carried off
| iy the flood. The drains at the Perry
1 lilnshed overflowed and it was only the
I lard work of some 40 men, assembled
iy the various fire alarms sounded in
he night, that prevented serious damage from the barrelled lime catching on
j ire. The brooks of the city overflowed
til bounds and left ruin in their wake,
rhe house on Maple street owned by
j 4rs. Faunce of Boston was almost enirely cut off from its neighbors, the unlermined walks hanging like suspension
1 iridges. The Lindsey brook was once
nore up to its old tricks, flooding the
lellars on Union street from Grove to
-limerock. Several teleevraDh Doles blew
<down on the Old
County road, putting the
electric lights in that section of'the
out
of
commission. The storm’s
city
parting shot was aimed at a huge elm
tree in front of Mrs. A. J. Shaw’s house
on High street.
The tree, which was
over two feet in diameter, snapped off
about four feet from the ground, falling
;
across
the street against a maple tree on
the west Bide of the jail. About 6 1-2
1inches of rain fell during the storm and
Chickawaukee pond is said to have risen
1
about
6 feet..”

,

j

AN EASY, PLEASANT LAXATIVE
One or two Dr. King’s Mew Life Pills with a
tumbler of water at night. No bad, nauseati
taste; no belching gas. Ge right to bed.
ing
Wake up in the morning, enjoy a free, easy
bowel movement, and feel fine all day. Dr.
King’s New Life Pills are sold by all Drug86 in an original package, for 25c. Get
1
gists,
a bottle today—enjoy this easy, pleasant laxaive.

Aroostook Potatoes.

THOUGHT SHI
COULO HOT LIVE
Restored

to

Health by Lydia

£. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Compound.
Unionviile, Mo.—“I suffered from a
female trouble and I got so weak that I
could hardly walk
across

the floor with-

out

holding on to
I had
something.
nervous spells and
my fingers would
cramp and my face
would draw, and I
could not speak, nor
sleep to do any good,
had no

appetite, and

everyone thought I
would not live.
Some one advised me to take Lydia E.

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I had
taken so much medicine and my doctor
said he could do me no good so I told my
husband he might get me a bottle and I
would try it.
By the time I had taken
it I felt better.
I continued its use,and
now I am well and strong.
“I have always recommended your
medicine ever since I was so wonderfully benelitted by it and I hope this
letter will be the means of saving some
other poor woman .from suffering.”—
Mrs. MARTHA SEAVEY, Box 1144,

Unionville,

Missouri.

THE LUSITANIA CHILDREN.
Kaiser, Kai

er, what do you bee?
Fair little faces that laughed in glee,
Still as marble at your decree?
Do phantom figures your soul affright—
Darken your day and haunt your night.
Dim and gray neath the sunlit skies,
Dim and white where the moon-trail lies?
Kaiser, Kaiser, these shall you see,
These shall your visions of horror be
Till the sea gives up its dead!

Kaiser, Kaiser, what do you hear?
Shrieks of terror and moans of fear.
Dreadful wailings afar and near,
Voices out of the sea and air,
Voices calling you everywhere:
“We of the dimpled and strengthless arm
How could we ever have done you harm?
We who never had worked you woe,
How could you ever have slain us so?”
Voices muffled and voices clear,
—

Kaiser, Kaiser,
Till the

sea

these shall you hear

gives up its dead!

Kaiser, Kaiser, what do
Ghostly touches as cold

Ready!!

|

To make

feel?
as steel;
Waxen hands on your own shall fold,
Wee little fingers that clasp and hold.
High is the tide and ising fast—
Tide tnat shall whelm your *oul at last.
All its waves shall
go over your head,
Dragging you down to the ocean bed,
Far, far down with the other dead.
Cold, cold fingers and cold, cold waves,
Flowing over a thousand graves,
Flowing under your shark-ship’s keel—
Kaiser, Kaiser these shall you feel
Till the sea gives up its dead!

Kaiser, Kaiser,

you

[Piscataquis Observer.]
There is

phase of the road problem
more
important than that of mainteThe general impression that
nance.
no

PERSONALS.

and son Norman went to
for a brief visit.

PORTLAND

Mrs. A. J. Melvin left Saturand Mrs.

Home
Everything

Think this Over

Fruits

Don’t hurry through your meals.
Chew your food before you swallow

of

1-AafrX /4ZZcJUAl

Three-year-olds David had been unusually unruly. He had received reprimands,
threats, and finally mild corporal punish-

With wounded
dignity David mounted the stairs to his
mother’s room.
“Mother,” he said,in a voice of exasperation”,. 1 can’t stand that husband of
yours much longer!”—August Woman’s
Home Companion.
ment

from his father.

Potatoes are still being taken in at the
factories at about the same old prices,
although there are mapy lots that will not
get to the factories alt all but that will
For a mild, easy action or the bowels, trT<
rot instead. Reports about the growing Doan’s Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c a1
a
some
that
great
all
stores.
deal,
crop vary
saying
the crop is coming on finely, and others
predicting that the yield in Aroostook
For baby’s croup, Willie's daily cuts and
will be rather light, some being a little bruises, mamma's sore throat^Grandma’s lamediscouraged over the prospective yield.— ness,—Dr. Thomas* Eclectic Oil—the household
Fort Fairfield Review, July 14,1915.
remedy. 25c and 65c.

and

Vegetables

Received daily fresh

“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is what it
needs. Use this family remedy faithfully, and you will escape bilious at-

Poland

tacks, sick headaches, indigestion and
constipation. We know it is good for
the stomach, because thousands have
told us so. Here is a rpmpdv wnrfh
trying; nothing but good can come

from the

bakery.

Spring and Mineral Waters

CLIQUOT GINGER ALE.
TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.

its use.

Buy
store,

a
or

35c bottle at your nearest
write today for a free sample.

A. A. HOWES & CO..

FREE.—On receipt of a yellow outside
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
we will send one of our Needle
Books with a
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
in every family.

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO.,

Groceries,

Drugs.

Medicine

p~?!«ad, Me.

-—-!

i

DIRECT LINE

W- A.

I

[
Eastern
Bay Slaaiaat Go.

1

j

COMMENCING

Tuesday, June 15, 1915,
STMR. GOLDEN ROD
Will

run

every week

Leave Brooksville, 6.45

m.; Castine, 7.00 a
m;
T W'arren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.20 a m; arrive in Belfast, 8.10 a m, returning leave Belfi
8.30 a m.
fast,
Leave Brooksville, 1 45 p m; Castine 2.00 p
Warren’s Landing. 2 20 p m, in time for
m
m;
b
boat
to Boston and give people about 2 hours
for
f< shopping in Belfast, Returning leave Belfast, 5.00 p m, for Warren’s Landing, Islesboro,
c
Castine
and Brooksville.

CONTRACTOR.

Clarion

CONNECTIONS
be made with
^
Will
al
and
from Boston.
ai
and
from Boston.

HALL,
and Heatin

Plumbing

day as follows:

a.

Ranges.

Eastern Steamboat Co. to
Maine Central Railroad to

67 Church

Steamer Islesboro to and

from
fi
Camden. After July 4, connection Sunwith Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for
Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, Castine and
Brooksville. Sunday service will be discontinued if not profitable.

Street,

dl
days

Belfast, Maine.

!

AGENTS

Fred Patterson, Belfast; James Richards,
^
Warren’s
Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.
T
Tapley, Brooksville.

BUY

desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
take stmr. Golden Rod at 8.30 a m
from Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine. Or
Castine at 2.00 p m for Belfast, giving
*
leave
about 2 hours to shop.
Returning, leave Belf.
fast
at 5.C0 o’clock p m. These excursions have
been very popular in the post seasons.
a;
always
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
to and from Rockland at Castine for
E
DeMonts
v
Warren’s
Landing and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats at Warren’s
take passengers or freight to any
to
Landing
of the town.—Conrad Beckett.
p
part
24
Ring up 79-14
Parties

B
Bay,

can

Watches,
of. and be

W. M.

YOUR

Clocks
sure

THAYER,

and

Jewelry

to have your work done by

Jeweler,

Phoenix Rc

PRESTON’S

COOMBS. BROS. Managers.

Livery, Boarding

HEBRON ACADEMY

Is situated

& Transient Stab

Washington

street just oft Main street. 1 have single
double hitches, bucbboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
pati
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
on

Iy2t<

Nine Buildings
Forty Acres
STURTEVANT HOME-One of the most
beautiful residences for girls in New Eng-

W. G.

PRESTON. Propriet

..

land.

ATWOOD HALL—A modern home for boys.
Pure
Exhilarating air. Wholesome food.
spring water. College preparatory. General
courses.
Domestic science. Address
WM. E.

SARGENT,

Litt. D.,
6w25

Principal.

n^LET^YOUR^CROPS
Y

J

<

"

The Last Straw.

and Fancy Groceries

Staple

Ward’s Bread and Cake

HEBRON. MAINE.

Signature

Supplies

IN THEIR SEASON.

it; your stomach has no teeth. Hasty
eating may save time, hut it wastes
health. Stop the “Quick meals” habit.
Start your stomach right by carefully
selecting proper food, and eating it
slowly. Once in awhile your stomach
may call for help.
When it does,

iirnrn

For Infants and Children

in

HASTE MAKES WASTE

places

In Use For Over 30 Years

|
fl

BANGOR

Mr.

No matter how good work may be done
on a road, as the Bulletin says, it will become worn in places and small stones
will come to the surface in a few weeks,

CASTORIA

■
■

-fl

-and-

in

low-up system.

tha

I

Camp, Cottage

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Manson and their
guest, Mrs. Josephine Seavey of Massachusetts, and Mrs. W. L. Pushor, were

The foregoing expresses an idea which
has come to me a great many times as 1
have walked or driven over the country
roads: it is what advertisers call the fol-

1 n ctoaonn

■

BUSINESS
TE!
has been the policy of this institution f
We recognizejthe purchaser’s right
on of the goods, and a test of their
quality before payment is required. No
j New England has faith enough in you or itself to allow
this. Full satisfaction

day for Ocean Park to join Mr.
Harry E. Condon over Sunday.

U. S. Department of Agriculture.

become holes to make mud puddles
and the stones will lessen the comfort of
the traveler and injure his vehicle.
When I was a boy, a man who had
lived in England told me of the work he
did on the mail coach ro ds in that country. He had to go overja section and remove the loose stones and make necessary repairs just as the section man on a
railroad of today has to look after the
track.
1 have thought that it would be
a good investment for towns to have men
to look after sections of highway, removing the stones as they appeared and
filling holes while they were small. The
expense need not be large but the investment would be very profitable.
Since the above was written I have
had a good illustration of the need of the
follow-up system in the road through the
Lee district in Foxcroft. 1 went over
that road one morning several years ago
after Road Commissioner Adams had put
it in good shape, and although there had
been a heavy shower the previous night,
there were but two small places between
the railroad crossings on Summer street
and the cross roads above the I. S. Gould
place where water stood in it.
I drove over the same road recently
after a rain and there were numerous
puddles, also places where the earth had
washed off, leaving rocks in the wheel
tracks. I blame the system rather than
the present road commissioner for the
condition of the road.
Had systematic
maintenance been practiced during these
years it would have remained good and
even now a split-log drag and a few
loads of crushed rock would put it in
very good condition.
This road is no exception, only an illustration. This same condition exists in
every town where systematic maintenance is not practiced.
A new law which went into effect July
1st, provides that in every town that has
any State or State aid roads the municipal officers and the State Highway Commission shall designate a certain number
of miles of unimproved road in addition
to the State or State aid road already
constructed and provide for their constant maintenance by the employment of
a patrolman who shall devote his whole
This law will in time
time to the work.
lead to systematic maintenance, but it
will be many years before all the roads
will come under it. In the meantime it
will be of great advantage to have the
roads most traveled looked after as I
have suggested.
L. p. E.

1

SHORTHAND

Morrill Burse went to Burnham Sunfor a week’s visit with Mr. and
Mrs. G. E. Stevens.

about a road that may be considered permanent are the grading, culverts and
bridges. Roads constructed by the most
skillful highway engineers will soon be
destroyed by the traffic, frost, rain and
wind unless they are properly maintained. But the life of these roads may be
prolonged by systematic maintenance.
A poor road will not only be improved
by proper maintenance, but may become
better in time than a good road without

onrl nnluaa ottonrlcw) trt

ij B

fSO PAYMENT !N ADVANCE

—

—

|■
|B

*

Skowhegan Tuesday.
and Mrs. Joseph Reynolds
of
visited
there are certain types of roads that are Twitchell’s Corner, Burnham,
their brother, Benson Carr, at his home
permanent is erroneous. No permanent on the Burnham road,
Sunday,July 11th.
road has ever been constructed, or ever
Pittsfield Advertiser.
will be, according to the road specialists
The only things
of the department.

it.

fH

"'6Ik.ii.i- Udji ikTj Cell I

day

Mr. and
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FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS

—

Importance of Road Maintenance and Repair.

ifl

farther—a secret of Ohio 1; 1
W’inter Wheat and the spe
process of milling yours oul a

FOR FLETCHER’S

Roy Wright
Friday

All from William Tell and all
always good because this 13
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.

Extra nutritious and g'

C ASTOR I A

Bolfast

KB

^B

what

PITTSFIELD

^B

light cake aud perhaps a
pieortwo—the kind of good li\
ingthatmakesthefamilysmd.,

nice

Children Cry

—

“batch”

a

of old-fashioned, wholesome, home-made bread, a

have you done?
Hurt and offended a Little One.
The children’s angels have carried the word
Uu to the ear of the Children's Lord.
And better for you that
you should be
Drowned in the depths of the deepest sea
Now we know that
your boast is true—
Never was Emperor greater than you!
Verily, this is the royal sign,
Orthodox seal of a kingly line;
Scion of Pharaoh, Herod’s
son,
Soul of a Caesar and a heart of The Hun,
How will you answer for what
you have done—
When the sea gives up its dead?
Annie Johnson Flint.

The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound have thousands of
such letters as that above
they tell
the truth, else they could not have been
obtained for love or money. This medicine is no stranger
it has stood the
test for years.
If there are any complications you
do not understand write to Lydia E.
Pinkbani Medicine Co. (confidential)
Lynn,Mass. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman and
held in strict confidence.

SUGAi

o-nand
goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yon
have anything tc
me r
sell
call.
posta card and you will receive a
WALTER H. cOOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts, Belfast,
80

con

drop
prompt

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlcurand Shampooing. Also Facial Work
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work ut my
parlors over Shlro’s Store, Phonlx Row.

nfl

32tt

MISS EVIE H0LME8.R

They

DECIDE

tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufacture.
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
will

JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AOENTS.

THE COE-MORTIMER

Belfast Savings Bank
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 12,641, issued by this bank, has been
ost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

Belfast, July 7,1915-3w27

COMPANY, NEW YORK

Dr. W. C. LIBBETf
DENTIST.
39 MAIN

For Rent
An up-stairs teneme at No. IX Court areet
in Frye Block. Apply
MRS. SARAH F. BRIDGES.
22tf
Stockton Springs

STREET.

BELFAST.

TO LET.
A

furnished room, with modern convent

Apply

to

MRS. J. M.
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Conserve it. "Let your
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There will be no toll charge on a
Particular Party Call if you are not
connected wi-h the person whose
name you have given to the Toll

Operator.

E. R. SPEAR,

Manage

F—-

iBtliii: .ii’s Fate Ours
Prepared. John Hays

111,

Ham-

which our forces would use per day, we
should have to increase the output of our
arsenals 30 times, a proposition which I
suppose Mr. Bryan could handle over-

night.

id. Jr., So Warns.

they

commanded in the good old days of
the late sixties when the sailing ship was
a
money-maker in the cotton trade between New Orleans and the United
Kingdom. At that; time the writer was
harbor master at the Crescent City and
Capt. Lothrop was a young sailing vessel officer frequenting that port. All
the ships I remember assigning berths
at the levee, and their masters, that I
named in this interview were known to
Capt. Lothrop, and no doubt many of
our readers will remember them when
seen in print.
One of the first mentioned was the boston ship Kentuckian,
Capt. Elisha Sears; then there was the

Victory, Cushing; Harvester, Thompson;

say

Then call the toll operator, tell her who you want
to talk to and where—
and you’re there.

A Reminiscence by Capt. George L. Norton.
Editor of the Marine Journal, New York.
A call from Capt. A. D. Lothrop, of
the U. S. Army Transport Sumner gave
both him and the writer a pleasant half
hour in recalling the many officers and
friends of a former period and the ships

Crescent City, Delano; Western Empire,

Grozier; Expounder, Crocker; Parthia,
McLoon; Sterling, Baker; El Capitan,
Lincoln; Shawmut, Soule; Northampton, Trask; Genevieve Strickland, Strickland; United States, Lunt; Adoroa,
Davis; Carondelet, Stetson; Forest
Eagle, Woodward; Sandusky, Baker;
North Star, Owen, and many others

“From these general considerations it
is evident thatt the material necessities
our country there
of war require the entire material re
L;
interest aroused relat- sources of the whole Nation.
,- nt
“The great mistake that the Allies
L
l:
military. If the results of
European conflict remain have made is being shamefully unprethe citizens of the United pared for war and underestimating the
ti,
i> definite
policy be adopt- physical and moral strength of the GerI am pro-Ally, and in my mind
ed II surely come when we mans.
humiliation of China and it is a serious menace to our cause that
the whole truth should not be known and
Belgium.”
ii.
le of
the paragraphs of understood.
The brag of the English papers in the
in a lecture on “War and
mhn Hays Hammond, Jr., beginning has led to lack of confidence
in
the
British
State Armory before 400
present
leadership.
me North Shore set.
This Churchill was to dig out the German were from thirty to forty days loading,
en arranged as an aid to
Navy like rats, but was almost caught while a 1,200-ton ship’s port charges
in the German rattrap at
Antwerp. Big were as high as $15,000, which included
Shore residents to the howistzers, according to British experts the heavy expense of being towed up the
julance Corps in France. were so much junk.
Mississippi from its mouth to New OrThe Dardanelles were easy taking and l»-»nne n rlicfanr»o rtf 119 milnc oor>K motr
ance is estimated to cost
Two causes contributed to the extraorthe price of tickets for Easter service was to be held by the Alapiece, more than the lies under the dome of St. Sophia. Prus- dinary length of time these vessels were
ci(•mom
auu
detained
imuLarisiii were 10 oe crusnin port. Congestion in the cotunt was secured by the
t
ed and the poor Germans relieved of the ton presses and slow stowage, as a large
ft
bonds of their autocratic rulers.
amount of the cotton bales were screwed
was a most distinguished
“Meanwhile the Germans of all into the tiers of bales and all spaces
d representatives of the
-rich Embassies, the surn- classes, old men and boys, civilians, not tilled with nne, many of which were
|t
•vnich are situated on the soldiers, were hastening of their own smaller than the tightly squeezed bale
Also in the audience were free will for the love of their Facherland I which had previously been in the power[':
When the last bale was stow■lohn Hays Hammond, the to its defense. The Allies are not fight- ful press.
K:
distinguished young elec- ing ‘Isms,' they are fighting Germans.” j ed and the ship’s hatches battened down
Mr.
it
Hammond
would
have
then
been impossible to force
described the evo- ;
us.
ts
“The whole air fore and aft in these ship’s holds, so
inond was introduced to lotions of the big gun.
v Major Henry L.
u
Higgin- trend of modern warfare is to injure the closely were the bales screwed into them.
To offset the buiky, lightweight cotton
:ed that probably nobody enemy as much as possible from a disbout electricity than the tance and thereby conserve your own
cargo, every vessel had to carry more or
less ballast of a heavy character, and
hat he is also the son of a
forces,” he said.
fc:
uher who has won fame
“Today the tonnage of the battleship even then I have seen ships after their
is
reaching the 30,000 maru. In speak- lines had been cast from the levee list
,'ineer.
covered every phase of ing with one of our Naval constructors over several degrees, one way or the
some
t
and in some cases Mr.
years ago I asked him why, instead other.
Consequently the voyage across
-d the history of weapons of wasting money and time in building the ocean with a heavy list made a very
years before the Christian battleships in a progressive series of uncomfortable ship, but a perfectly safe
f
steps, each step increasing the size of one if kept afloat, as she would ride the
waves as comfortably and lightly as an
at one point that Russia the battleship, why they did not jump
ive ordered in this country
immediately to the 50,000 ton battle- old gray gull. Since American sailing
plane destroyer that will ship and thereby save the useless ex- ships afloat now can almost be counted
on one’s fingers,
cotton is carried by
.t out the eyes (the aerial pense of all intermediate classes?
“He acknowledged that there was no steamships altogether, and the quick
rmany, and if they accom!
but
that
the
war is won.”
question
ships would ulti- dispatch necessary has caused to a large
tne British Navy, he said: mately reach this tremendous size, but extent the disuse of cotton screws and
1
is
not parading much up be said that while the Naval expert the extraordinary close stowage of the
North Sea, it is to the knew of this fact, it would be impossi- cargo, as the tramp steamers’ holds are
h energy of this fleet that ble to educate Congress to it, and there- | practically
large square warehouses,
the freedom of commerce fore the grauual transitions were neces- easily and therefore expeditiously tilled.
annihilation and the im- sary although the many steps i evolved
We do not find any Belfast built ships
knf war matfirial flr»MMr\rr would all be relegated to the
junk heap in this list, although many were engaged
as
the
final
were
reached. The
steps
mtry. If England didn’t
Panama Canal is limited to a 43,000-ton in that trade before the war and if memu France she would neveraluable as the means which ship.
ory serves aright the rate of freight
break down Germany’s
then was a penny (two cents) a pound,
Bive p.wer.
Pimples, Skin Blemishes, Eczema Cured or $10 a bale, as the bales averaged 500
f the need of great battleNn rubric hnnt aariniis Knir lono
pounds. In those days our new ships
only method we have to
case, there’s help for you in every particle of were
'F
'o action on the sea, and as
reported as paying for themselves
:nting by throwing things Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment. It wipes out in a single voyage. For many years past
all trace of your ailment, and leaves your skin cotton carrying from New Orleans and
now can we dispense with
1 mobile gun platform?"
clean and soft as a child’s. Hundreds of users other Southern ports has been done by
led out that the submarine have sent voluntary letters of thanks. Just tramp steamers at a mere fraction of
the freight paid to the old-time sailit g
the place of the battletry one box. It will mean freedom from 6ufcraft.
“I beng this he said:
ing and embarrassment.
dritain’s merchant marine
with vessels of higher
THE PAGEANT OF 1865
DANGERO S PREACHINGS.
armament, and with the
ersonnel which they now
To be Repeated at the G. A. R. Encamp[Bangor Commercial.]
action of ships could be
ment This Year in Washington.
The attempt upon the life of one
insignificant.
Fifty years ago, July 4th, the victoriof the great financiers of the counere are a number of hyous Union armies, fresh
from the batwho declare that the subtry, the effort to destroy the nation- tlefields of the Civil war and the surreny going to take the place al
and the whispers of an even der at Appomattox, marched down Penncapitol
ship. I am one of the
avenue in Washington.
It was
tary scientists working to blacker plot behind have naturally and asylvania
grand review of the war-scarred leeadnoughts, but I am at- properly aroused the nation to the danit with all the advantages
gers that threaten and are constantly gions of Grant and Sherman, of Meade
made greater and more imminent by the and Sheridan, and the other famous comfrom the shore gives."
b1: end declared that the wire- silly clamorings for peace movements and manders whose "boys in blue’’ had preserved the Union.
President Johnson
presents weaknesses for mili- the worse than silly pronouncements by
»■ is.
such men as Bryan against the position and General Grant were in the reviewause it is possible for the
ing stand as the veterans swung proudly
'ercept messages. He also taken by our national administration.
In times of quiet and rest, more of less past to the exulting music of their bands,
i''
while the battle flags that had flown
people which has not in criticism of the government has become
.’Jl d louse in order or which re- a habit in this country but it is quite an- on a hundred bloody fields waved over
treaties and declarations other thing to criticise the administration the triumphant host.
This thrilling pageant of national inin such a critical period as the present
'its in the judgment seat and
d. strong and wakeful inspire when President Wilson, wisely, calmly terest will be reproduced as far as possible
during the 49th annual encampi’
directions.” This quota- and prudently, is guiding the ship of
Hedin is applicable to ihe State through the tortuous channels, ment of the Grand Army of the Republic, which will be held in Washington,
don of the people of the standing for neutrality .fair and absolute,
It will be the
In the tremendous growth and at the same time insisting that the Sept. 27-Uct 3d, next.
59th anniversary of the Grand Review.
enjoyed during the last rights of his nation and its people shall Thousands
of the same veterans who
ninds have been concen- be protected and recognized by all bellimarched in that review a half century
development of internal gerents and that there shall be no inA real man is ago, uniformed in the Union blue, will
Jr country through
geo- fringement upon them.
l'
filling a great position and the nation has again keep step to martial music down
ion which we
enjoy.
no
toleration with any Bryan criticisms. Pennsylvania avenue, and pass in parthat our interest in our
We are in critical times and no milk and ade before President Wilson and members of his cabinet. It will be the last
us
today that so-thought j water policies will serve. There must
oceans'consitute the best be firmness, there must be a stand for time the veterans will march in Washinginvasion. Men and muni- ! our rights. The country is full of Ger- ton, and the last time that hundreds of
them will ever again attend an encamp1 andled with better ease and
I man spies and there is every effort being
to arouse sentiment for Germany. ment, as the aged men are fast passing
h than over
land, through 1 made
ieved in marine architec- It was such effort as this that inspired away.
noitmms murderous attack
d engineering.
upon Mr.
ts
People Ask Us
not awakened to the fact Morgan, and such efforts place in danger
,r
the
lives
of
our
men
and
the
a inific
What is the best laxative? Years of
sanctigreat
developments has
use of armies of undreamed
ty of our institutions.
experience in selling all kinds leadB as
jj,.
All wish to see a proper peace, but the
to always recommend
am! that to fill the ranks of
,
ministers who are preaching the doctrine
It,,.1,168 and to supply their needs, of
peace at any price are doing a wrongof the Nation must
t * "i•"■■sources
in war to the cause of vic- ful thing; when they argue that the Unitas the safest, surest and most satisfaced States should not permit the sale of
tory. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
orders in this country alone munitions they would take away our
City Drug Store.
0 worth of. ammunition— rights as a nation. Such doctrine arouses
e Manama Canal.
It is es- hysterical people to deeds of violence.
•ft1
for every man in the field Life is real and government is real. We
11 be a man in the
it,
factory. It need our great men, we must have a firm
*
moreover, that to defend our- and stable government that will protect
i-'
operly from an invading force our own and command the respect of the
whole world.
ri must put
men in the

July
'Ughout

14.

“It is neces-

»

Among the Crowd

that we fail to recall.
At tne years referred to—1871 to
1875—in the winter season these big
hips lay at the levee head up stream
frequently four abreast, and with a fiveknot current on a high river down stream
u cook some nawser ana sona piles to
hold a tier of four, and especially the
outside ship, while this current was continuous. A sailorman can imagine the
responsibility and the difficulty the harbor master experienced in “breaking
out” the inside ship after she was loaded
and ready for sea.
A powerful tug was
at our disposal to aid in putting the
three ships, made fast together in the
tier of ships ahead, temporarily, and
holding them up through the tug while
the dock-berth ship was taken out of the
tier and headed down river toward the
Gulf of Mexico. The tiers of ships ahead
I and astern of each other were so close
together that the inside one had very
little space to get headed out into the
river; as a consequence, this was one of
the most difficult jobs that ever fell to
the writer. We mastered it, however,
for
five years successfully without a
j
serious accident, largely with the aid of
the shipmasters and officers who were
familiar with the usages and necessities
of that great Southern cotton and tobacco shipping port.
These cotton carriers came to New
Orleans from northern ports or Europe
in ballast, freights being so high that
they could afford to cross the oc an
light, notwithstanding the fact that they

■

’?

it'nf'■
■

it

600,000

r

*8 advocating the
»ii2,rVernment
itij.;lon of ammunition manufac-

bt.t.ja areenals.

JUHNSONT
Attorney at Law,
GEO. t.

,at

Should this policy
to
supply the 312,000 shells

Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
complexion,- headache, nausea, indigestion,
rhin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
Blood Bitters. $1.00 at all stores.

BELFAST, MAINE.
Courts. 1. Probate practlci

Practice in all

specialty. 1

2tf

*

people come into and go out of
the South Station, Boston, every day than any other
railroad depot in the country. Amon* this vast crowd
It is said that

more
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All that the
The Probate
Following

is

report of the July term
County Probate Court,
Judge James Libby of Unity presiding:
a

Petitions for probate of wills were presented in estates of George S. Perry, late
of Lincolnville; William A. Bragg, late
of Lincolnville; Lois V. Chaple3, late of
Belfast; Anna M. Nash, late of Belfast;
Mary Ella Emerson, late of Frankfort.
Petitions for allowance were presented in estates of James Fuller, late of
Searsmont; Eben C. Dodge, late of
Petition in regard to collateral inherittax was presented in estate of Sarah
R. Gardner, late of Belfast.
Petitions for administration were presented in estates of Frank I. Pendleton,
late of Searsport; Warren L. Braddock,
late of Knox.
reution tor license to sell real estate
was presented in estate of Chandler R.
Merrill, late of Winterport.
Petitions for accounts were presented
in estates of Chas. E. Palmer, late of
Montville, first and final; Annie S. C.
Cooper, late of Belfast, first and final;
Leonard L. Cooper, late of Belfast, first
and final; Howard Snow, late of Burnham, first and final; Emily M. Hall, late
of Winterport, first and final; Mary A.
White, late of Belfast, first and final;
George F. Bagley, late of Montville, first
and final;' Asa A. Rigg., late of Belfast,
first and final; Alice M. Lowell, late of
Montville, first and final; Charles E.
Wood, late of Palermo, first and final.
Petitions for appointment of commissioners on disputed claims allowed in
estate of Charles E, Lane, late of

T-O

late of Unity.
Petitions for administration were presented in estates of George A. Lane,
late of Northport; Lawrence E. Estes,
late of Brooks; Byron C. Avery, late of
Prospect; Charles 0. Peavey, late of
Belfast; Ralph Morse, late of Stockton
Springs; Ada H. Shuman, late of Belfast; Aaron B. Ripley, late of Searsmont; Caroline Dolloff, late of Belfast;
Peleg B. Nichols, late of Searsport.
Warrants and inventories were returned in estates of James Fuller, late of
Searsmont; James W. Knight, late of

Northport; Ellen F. W. Musselman, late
of Belfast; Harry A. Davis, late of Belfas. Clara P. Parsons, late of Belfast;
An .e S. C. Cunningham, late of Belfas : Rachel B. Roix, late of Belfast;
Charles A. Moody, late of Lincolnville;
Dar us K. Drake, late of Frankfort;
Eb n C. Dodge, late of Unity; Eromen
R. Nilsson, late of Monroe; Augustus M.
Clark, late of Winterport; Laura B.
Bennett, late of Troy; Sarah Ellen Snell,
late of Stockton Springs; Helen F.
Mears, late of Morrill; JoBhua W. Black,

’^mmSgEw

Rj

Searsport.
part in obtaining a charter, working to- I
Another feature was a paper by
Accounts were allowed in estates of gather with the late I. P. Starrett.
The
Charles W. Noyes on The Dutch at CasAda C. Estes, late of Troy; Edgar P. Warren Farmers Insurance
Co. was or- tine, which was
fully as interesting as
Clark, et als., of Thorndike, guardian’s, ganized and Mr. Hill was chosed a direc- his effort
Wednesday night.
second and final; William A. Monroe, tor and was its first
E- M. Blanding, Bangor, secretary of
president. At the
late of Belfast, first and final; Gardner last annual
meeting, not being able to ! the State board of trade, spoke on the
J. Clark, et als., of Thorndike, guard- attend, he sent a
to
!
be
as
request
Maine 1920 Movement, outlining what it
dropped
ian’s second and final; Mary A. Sayward, a director. The
company voted no, so hoped to accomplish then in the Pine
late of Thorndike, first and final; Franhe was a director from its inception to Tree
State.
cis M. Staples, late of Stockton Springs,
the close of his life, a period of
fortysecond and final; Alfred W. Pullen of ! four years.
He was prominent in advoFreedom, guardian’s fifth and final; cating the Georges Valley railroad and
Hatttie Edgecomb Thomas, late of Bel- was one of the early directors. The town
FOR FLETCHER S
fast, first and final; Chester B. Stephen- of Warren chose him for a selectmen
son, late of Belfast, administrator’s ac- several years ago.
He was the oldest
I
count of distribution; Judith C. Crocker,
in membership of Union lodge of Malate of Winterport, first and final; Susie sons, being a member
fifty-five
years.
C. Hackett, late of Winterport, first and The positions held
News and Notes.
by him were unsought.
final; James L. Chase, late of Waldo, He worked for the interest of the varifinal; Lucy Ann Thompson, late of Sears- ous causes in which he was engaged.
Practical suggestions showing howmont, first and final; James F. Kings- I Honesty, straightforwardness and a gen- writers can be
helpful to one another are
ial disposition, made him many friends.
bury, late of Frankfort, first and final.
Enemies he had none. Some 17 years given by C. J. Colder in his article on
the
RECENT DEATHS.
ago he gave
“Organizing a Writers’ Club,’’ in the
of
management
his farm to his son Lewis and moved July number of “The Writer” the
BosEdwin A.Morrill died suddenly July 9th to Union, where his wife, formerly ton
magazine for literary workers. Ruth
at his home in Rockport of
apoplexy. He Olive Hall, died four years ago. As
fiiiiuoir.it;
PAamjJltlS OI
was President of the
Rockport Ice Co., they had kindly cared for others, they in the queer featuresof “A Writer’s Mail.”
turn were tenderly cared for in their closand one of the town’s leading citizens.
other headings in the number are
Among
He was born in Rockport Sept. 5, 1851, ing years by their daughter Minnie and
Love Stories Wanted, False Dialect in
A
and all his life had been spent in connec- her hushanrl.
Fiction, Courts of Honor for Plagiarists,
tion with Rockport business enterprises He is survived by three children, viz:
YVriting for Home Papers, Making FicLewis J. Hills of Warren; Dr. Charles I tion True
anu uau ucen
lunger ill UUBinesS in tVOCKto Fact, and Ruskin
Criticising
port than any man there. He was a cap- E. Hills of South Natick, Mass., and < Browning. Items of “Personal
Gossip
His funeral was with
able business man, strong in his ideas and Mrs. Matthews.
About Authors,” a reference list of
convictions,a genial companion and warm Masonic honors and the burial in the j “Literary Articles in
Periodicals,” and
friend. He leaves a wife and one broth- ; cemetery near his former home in War- ! a live department of “News
and Notes,”
ren.
er.
giving the news of the literary world,
including information about prize offers
The Barre (Vt.) Times of June 30 conIN' OLD CASTINE.
for manuscripts make up a very intertains the following obituary of a former |
esting and helpful number. The price of
Vinalhaven resident: “Edwin T. Arey, An
“The
Writer” is ten cents a number 01
of
Enjoyable Outing the Bangor and the i
until last November a resident of Barre
one dollar a year.
Address: P. 0. Box
Piscataquis Historial Societies.
and a long-time employe of Jones Bros.,
1905, Boston.
passed away at his home on Loomis hill in
The many footprints of history so careIn the August Woman’s Home Com.
Waterbury around midnight, the end fol- fully studied and well marked in Castine
lowing a long illness of tuberculosis. were diligently traced July loth by the panion, which is called “The
Vanity
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Margaret members of the Bangor Historical Society
(Creed) Arey, to whom he was married and of the Piscataquis Historical Society Number, Anne oryan McCall writes art
in Vinalhaven, June 9, 1878, and three I who arrived
Wednesday afternoon on the interesting page entitled “Valuable Y’anchildren: Mrs. E. J. Purvee of Water-I steamer Castine and
by autoes, for a ity,” in which she makes the point that
Alton
of
bury,
Arey
Cleveland, 0, and field day. The people extended every pretty clothes and gentle pleasures, if
Vinal Arey, an employe of the Barre & facility for the fullest
enjoyment of their moderately indulged in, are valuable
Montpelier Traction & Power Co., in this visit.
vanities, because they add to one’s selfcity. His brother, Ralph Arey, resides
Wednesday night exercises were held respect. Alice Farnham Leader, a New
in Vinalhaven, and there are four grand- in Emerson Memorial Town
Hall, when York physician, writes an interesting
children, Margaret and Wilmore Arey the visitors were extended a welcome by article full of sound advice, entitled,
of Cleveland, 0., and Roger and Ivan Hon. William A. Walker in
“Health and Good Looks,” containing
behalf of
Purvee of Waterbury. The deceased was Castine Board of Trade.
Responses were simple rules for the girl who wants to
born in Vinalhaven, June 11, 1857. In made by Hon.
Henry Lord for the Ban- look her best. Kollin Lynde Hartt writes
his native town he learned the stonecut- gor Historical
Society and by Hon. John an interesting page entitled, “Let’s Talk
ter’s trade and came lo Barre to reside F.
Sprague in behalf of the Piscataquis About the YVeather,” in which he tells
in 1896, later taking up his residence on Historical Society. Mr.
Sprague gave an how to guard against lightning, how tc
the ;Montpelier road. For upward of 10 address on the earliest
tell when it is going to rain, and so on.
days of Castine.
Anna Sttese Richardson makes another
years he was employed by Jones Bros,
Charles W. Noyes of New York, a forHe was a member of Star of Hope lodge, mer resident of
Castine, who has been contribution to her series entitled, “Mrs
I. 0. O. F., and the Rebekah lodge in untiring in efforts to mark and
Larry’s Adventures in Thrift;’’ Helen
preserve
also
Vinalhaven, and
belonged to I the historical points in Castine, spoke in Marvin writes about “The New Crochet
Barre lodge, N. E. 0. P., and the i a most
interesting manner on Fort YVork; Caroline French Benton writes
granite cutters’ local here. The deceased I Pentagoet and The
Early History of on “The Summer Sea Festival;’’ A. L
was a man who possessed
warm
It was a most comprehensive
B. King writes on “A
Castine.
many
j
Before-Bridge
friends and news of his death will be re- and
valuable
historical
Luncheon;” and Rupert Lane YY’ells
He
paper.
ceived with genuine regret in Barre.”
was followed (by Dr. Geo. A. Wheelmakes another contribution to his “Al
derbrook Farm” series. Fiction is coner, who has written a history of Castine
Mr. Joel Hills, who died in Union July and is an
authority on many matters tributed by Holworthy Hall, Margaretta
was
a
son
of
Josiah
6th,
and Mehitable nprt’ainincr frn the parkr kictomi ur ».
Tuttle, Alice Barber Stephens, Sylvia
Hills and was born in that town Septemas; his topic, Castine During the Revo- I flhatfiplrl Rafps MhKuI Hill Qnnku. ir.
ber 29, 1820, and was the last survivor,
and Alary Brechet Pulver. The
lutionary Period and the War of 1812.
regular
except one, of a family of eleven chilThursday was spent by the visitors in fashion, cooking, young people’s and
dren that grew to manhood and womanother
the
various points of interest
inspecting
departments are unusually enterhood. In early life he was a shipcar- and at
night exercises were held in the taining and suggestive. An added feapenter and was one of a company that Unitarian church, one of the oldest ture is an unfinished story
by ^Sophie
engaged in cutting ship timber in Vir- structures of the town.
Kerr. $100 in prizes are offered for the
inia. Later, in company with the late
Prof. Warren K. Moorehead of the de- best suggestion as to how the story
srael R. Hills, he went into trade in
partment of archeology of Phillips aca- should be concluded.
general stores at Union.- At the out- demy, Andover, Mass., and a Castine :
break of the Civil War he bought a large summer
resident, told of his investigafarm at Searsmont: At the close of the tion of ancient
shell heaps thereabouts
are troubled with
war he moved to Warren and took the
heartburn, gases and
and of the many interesting deductions
a distressed
feeling after eating take a
farm of Capt. Reuben Hall, whose daugh- drawn
him
from
them.
by
ter he had married and they kindly cared
One of the most intensely interesting
for Capt. Hall and wife the remainder of addresses to the
visitors was that given
their declining years. In 1871 Mr. Hills
by Mrs. Louise Wheeler Bartlett on the
before and after each meal and*you will
canvased the town in the interest of an
Taverns, Stage Drivers and Newspapers
obtain prompt relief. Sold only by us, 25o
insurance company and took a leading of
early Castine.

OAST
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A

Literary

ance

Knight,

implies”

Children Cry

Unity.

Brooks.
Petitions for probate of wills were allowed in estates of Theodore P. Colcord,
late of San Francisco, Calif., Lydia C.
Carver, late of Searsport; Harriet E.
Frost, late of Belfast; William A. Whitney, late of Winthrop, Mass.; Phebe A.
Staples, late of Belfast; Alice E. Whitten, iate of Knox; Ada A. Hutchins,
late of Freedom; Mary Maude Milliken,
late of Belfast; John W. Davis, late of
Northport, Rose A. Fogg, late of Winterport.
Petitions for guardian were allowed in
estates of Lewis M. Robinson of Monroe; Wm. S. Jones of Palermo; Earle
H., Goldie B. and Adah H. Grant of
Jackson.
Petition for adoption was presented in
estate of Bert A. and Emma L. Hall of
Brooks.
Petitions for license to sell real estate
were
presented in estates of Ellen P.

name

late of

Court.
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Republican Journal

The

BELFAST. THURSDAY. JULY 22,1915
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

f Bn^r^ag„r

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
ind 26 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
mouths.

tions have not been realized. The Portland correspondent of the Bangor Commercial says:
“There has been, and
there is, a very fair number of summer
guests in this part of Maine, but nothing like the anticipated rush, and.it is
said that while cottages have been in
good demand there has not been a greater call for them than in former years,say
last year for example.” The reason is
not far to seek.The unseasonably coldai d

The News of Brooks.
Mr. Plummer

to

Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder has taken the
agency in Brooks and the surrounding towns
for the Spirella corsets.

are es-

sential to comfort in midsummer there is

little inclination to travel. Then much
Farm and Fireside says that the foot of the summer travel is
now by auto
and mouth disease is curable.
Why not and the wet weather and consequent
try the cure on Bryan?
condition of the roads have been adis to have a new court verse to motoring. If summer should

New.York city

house and it is announced that there will
be no bar in it—drinking bar is meant,
of course.

set in in

connexion with

a

hospital

other

from

page

the article on

Then they
will have more money with which to buy

or.

server

Feed them LAYorBUST
and they can’t help it
BUY IT OF
YOUR DEALER

an-

the

WHOLESALE

A

y found Thaw'sane and the judge
Supreme Court adopted the verbut the State served notice of ap-

ju

of the

dict,
peal.

Meanwhile Thaw is free under

«P0U,VIA/ UUIU13,

“Calvin

light-house

repairing begins. But, due to the
prevailed from early
days, work on the roads is not begun un-

in

Austin

collision

tender” is the

exchange.

the steamer of that

name

with

caption
But it
and

not

a

of a
was

the

til the clay roads are as hard as cement,
deeply rutted by travel, and the pools
and streams are dried up. Frequent and
thorough inspection of the roads w’ould

Lynn,

means

of

station

livelihood and

Opens Tuesday, September 14, 1915

are now

opened.

Danford \V. Place of No:th Whitefield was
last week looking after his business
interests here. He has rented the Nathaniel
Evans place, so called, to S. B. Moore, the
for

one

country editor for over a third
The evacuation of
of a century, and thus unacquainted with
the
Russians
is
as
Warsaw by
regarded
the inside of a modern newspaper,he had
assured and a decisive defeat of the
supposed conditions were different, as
armies of the Czar is feared.

they

in most

different denominations—with

Sunday
which
their

school and
the

a

a

working forces
improvement did

callings today.
The
not end with the
was no 54 hour law
then; no throwing schools and churches. Corvallis had two
In a recent issue of the Saturday Evendown of pen or pencil at the sound of a
ing Post ^ an article by Owen Wister,
saloons, and many people ‘‘began to
“The Pentecost of Calamity,” in which whistle, or the call of appetite for a realize that it is not good policy to tear
drink or an eat.
But, come to think of down manhood at the same time you are
he gives his impressions of “peaceful,
beautiful Germany,” derived from so- it, the great newspapers of today could
building it up.” After talking the matnot be produced without such loyalty of
journs in that country in the past, conter over a large delegation of the best
are

There

Raspberries

are

plentiful and pickers

with present conditions.
We their workers as the Post thus describes:
“Little by little they become absorbed
quote the following significant parain the team play rather than in
every
graph: “Nothing in the whole story of
mankind is more strange than the case man fighting for his own hand. They
of Germany—how Germany through come instinctively to think of their newstrasted

citizens waited upon the commissioners
and requested them to grant no more
licenses for saloons, as the two in force

Mrs Carrie Burgess of Dover, N. H., is here
on a-visit to her sister, Mrs. E. C. Clements.

Virgil Linnell of Bangor spent the week-end
as the guest of his mother, Mrs. A. G.
Larby.
Mrs. Emma

Haley and daughter went to
Bangor Friday to visit relatives there a few

24th

and

June 6th,

something with a life of its own,
generations has been carefully trained
for this wild spring at the throat of Eu- wholly independent of the particular
men who happen at the moment to be rerope that she has made. The Servian
assassination has nothing to do with it sponsible. Editors and writers may come
paper as

that it accidentally struck the hour.
Months and years before that Germany

save

crouching

was

for her

spring.”

The series of articles by Samuel G.
Blythe in recent issues of the Saturday

give an intimate view of
Evening
affairs in the East; and, to sum the matter up in a sentence, Japan has taken advantage of the war in Europe to get a
strangle-hold on China and is likely to
retain it. She has practically conquered
and annexed China without firing a gun.
Mr. Blythe was on the spot, had access
to all the public documents, and others,
during the “diplomatic” negotiations,
and with the pen of the trained journalists faithfully portrays the conditions in
both countries. As one result of Japan’s
control of China the “open door” is likely to be closed in the face of this country. Japan intends to monopolize China’s
Post

trade herself.

The editorial staff of the New York
Times

recently

gave

a

luncheon in honor

Charles R. Miller, editor in chief,
celebrating the fortieth anniversary of
his coming to the paper, and as illustra-

of

ting

the cost of

paper

as

getting

the Times the

out such

a

following

daily
para-

graph from the remarks of Adolph S.
Oaks, the publisher, is of interest:
It may interest you to know that there

probably is more money expended in producing The New York 'limes than is expended on any other single newspaper
in the world. We must earn over $75,-

000 every week before there is a cent for
the owners, and 40 per cent, of this
amount goes for salaries and wages.
We are consuming over 500 tons of white
paper every week, and about a ton of
printers ink a day. Our Sunday circulation has reached 350,000 and our daiiy
circulation this morning was 319,714.
The Social Democrats of

Germany are
The two prin-

having internal troubles.
cipal factions differ not in the ends desired, but as to the means of achieving
the mutual goal, which is a permanent
peace, guaranteeing future military, political and economic'securityfor Germany,
at the earliest moment practicable.
Dr.
earnest

iviyer,

euuor oi

ine

vorwarts, a

Socialist organ, renews the appeal for
the end of the war and bitterly opposes
Belgian annexation. He believes the
first suggestion could come from Gerwithout

humiliation; and says:
“We desire general disarmament and
security against another disastrous war
through far-reaching international agree-

many

We believe that neither side can
the time has come to
end the war before its heavy cost mounts
higher and to stop the heavy loss of life.”
The socialist propaganda is said to be
spreading through the empire and is likely to result in sensational developments
when the Reichstag meets.
ments.
be

beaten, hence

It

was

expected

that the war in Eu-

prevent many from going
abroad and divert summer travel to
Maine resqrts;but thus far these expects-

rope would

and go, it is the paper that goes on

Miss Hatiie Uilliatt

last

Saturday

to

came

Clann

Bradstreet’s thinks that “the public
now

in

a

more

receptive

attitude

More

Democratic

Blundering

rtf

Rranrar

Bickford Tuesday.

miiKn
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Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gould of BrooKS were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Burton Gross
and attended service at the Center church.

Donald Bartlett and sister Doris, accompanied by Misses Irma Morey, Florence and
Iva Hogan and Clayton *Berry and sister Nola,
passed Sunday at Windermere Park, Unity.

,

REQUEST

Opera Mikado
Will be

presented by local talent

at the

COLONIAL THEATRE, on0ennl\

Friday Evening, July 30,1915,
I

AT THE—

?

WOMAN’S CLUB,

|

New Rugs, Braided and Hand Woven.
Linen Runners, Baskets, Trays, Knit Porch Jackets

T

4<§

daughter was born Monday to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Robbins; and, speaking of girls,
Mrs. Fred Patterson had a birthday present
Monday of a granddaughter, born to Mr. and

and

Lessons in Reed and Raffia Basketn

Shawls.

Home Cooked Food

I

66 Church s

Sale

on

Every Day

and Lunches at Reasonable Prices.

Try Mrs. Black’s Delicious Specials for Lunch.
Clam Boullion, Salads, Strawberry Snort Cake, all kinds Sandwiches.
Doughnuts.

I Every Saturday

T

X

At

at 5 p.m ., Baked Beans and Hot Rolls, Tea and c ret 1
Hot or Iced. Special orders taken at any time for parties j

A

Richard C. Higgins. At the Center church
Sunday afternoon he spoke from Acts 27
Chap. 23 verse, “For there stood by me i..is
night the Angel of God, whose I am, and whom'
1 serve.” He spoke very earnestly of Paul’s
belief in God, and of how they cast four#

C. M. Conant and family motored down to !
Washington, D. C., July 20, 1915. I their cottage. Sylvan Retreat,Swan Lake, SunEvery dollar of the hundreds and thou- day afternoon.
Several from here attended the Monroe W. anchors out of the stern of the ship, when
awakening in this direction. Unfortu-' sands paid by trust companies to the
the provisions of the C, T. U., Friday afternoon, which was held at they were driven up and down in Adria and
under
government
we
have
lost
a
nately
prestige and standthe rest room on the Monroe fair
the crew feared shipwreck and were about to
grounds.
ing under Bryanism that is not easily “war tax” law may have to be returned
leave the ship, etc. There was an attendance
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sanford
EsRitchie, daughter
regained, and that compensated for the because of Democratic carelessness.
telle and son Herbert of Dover, were in town of over 50 and the sermon and music were enPractically every trust company in the last week
lack ct many ships and soldiers. At the
for their annual visit with relatives joyed by all present.
time Bryan became Secretary of State United States which has paid, under pro- and friends.
this country was generally regarded as test, the tax provided by paragraph 1 of
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Swett arid four
daugh- complexion, headache, nausea, indigestion.
the leading nation of the world, and the section 3 of the “war tax” is preparing ters of
Boston, who are in Belfast for the sum- Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
life and property of its citizens were to litigate the right of the government mer, came
Saturday afternoon to visit Mr. For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
Blood Bitters.$1.00 at all stores.
safe wherever our flag floated. Bryan to collect. Test cases have already been and Mrs. C. B. Jewett a few days.
made this country a laughing stock brought in various federal courts. The
Mrs. Linda Littlefield returned
WINTERPORT
Thursday
abroad, caused the sacrifice of many foundation for these suits was laid by from spending a few days in Thorndike, where
an
the
Bhe
Democrats
through
apparent
visited
C.
R.
Hill
and daughter Catherine are
her
Mrs.
American lives and the loss of millions
daughter, Mrs.Ralph Arey; also
in Burnham, where she visited her
at Camp Na-to-ma, Swan Lake.
of dollars of American property in Mex- oversight in drafting the law.
parents,
The oversight lay in the failure to pro- Mr. and Mrs. John Sayward.
MiBS Jessie Dole Baker arrived Monday
ico, where our flag was trampled in the
is
An auto party consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
from Northampton summer school.
dirt,and the war ships sent to Vera Cruz perly define “bankers.” The blunder
Mrs. John Fuller and little son of Tampa,
to demand an apology came home with- emphasized by the fact that but a few Horace Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Kimball,
E L. Clement, Mrs. Edna Harquail, Miss Avis
Fla., are guests of Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr,
out it. Now there is no country, how- months before the “war tax” was levied,
the Democratic Congress had appropriat- Harquail Carrie Burgess, Miss Hussey, Mr.
Marion Evelyn Starks.reader.has been securever small or poor, to do us reverence.
and Mrs. L. A. White, Mrs. Julia White and
ed thousands of dollars to pay back to
ed by the Epworth League for August 2nd.
is
imbued
with
the
idea
that
Japan fully
Miss Erma White, motored to
SunSearsport
trust companies a refund ordered by
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ringwall are in Banany time when she is ready she can take
day for the day.
on the
gor for a visit with Mr. Ringwali’s parents.
possession of the Pacific coast and the federal courts following litigation
Mrs. C. W. Nealey.who has been so critically
Mrs. William Thompson and daughter, Mies
Philippines. And today Germany con- same question.
ill for the past two weeks, is still
very low.
of
3
the
“war
tax”
declares
Section
tinues to torpedo neutral ships and imShe rallied a little during the past week, but Isabelle McManus of Boston, are guests of
peril American lives while dragging that bankers “shall pay $1 for every had a very ill turn Sunday and a consultation Mrs. Isaac Dunham.
The Winterport band gave another concert
along a diplomatic correspondence, be- 31000 of capital used or employed.” It of doctors was held. Dr. Hunt of Bangor was
then defines who shall be termed a “ban- called and brought a trained nurse, so that two this week and were entertained on the lawn of
cause she thinks Bryan represents Ameriker” under the act. The definition of a nurses are now in attendance,and an operation Mrs. Belle Thompson.
can sentiment in opposition to an adfor appendicitis will be performed.
R. Harold Lockhart will arrive on Saturministration that is endeavoring to main- “banker” is identical with that which
day’s steamer for a week with his parents,
tain the honor of this country and pro- the federal courts but a short time beCENTER MONTVILLE.
Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Lockhart.
fore held inadequate to render trust comtect the lives of its citizens.
a tax.
such
to
Miss Bertha Boyington will not return to
liable
panies
E. E. Tasker is at home from Appleton.
The Anaconda Standard publishes a reBoston this week owing to the severe illness
The Democrats had ample warning.
Mrs. Fred Carter returned home from the
of her father. Dr. E. H. Boyington.
port by C. W. Tenney, inspector of rural The language of the federal court’s de- Tapley hospital Saturday,
schools for the Montana State Board of cision conclusively showed that “banker”
The Sieben Club held a picnic at Flat Rock,
Miss Myra Drummond of Portland is the
Frankfort,last Friday. The trip was made on
Education, in which it is stated that must be more adequately defined to in- ^ucot vi mi, aim mis, ij, Dean.
the jitney run by the B. R. & E. Co.
“two years ago consolidation of schools clude trust companies.
David Boynton and family of Searsmont
At Sunday’s session of the Methodist S. S. a
in Montana and transportation of pupils
said
the
case
at
“In the
decision, have moved onto the Chester
bar,”
Boynton farm,
representative was elected to attend the Pittswere hardly known outside of the Victor “the
plaintiff is not a bank or banker,
Mr. and MrB. H. S. Banton of Knox were field summer school in session August 9-20.
district;” but that “today practically and though it does some of the things
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Tasker.
in
the
State
has
the
ocvwun
UIUILOUVC
UlC
CI1UII1C1ntcu 111
every county
caught
State Of Trade.
While splitting wood Thursday Carney
vision and this past year the sum of of such business, its principal business
Shure inflicted a bad cut in one knee with an
T.vaniitar Mnro f)ninrr in ratail trade H IrrVinr
$26,636.18 was spent by Montana trus- seems to be distinctively that of a trust axe.
temperatures offset rainy weather. Midsumtees for transportation alone.” The re- company.”
Mr. and Mrs. Conant Thompson and daugh- mer dullness in jobbing. Conservatism in orderport contains much of interest, and what
The court further points out that the ter Evelyn of Searsport were recent visitors at ing for fall. Industries more active. Iron and
Bteel lead. Coke production increasing. More
followed the consolidation of the Cor- resources on which the tax was collected W. J. Bean’s.
doing in coal. War orders diffuse activity in
records poor.
vallis, Woodside, Willow Creek and and ordered returned were “invested in
Mrs. W. D. Tasker has a rambler rose of the widely separated lines. Building
Crops
improve slightly. Wet harvest for winMountain View schools in the town of municipal and railroad bonds and in the Dorothy Perkins
variety |that has over one ter whea^. Delayed movement. Corn and spring
Corvallis is of special interest. A new, stocks of corporations.” The Internal thousand buds and blosBoms on it.
wheat gain.Dry weather needed for grain and
Clearings increase over past two years.—
modern, well eauiDDed school building; Revenue Office has required truBt comMr. -and MrB. Ralph M. Carter of Belfast hay.
BradstreetB, July 17th.
was provided for the consolidated school.
the
tax
this
to
class
of
and
upon
Mrs.
Nettie
Mason
of
pay
Boston
were weekpanies
securities, and in the cases now pending end guests of relatives and friends here.
PURE mCH BLOOD
claim for recovery iB based on the allegaMrs. Eliza F. Bean, Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
Bean and M r. and Mrs. C. A. Bean were at
5 Do colds settle on your chest or in
PREVENTS DISEASE tion that the securities taxed are invest- George N. and Frank Cooptr’s in Searsmont
ed “in municipal and railway bonds and
bronchial tubes? Do coughs hang on, or
Sunday.
are you subject to throat troubles ?
Bad blood is responsible for more
in the stocks of corporations.”
Notwithstanding the popularity of motor
Such troubles should have immediate
It
ailments than anything else.
Whether or not the trust companies are cars Volney Thompson could Bell more cartreatment with the strengthening powers
causes catarrh, dyspepsia, rheumasuccessful in their proceedings, the fact riages than he manufactures. This year’s
of Scott’s Emulsion to guard against
sold.
tism, weak, tired, languid feelings remains that Democratic blundering is output is entirely
consumption which so easily follows.
A honey bee stung G. A. Gordon on the neck
responsible for this expensive litigation,
and worse troubles.
Scott’s Emulsionpoatains purecod liver
which adds tremendously to the cost of last Saturday and Mr. Gordon waB soon in a
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been
oil which peculiarly strengthens the resserious condition. His tongue and lips swelled
law
and
the
may
administering
largely
wonderfully successful in purifying reduce revenues.
until he caul d hardly speak, his heels itched
piratory tract and improves the quality of
•
the blood; the glycerine in it soothes and
and enriching the blood, removing
cords of his legs were badly
Like numerous other “jokers” in intensely, the was
so
ill
that
he
heals
the tender membranes of the throat.
Dr.
Pearson
was
scrofula and other humors, and Democratic laws, these mischievous er- swollen,and
called. The doctor soon relieved him
said
Scott’s is prescribed by the best specialbuilding up the whole system. Take rors exist only because of wholesale the unusual result of the bee sting wasand
caused
can get it at any drug store.
it—give it to all the family so as to disregard of elementary principles of by the poison being injected directly into a ists. You
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. ].
vein and cirried through the entire system.
avoid illness. Get it today.
legislation.
toward suggestions as to the need of
not for but against war,”
and it. ia r*.prtainlv timp thoro wna an

preparedness,

at the

THE

from

pass her

iuv

ever.”

mind is

Mr. and Mrs. Ross

May
days.
expired
respectively. This request was granted,
Mrs. William Rogers and children, Idris and
and June 10th Corvallis became a dry George, of Belfast, are guests of her cousin.
Mrs. Albert Ames in Brooks.
town, one saloon having closed on that Mrs. G H. York.
Rev. David Brackett called on old and new
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Barden and
day and the other having gone out of
daughter of
business May 24th. This illustrates what South Monroe visited Mr. and Mrs. R. L. friends the latter part of last week, Friday
forClements Tuesday.
night he was the truest of Mr. and Mrs. Buruov.uiii{/uoiiv.u i/j
niujr
ton Gross, Saturday night of Mr. and Mrs,
Mrs.
in
a
cause.
good
of
George Hopkins
ting together
Monroe and Mrs.
on

dessert,

numerous.

Salem. Mass 5
vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Gilliatt.

Mrs. Ellen Strange of Minneapolis, Minn,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. F. W. Nealey.

for

cream

L. Whitten Co’s,

BY

are

Mrs.'L. A. White entertained the Rebeaah
Thimble Club Tuesday afternoon.
is

j—H.

THORNDIKE.

and Sun-

Mrs. Susan Dawson visited her niece, Mrs.

church, in G. H. York, Sunday.
federating united
Several from here attended church
and congregations.
day school at Monroe Sunday.

Large Size Sponge Cakes

Delicious with ice

Percy Cilley left at the A. B. Payson store
July 8th a pumpkin weighing 16 pounds that
he had kept sound through the winter
This
is something of a curiosity as they are usually
hard to keep. They were kept beside a chimney in the hallway.

C. Higgins.
Mrs. Louisa Hasty had a severe hemorrhage
from the nose last Sunday. Dr. Whitaker of
Unity was called and relieved her.

federated

churches

U Small and

church.

College, Lewiston, Maine

union

o

year.

_

thousand mile front.

In Chocolate, Gold, Silver, Maple-Nut
and
Fruited Spice, also the

Leander Staples and wife were much pleased to have Roscoe Staples and wife of Rockland as week-end visitors last week. Mrs.
Staples was formerly Miss Hill of Brooks and
many old acquaintances greeted her Sunday at

Mail us this coupon and we will send you our illustrated catalog.
president of the Eastern Steamship corDr. Gannett of Unity was in town on prooften show where a little work would
poration that was in collision.
fessional business recenily.
NAME.
save a heavy bill of expense later.
In
The German bankers are said to have the care of roads, as in other
Miss Carrie A. Ferguson passed last week
STREET AND NO.
matters,
with relatives in Belfast and Unity.
notified the Kaiser that if the war con- an ounce of prevention is worth a
j
CITY.
tinues over next winter the country will pound of cure.
Mrs. W. J. Hunt and daughter Arabel passed
STATE..
The Kaiser’s reply was
be bankrupt.
Monday with Mr. nd Mrs. Fred Hunt.
The truth is plain to any one who
that the war will end next October. The
Henry M. Higgins has bought a new Osborn
knows a modern
office from
bankers knew what they were talking the inside that thenewspaper
mowing machine of Herbert Jackson.
institutional spirit has
The weather is very unsettled and farmerj
about, the Kaiser was talking through seizea upon me worgers. tney are not
are having a bad time to cure their hay.
thinking all the time about themselves,
his hat.
but about the paper.—New York EvenMiss Martha Small and Miss Irma Keech
ing Post.
The only war news or interest for the
passed Saturday afternoon with Mrs. A. B
That was certainly true of the time,
WHITES’ CORNER.
Ward.
Then followed a consolidation of the five
(Winterport.)
past week is from the east, where the more than
fifty'years ago, when the church organizations in these districts—
Mrs. and Mrs. John Foster came from MontAustro-German forces are making a deMiss Hussey of Castine is the guest of Miss
writer was in his novitiate in journalism;
ville Sunday afternoon for a short visit with
the people representing no less than 14 Avis Harquail.
termined drive on the Russians along a
but as a

Address Bliss Business

Drake’s Cake

in town

blacksmith,

independence, should take our Courses as the first step to responsible positions as
stenographers, bookkeepers, private secretaries and as employees of the State and
United States Government through Civil Service appointment, Short and Special
Courses for teachers and advanced pupils.

Fall Term

our

I

Mass.

quarantined places

College
a

Goddard,

Something New!

were

The illness from diphtheria has subsided.
There are no more cases in town and the infected places have been cleaned up and all

AMBITIOUS YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN who want to succeed and to accomthe most of which they ard capable, will find our commercial training, the means
of increased earning power.
CAPABLE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN who desire

Mr.

of

1

recently visited by Mrs. S. C.
Ingalls of Lagrange and Mrs. May Briggs of

plish

and

custom that has

item in an

news

better idea can be had of what is
needed when the general road-making

The family

DISTRIBUTORS, BELFAST, MAINE.

Bliss

Mrs. Anna Baldwin has come to Brooks to
atay with her brother, A. B. Huff, who is left
alone by the recent death of his wife.
agent,

Swan-Whitten=Bickford Company

—

lessen the work to be done later. Then
when the roads are in this condition a

i

for your hens to decide

Piscataquis Ob-

“Importance of Road
Maintainance and Repair” we take the
opportunity to repeat a suggestion, made
Ford cars.
many times in these columns, that would
Ninety in the shade in Alaska, with effect a great saving in the expenditures
the sun shining 20 of the 24 hours every on the roads. In early spring, when deep
day. A little of that surplus sunshine ruts develop and pools of water are standwould be welcome down this way.
ing in the roads, they should be gone over,
the water drained off, the holes and ruts
Among our pet aversions “gotten” is filled with the loose rocks
usually at hand
giving “an historical” a good race for
and then topped with earth or gravel.
first money. Biddeford Journal.
We are with you on “gotten” —and That would greatly relieve the hard
travel of spring time and materially
Borne, other things.
to teach

Mrs. Cobb of Somerville, Mass., (or Adria
Stantial as we used to know her in Brooks) is
visiting her father, E. O. Stantial.
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expected throngs

the

til A IT

HA M’T

may yet make their appearance.
In

Henry Ford is to establish
people to eat less.

earnest the

John H. Gordon is very sick. He is confined
his bed and attended by a trained nurse.

Walter E. Gibbs is to cut the hay on the Dow
farm at Sprout Hill, The feed in the pasture
there is luxuriant.

continuous wet weather has been genthroughout the country, and when

clothing

in Montville doing the hay-

Blin F. Stantial was taken suddenly ill last
Sunday and it is said that appendicitis is feared

eral

furnace fires and winter

is

ing on his farm.

no

HAVE YOU WEAK LUNGS?
y?ur

PROSPECT FERRY

SEARSMONT.
Miss Lucy Start of Camden was a recent
guest of Misses Susie and Fannie Hanson.

Isaac Bowdoin of

Mrs. Emma

Charles Cushman, who is suffering
sprained wrist, has returned from a
visit with relatives in Belfast.
Mrs.

from

scot last

a

(

Danbury,

here.

relatives

Luke visited

relai

weea.

Mr, and Mrs. Samuel Caye<:
ed Mrs. Jessie Harding last Sun
Preston Freeman was stowing hay
Evander Harriman visited
last Thursday the hay fork became unfastenA. Pierce, in Sandy point, last
ed and fell, breaking his arm.
F'rank Harriman is in Ban*:
Mr. and Mrs. Milbury Hunt with their little
He has been in poor health f
daughter Imogene were Sunday guests of
William Ginn and sister Li.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Cushman.
visited Mr. and Mrs, P. M. G
J. W. Skinner has returned home after
Mrs. B, C. Avery and Mrs.
California and attendWhile

spending the winter
ing the Expositions
Diego.
Mr. and Mrs.

[

in

visiting their sister, Mr

Brewer.

Edwin Farrar of Rockland

vacation here.

spending a

are

Francisco and San

in San

It

was

Chester

1

are

the home of

to

spend

j fcvelyn

Harrison is at home
his vacation

wiih h

Harrison.

Mr*, and Mrs. W illiam Lord

quaintances.
i

boys

Winterport

of

visited M

Dist. Superintendent C. N. Garland, held the ing last Sunday.
first Quarterly Conference at the Methodist.
Messrs. John Nulley and M>
church last Sunday after preaching a very inbury, Mass, who have been s;
structive and helpful sermon.
tion here of two weeks, retur
Mr. and Mrs. Merrick Tibbetts and little on last Saturday's boat.
daughter Dorothy, who have been visiting
Mrs. Phena Berry of Stone;
MrB. Tibbett's mother, Mrs. Mary Bean, have rivarl
last Priflnv’fl hoSit a1j1
returned to their home in Keene, N. H.
summer at her cottage here.
Mrs. Minerva Packard was on the scalfold
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harr;,
attending to some newly hatched chickens last dren of Stockton Springs wer,
week and in coming down grew dizzy and
tors with Mrs. Evelyn Harris'
fell, breaking one arm near the shoulder.
For baby's croup, Willie's
bruises, mamma’s sore throat.
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
ness,—Dr Thomas' Eclectic 0
remedy. 25c and 5Cc.
The dull weather is causing haying to be

j

nn

late.

tism.and

cripple was sprinkled. The serperformed by Rev. H. A. Welch
Guy Vannah of Rockland. Another

one

were

and Rev.
baptism will take place soon. Mr. E. N. Davis
of Union is the Evangelist who has been conducting the services with remarkable success.
His

cousin,

E. A. Davis of this

plying the pulpit
present.

These

in

South

young

men

place,

Liberty
are

is

supfor the

spiritually

gifted, are of high moral character, and
take pleasure in recommending them for

A FASHION E\'
Representing

McCALL PATTER'
PUBUCATIO'
•

will be at

our

Pattern

July 28th, to explain
of Belfast the

I

unequall.

these celebrated Patten

ex-

Mr. Charles Freeman of Malden, Mass., was
the guest recentlyof his mother and other relatives in town.
Mrs. Fred U. Coombs and children of Castine were guests last week of her father,
Joseph McFarland.
Miss Beulah Bates returned July 18th from
C astine, where she attended the school of instruction for teachers,
Miss Leo la Coombs celebrated her birthday
July 12th by taking a number of her schoolmates on a sail to Bangor on the steamer Castine. A most enjoyable time was reported.
^

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

s

lications.
If you are not already .1
tor that wonderful m
McCALL’S—now* is th
enter your name. Only ■>"
-U1IU,

II

JUU

..turn.

r...

,_

an

KT

er

ISLESBORO.

Capt, O. F. Coombs is at home for
tended visit.

!

we

the

work of Christ and the salvation of souls.
NORTH

^

Important

One of the largest Baptisms that we have
took place
any record of for a country town
here July 4th, when 42 went forward in bapvices

J

Carle & Jones

W. E. Prescott who is in Lowell, Mass., for
treatment, is improving.
The children’s concert Sunday evening was a
great success. The church was beautifully
decorated and the house was well filled.

J

—

only 35c—renewals the

■

The McCALL QUAKTl*
handsome book of fashion5c If you buy a 15c Pattern

a

that date.

McCall Doll Pattern IKU
Every

little

girl who

1

Pattern Counter on
28th will receive a elai >r>
our

Call Doll Pattern free
welcome—Each Patte'rn

complete

doll dress.

'r
>-

1
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News of Belfast.
Ver

ark is fast filling up. Dancing and
keep the visitors interested.
Arthur Crane and daughter
Mrs
;in,i
; New York were recent guests at
l

,na

ctures

j

^Wayside

;

HOT

j
|

weather and Hot feet go

lea House.

together—both

unication from Mr. Elbert Wheeler,
of the Belfast Water Co., relative
tax on summer residents, is print-

...

the feet. You probably
have tried the many socalled Comfort shoes and
have been relieved only
of your cash. The famous

V., will
White Barker Tent, D.
July meeting at 8 o’clock Wednee_:Sth, in Memorial hall. A birthday
of

given.

j

S. Webber have taken
cottage at the shore near the

Mrs. Ernest

i

onson

mighty

ITnere

uncomfortable, especially

-nd page.

be

are

Marian Jonquist, tie leading lady in th<
Urban Co„ playing at; the Colonial, waa talcei
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Morse motored to
severely ill Tuesday with appendicitis and t
Warren last Saturday and were guests of Mr.
at the
Tapley hospital. It is expected th«
and Mrs. Chas E. Blackington over Sunday,
operation
will take place today, Thursday.
making the trip in their Reo,
The
The schooner Pendleton Brothers, Capt. J.
Hospital Fair. The two days’ fai:
O. Hayes, now at Lisbon, Portugal, has been given for the benefit of the Waldo Count]
ordered to St. Thomas, West Indies, and will hospital opened yesterday afternoon in Memo
rial Hall with a sale of fancy work, etc., to b<
sail, light, for that port for a charter.
followed in the evening by a musicale. This,
Mrs. Eliza J. Know 1 ton and Mrs. Mary K
the sale will be continuRobinson entertained Friday evening in their Thursday, afternoon
ed, admission to the hall free, and tonight
newly renovated and repaired home on Union
there will be a dance, tickets 50 cents.
street. Supper was served at 6 o’clock and a
social evening followed.
Tuesday, July 20th, was the eighty firs!
birthday of Mrs. Elizabeth E. Knowlton anc
one
who
has
over
it
been
Every
speaks with
her guest, Mrs. Georgia S. Pendleton, she
highly of the new State road in Northport. was
entertained
at dinner by Mrs. Charles P.
There are upwards of fifty culverts in this
Hazeltine. A birthday cake graced the centei
section of road and they are of sufficient size
cf the table. Mrs. Knowlton was the recipient
to ensure proper drainage.
of many dainty gifts and of^congratulations
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett, who were at and
best wishes in which many outside of the
will be m Bind concert this Thursday,
evening at 8 o'clock, weather permitting;

ndon street for two weeks and the
I close his

dental

rooms

for

a

needed

urnal is indebted to Mr. W. R. Towne
of the Seattle Times of July 13th
an account of the death of Col.
A brief obituary was published in

l
j

lack

nrooLr

i

es International Bible class and the
land society of the Baptist church
penny social and picnic, supper at

!

Each

Ground
shoes not

Friday afternoon, weather perone is requested to bring a

.xt

Water Co., have :
of Condon street and
will be placed at the top of the first i
he shore near the residence of Frank
he water will also be carried to the
ng the shore on both sides of the
the Belfast

of

ns

I

|

aed uncalled
he week

for in the Belfast

ending Juiy

20th:

Dutch treat

j

»vvuduuicid

■lectric hoist is

l.adies—

|

York.

schoolhouse common
largely attended
s. lections rendered were most enthureceived. The selections from the
were timely, as the opera is soon to
ted hereby local talent, and “W’hen
re a Tulip and 1 Wore a Red, Red
ng by the band, called for several
which were emphasized by the insistrd concert

on

rsday evening

|

J

was

ug of the auto horns.

j

.gh

j

ments

|

misunderstanding regarding

a

relative to the

H.

F.

ar-

Maxfield

contradictory announcements were
the two local papers last week. The

:o

the date upon which Mr. Maxheld
ik in Belfast: “July 22d, 3 30 p. m. at
is

u

theater.’’ The remainder of Comrade
time while in this city will be dethe work of reorganization.
/
f

The barkentine Mabel

'Charter.

I.

apt. C. N. Meyers ot Searsport, now
idos.has been chartered to load lumber
n for Buenos Ayres at $21 per thousw-iich is double the ordinary rate, and

|
I
l
-r

I
It

I

|

a?-

years ago lumber

he

ance

has

drilled

Attention is called to the amendments made

by the last legislature to the laws concerning
probate business, and which requires the
publication of notice of appointment as executor, administrator, or guardian. The Journal's
rates are as low as anywhere in the State,and
lower than in some places, as the county commissioners learned some time ago by writing
county in the State. Place your
probate advertising in The Journal.
to every

Enjoyable Entertainment. The young
of the Baptist Christian Endeavor, as-

An

people

sisted by outside talent, gave an interesting
and enjoyable musicale Friday night in the
vestry had been decorated for
the occasion with bunting, flowers and ferns
The

vestry.

by Mrs. Nettie Merrithew and Mrs. Warren*A.
Nichols and presented a very attractive appearance. The following program was given:
Opening chorus, “Swanee River;” clarinet solo,
Sturgis Dexter; chorus, “Old Oaken Bucket;”
ivuuiug,

paiviu J

uu

MIV

VIU

vancil

JJUkKCl,

home-made candies were on
sale, the Misses Geneva Perkins, Maude Jefferds and Lillian Cook presiding at the ice
cream table and Miss Flossie Heal at the
candy
table.

cream, cake and

rough ledge, getting an abundant supwater, has a vegetable garden that
mishing peas, etc., for his table, is rel.ng the old home, adding a new L.,
From the Law Court. Clerk of Courts
las, porches, dormer windows, etc. A
way has been built and the grounds Geo. I. Keating has received a rescript from
the Law Court sustaining the exceptions in
he the house will be graded. With all
rk on hand Mr. Chase finds time to take the case of Chester L. Bailey vs. Sidney M.
Webber. The parties belong in Searsport and
lily out in his new auto.
oure

*

Redman, B. H, S. ’15, is clerking
law office of Eben F. Littlefield.

Miss Ruth
in the

carried to the ! “The

artesian well 55

an

general store in that
opened at the January
term, 1915, and Judge Albert M. Spear took
the case from the jury and ordered a verdict
for the plaintiff of $155 11.
Webber, through
his attorney, Robert F. Dunton, appealed to
the law court, The action was one of aswere

and Prunes.
In looking over a
the New England Grocer at A. A.
£ Co.’s the other evening we read that
lemons had been selling in New York
ns

1

60 cents

:o

The

a dox.

over-sea

growers

California is capable of
•ng this country with lemons, and under
uiocratic free trade legislation they
•lrgely increased their exports, only to
earned that

no-

lin

ruinous

losses,

lhe condition of

naturally lowers the prices
California product, and the cold, wet
has lessened the usual consumption at

:;'un

market

One reason for the low price of
iiy lemons is said to be that they
uorly packed—not sized as are the
■rnia lemons, but witn a top layer of
iuoking fruit and inferior truit in sucason.

layers.

Then

to prunes.

The New
that there are many
large foreign orders for Caliprunes and that the prices of all grades

r.g

ad

Grocer tells

as

us

tries and
a

"anting.

Buy

your

prunes

now.

___

in

copartners

town.

The

case

a

was

sumpsit brought by
from the other

one

partner

to

recover

part of the net proceeds of
debts due the firm. The law cou-t sustained
the exceptions by “reason of the fraudulent
concealment
the

by

a

the

plaintiff,

at

the time when

made, of various items
which the plaintiff had received for the firm
without the knowledge of the defendant and
had not been accounted for.”
agreement

was

Another Waldo country case before the
Law Court is the appeal of Fred S, Thompson
of Chicago from the decree of the judge of
probate in allowing to-probate a certain will
of Henrietta T. Nichols of Searsport. It appear that Mrs. Nichols made a will dated Nov.
9, 1911, and November, 1913, made another.
At a hearing before the judge of probate the
inRtmmont Hnfpd November. 1911 moo
ted as the will of the testator. An appeal
was taken to the supreme court, a hearing
was had, and the decree of the judge of
probate was sustained. The case now comes to
the law court upon a second appeal. F. W.
Brown and T. L. Talbot for the appellant. W.
P. Whitehouse, H. W. Swasey and R. F. Dun
ton for the proponents of the will.

Out Door Sunday" Evening Service. The
first of a series of open-air meetings under
the auspices
of the pastors of the city
churches was held on schoolhouse common last

Sunday evening
hundred people.
versalist

church

stand and

lolly

company in camp or
ottage, by the seashore or
n the mountains. Music at
any time you wish, dances
as well as songs.
1' you have

an

EDISON

Phonograph
vvith you the rainy days in
your vacation will be en'oyed as well as the sunny
ones.

No Needles.
No Scratch.

Diamond Reproducer.
Unbreakable Records.
Phonos $150.00 to $250.00
Records
records

1 Cylinder,

j-

50c each
DisC) $1 t0
..

Full stock of Phonos and

Records,

and

was

attended

The settees
were

placed

by several

from the Uninear

the

band

line of incandescent lights exthe stand over them to the street.
Rev. Horace B. Sellers, who originated the
idea, conducted the services and led the congregational singing, with Mr. A. H. Welch
cornetist, as accompanist, and many of the
old familiar hymns were sung. Mr. Sellers
in opening the meeting said that the oper -air
services dated back to the days of Christ’s
and Paul’s teachings, and were designed to
reach people who prefer to be in the
open
rather than in the church buildings. Rev.
Hosmer McKoon of Castine, who had preached
in the Unitarian church in the
morning in exchange with Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, read the
Scripture, and Harry H. Upton, who is supplying at the Baptist church in the absence of
Rev. Walter-F. Sturtevant,offered prayer. Rev.
George S. Mills of Bennington, Vt„ a former
pastor of the North Congregational church in
thiB city, gave a very interesting and patriotic
a

tended from

discourse on “Loyalty;” mentioning the variious phases in which loyalty enters modern
life—as the student to his Alma Mater, the
churchman to hia home church, the patriot to
hia flag and country, the citizen to the municipal rule, and that of friend with friend. Mr.
Mills said that faith and love are the foundation of loyalty. Of present day conditions he
said that righteousness was greater than peace
in regard to war conditions abroad; that nations have their reasons, sufficient to justify
their loyalty to their own cause. He criticised
the lack of church attendance of men in Belfast and said the present generation is

living

Carle & Jones
E xclusive Agents for Waldo

County.

vu.,

uas

msiaiicu

a

and

Mrs,

j|

nw

Boston Common

was

the

scene

last Monday

of

a
thrilling event. Capt. J. Chauncey Redding dropped from his aeroplane with a parachute when at a height of 3,500 feet, expecting to land on the common, but a current of
wind took him away and be finally made a safe
landing in Joy street, where a big crowd had
followed him. The Boston papers give mnch

great improvement.
H.

|

story, which is of interest here as
is the aviator engaged for the
Belfast fair and will make flights each day.

borrowed morality handed down
frpm our
loyal ancestors. The service closed with a
benediction by Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of the

on

Congregational church. Weather permitting
services will be held on the common next Sunday evening, when Mr. Harry H. Upton will
speak.

The

The Waldo County Hospital.
White of this city was operated

I

Mrs. Chas
on

Tuesday

Unity, aged 16 years, is a typhoid patient, entering Monday.... Mrs. Hadley McCloBkey oi
New Brunswick, who was visiting her sister
Mrs. Keene on Mayo street, was operated or
»t the parsonage last Friday evening. The
last Alonday.... John Adams, who was injurec
was
with
?vening
enjoyably spent
games, etc.
^at the Hblmes mill, left the hospital Tuesday
Mrs. Sellers, assisted by Misses Elizabeth
-Dr. S. Johnson of this city, a medical paChamberlain, Ethel Rogers and Mary Mann,
tient, is gradually failing.
served ice cream and cake.
Rev. and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers entertained
:he cast of “The New Minister," a musical
play recently given at the Methodist church,

|

Bank Account.

$

a
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By Modern Scientific Methods
(without
And

Broken Lenses

Replaced

^■Optometrists,^

POTTLE S

25 Main Street,

Belfast, Maine.

Ii f

CENT STORE,

Plates
That Fit
I have recently taken the Sennott
Post Graduate Course in the New

Improved Method of Correctable
Impressions, with the mouth closed,
originated by Dr. Greene.

j

<ncu

Up-to*Date

Chase & Doak,

The Weather. Same old weather!
Lasi
At the annual meeting of the Odd Fellow’s
Building Association July 14th, the following Sunday morning the weather was all th*
lirectors were elected: Robert F. Dunton, could be desired—bright sunshine, wind north
Ralph D. Southworth, Fred V. Cottrell, Albea west, and a pure atmosphere. It was the first
E. Hutchins, James H. Howes, Dr. David P. day this season with the invigorating ail
Successor to H. Davis’
Flanders, Ralph H. Howes. The directors which brings people to Maine from the cities
>rganized with Ralph H. Howes, president; and such is enjoyed on the hill tops in Rut25
10
samuel Adams, clerk, and Clifford J. Pattee, land, Mass. It continued pleasant all day. anc
it really seemed as if it ljad “cleared off” at
treasurer.
Belfast, Maine.
Church Street,
! last. But Monday brought lowering skies anc
Hay ford Block,
The will of the late Mary Maude Milliken of
I
showers. Tuesday summer returned, and at
:his city makes the following disposition of
night there was a gorgeous sunset and the
ler estate in case of the death of her mother
stars were shining brightly. But during the I
ind of her brother, without issue, in memory
MICHELIN REDUCES TIRE PRICES
The little Episcopal church on the corner of |
night it began to rain and in the early morn
the
late
Seth
L.
>f her father,
Congressman
10 PER CENT.
Elm and Court streets is progressing well and j
the familiar drip, drip, from roofs and th<
ing
Milliken: An addition be made to the Belfast
moisture-laden foliage was heavd. It clearec ! it is planned to have the building dedicate^ by
Michelin
prices have just been reduced 10
Public Library as a reading room for adults
later in the day—but for how long?
cent, yet no change has been made in the
Aug. 15th. This is the first and only Episih*.- | per
f
ind works of history, travel, biography and
of these well known tires.This good news
q
| pal church in Waldo county, aside from that quality
art to be called the “Seth Llewellyn Milliken
is sure to interest all motorists, especially as
The ladies of the Episcopal Mission will hoh 1
! at Dark Harbor, which is maintained by sum- Michelin tires have been
selling for some time
Memorial."
their annual lawn party Thursday afternoon
mer residents and open only during the sum8
at
prices a little too high for some purses. The
Green Stuff. It has been a hard season July 29tb, at the home of Miss Maud Gam
r
state that they have been unThe new chapel is built of wood j manufacturers
mer season.
1
for market gardeners but despite the unfavor- mans. 6 Church street, from 3 to 5 o’clock
able,
heretofore, to reduce selling prices withon a field stone foundation, with the heavy j
able weather conditions they have succeeded I Bags, baskets, aprons, trays, towels, pillows * rafters left visible on the inside. Both the : out sacrificing the recognized high standard of
of Michelin tires.
c
quality
in meeting the local demand for early vege- ! cushions, fancy articles, ice cream, cake, cand, 1 interior and the exterior will be stained, and
present substantial reduction, while in
j ab The
measure due to the surprisingly increased
tables. Many had green peas the 4th, and ana jeny win De on saie. 11 stormy tne partyr
demand in this country for quality tires, is
will be held the* next fair day. The patronnow the favorite telephones have supplanted
will be greatlly appreciated by the Episco- J more
£
particularly due to the greatly augmentthe less desirable early varieties and sold last esses are Mrs. J. P. Taliaferro, Mrs. L. W.
here.
ed
€
palians
output of the American factory at Milltown,
New
I
week at 40 cents a peck. Beets and carrots Pendleton, Mrs. Ralph C. Johnson. Mrs. Allen
Jersey,on account of the extremely heavy
New advertisements. The Dollar Shoe : demand
in foreign countries. This demand, it
c
McLane, Mrs. J. A. Fessenden, Mrs. Wm. V,
are also in the market,but most of the lettuce
is
i stated, was formerly supplied from one or
Pratt, Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson, Mrs. Horaceg Sale at The Dinsmore Store begins this, | the
sold thus far has come from Boston. Straw*
other of the Michelin factories abroad.
not
mean
that
I
Thursday, morning. This does
berries have been in good supply but have Chenery, Mrs. A. C. Hopkins, Miss Wilson,
the shoes to be sold are only one dollar value, !
not gone below 15 cents except for lots carried Mrs. Wm. H. Quimby, Miss Helen Picksley,
The following committee has been appointed
CAamimug
over.
Indications are that the season will be Miss Jennie Wilson, Mrs. A. M. Weeman, iX'i JTUU Will icauiljl
Waldo County Pomona grange to pre^JT 1 '■
women
and
for
are
shoes
There
children,
men,
Mrs.
Louis
Mrs. A. P. Goodhue,
shorter than usual and those who intend to do
Pennington,
pare a program for the coming year for a conten
Don’t
for
continue
sale
will
days.
and
the
preserving should arrange for getting their I Miss Maude Gammans.
ference of the boys’ clubs of Waldo county: C.
miss it....Friday and Saturday, July 23d and
berries.
An Artist’s RecetTion. Before returningr, 24th, Carle & Jones will sell 1,0C0 yards of M. Howes of Liberty; Mrs. B. L. Aborn of
The young people at the Battery, accompa- to Belfast from Chicago, her home for many1
Brooks; Edmund Brewster, Lincolnville, and
crepe cloth and 800 yards of lace cloth, 15 and
Mrs PMiinh Ritohifl Rolfasf nrKilu Pi-.if D,.inu
uuiL'i, icu uiuuuaj
i^iuuuge o.
years, Mrs Edward R. Pierce had won an en- 17 cents values,at 9 cents a yard-Don’t foron their annual hike.
Last year they went to viable reputation as an artist and on her occa- get that Carle & Jones are exclusive agents P. Mitchell of the agricultural department of ;
Liberty, but this year their destination was sional summer visits here our people had op- for Waldo county of the Edison Phonograph the University of Maine, will represent Free- !
Swan Lake. They expect to arrive home to- portunity for seeing some of her flower pieces5 and carry a full stock of phonographs and dom, being a member of the grange of that
day, Thursday, weather permitting. In the and landscapes in water colors. Since becom- records. Call and let them demonstrate for town. Prof. Mitchell states that all through I
party were Prof, and Mrs. James T. Sleeper, | ing a resident of Belfast her activities in you....A fashion expert representing McCall ; the county there is a great deal of enthusiasm
Mr. Frank Sleeper and friend, Carter Good* other directions have interferred with her patterns and publications ^ill be at Carle & j over the coming convention for boys to be
rich, a classmate, Miss Helen Sleeper and personal art work. From the meeting, infor- Jones Pattern Department July 28th to ex- j held in Belfast in the fall months.
guests, Mrs. Mabel Phinney of Nova Scotia, mally, at her home of a few ladies for instruc- plain to the ladies of Belfast the unequalled
“I Don’t Feel Good”
and Miss Lucretia Travers, a Wellesley class- ; tion in basketry the Arts and Crafts Club, merit of these celebrated patterns and publiThat is wliat a lot of people tell us.
mate, Misses Mabel A. and Margaret M. Craig, : which took up many lines of handicraft, was cations_Fruit jars and jelly tumblers at L.
I’ sually their bowels only need clean sing.
William Swan Kelley, Charles S. Mills, Paul | developed, and later it became the Woman’s J. Pottle’s 5, 10 and 25 cent store, Hay ford
Turner of Roslindale, Mass., and Winthrop | Club, with its club and tea room and various> block... .Why not open a bank account at The
Patten of Boston.
| departments. In this movement Mrs. Pierce City National bank of Belfast? Assets over
will do the trick and make you feel fine.
was the leading spirit, and was president of
$2,000,000_Baked beans and brown bread at
North Belfast. The Ladies’ Aid Society
We know this positively. Take one
will hold their annual fair Tuesday evening, the Arts and Crafts and of its successor, the The Wayside every Saturday night in addit juight. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
July 27th, in the church vestry. The usual Woman’s Club, until last year. Mr. and Mrs. tion to the regular menu-For sale at the
City Drug Store.
sale of articles dear to the feminine heart will Pierce spent the past winter in Boston, Mrs.
Ferguson Poultry Farm 7 Whitechester brood
Whitechester
Pierce
her
time
to
■
■
in
the
1
old
.('QUIRE’S
thoroughbred
devoting
sows;
year
painting
begin at 6 o’clock and continue during the
puke)
IjtaCCIrrl
a d
evening. Candy and Arey’s ice cream will Boston Museum of Fine Arts and sketching in boar, eligible to registry, and 10 pigs
FRIDAY
U
Colalso be on Bale. There will be a mystery the Fenway. She had been a pupil of Sargent shoats... .See advt, of the Bliss Business
The fall term opens Sept.
table and other attractions. A musical and and her work in the Museum of Fine Arts was lege, Lewiston.
Perry’s Cash Market.
cataliterary entertainment will be given, conclud- in the Sargent room and she brought home 14th. Mail the coupon for an illustrated
fine copies of paintings by this well logue. Short and special courses for teachers |
many
the
farce
"A
with
Picked
Dinner.”
ing
Up
Admission 15 cents. It is hoped that this known artist. Last Tuesday afternoon, from and advanced pupils... .Belfast Savings Bank
be
event will
liberally patronized as it has 3 to 5, many were given opportunity to inspect book No. 15,064, lost... Mr. and Mrs. John M. j
been in the past, as the proceeds go to the these and other works of art at the attractive Stevens and Mr. and Mrs. Clifton A. Stevens
church... .Miss Walkley gave another of her home of the artist on Church street. Invitations1 of Searsport publish a card of thankstravel talks last Sunday evening, which was were sent out to members of the Women’s Club Ground Gripper shoes not only relieve but |
highly interesting and instructive. This time and the Unitarian Alliance, but all interested correct broken arches, outgrowing joints and j
were welcomed. After the burning of the Pierce
her subject was Egypt, and she handled it in a
many other foot ailments. For sale only at
masterly manner. About seventy five people homestead on High street, when Mr, and Mrs, The Dinsmore Store....The family of Mrs
Pierce lost many valuable articles of furni- Mary M. Smith publish a card of thanks....
were present.
AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF
ture, etc., they bought the Veazie bouse, No. The Swan-Whitten-tfickford Co. are wholeBread and
The Bible tells
DCC

aid of drugs)

Most

At Reasonable Prices.
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the

the

Glasses

|
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hit

f

Fruit Jars and Jelly Tumblers
L. J.

i^Acuiune

The Eyes

l
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County’s Leading Banking Institution.
Assets Over $2,000,000

»*—"

i

|

City National Bank of Belfast

Waldo

!

Forego Some Luxuries—
And Comforts if Necessary—
For

space to the

Capt. Redding

Some--Not All.

Spend

|

:ory.

Long Handled Dipper that Hung by the
'latte for $6.75. The Meyers will load j Sink,” by Alton Braley; vocal solo, Harry Up1
argo of new crop Barbados molasses ton; piano solo. Miss Edna CurtiE; chorus,
and, after discharging which she will “Dixie Land;” reading, three selections. Miss
iiston to load lumber. She will bring
Alice Simmons; vocal solo, Bertrand L. Davis;
and one of the largest cargoes of mo* reading, Clifford Tinker; chorus, “Old Black
tu be landed there for many yearB,
Joe;” piano solo, Mary Hayes; reading, two
selections, Miss Helen Brier; vocal solo, Miss
:iace Chase, Principal of the Bigelow
Edna Hopkins. The chorus was accompanied
Newtonville Mass., is working over j
on the violin by Dean
Knowlton, and Miss
luring his vacation at his summer home,
Edith Burgess presided at the piano. Ice
•ght farm on Lincolnville avenue. With
was

ruci

they represented
home cities. They were complimentary and
testified to their appreciation of The Wayside,

A. Peters, who with their
amily are occupying the Gentner cottage on
he East side, entertained friends last Friday
it a clambake.
In the party were foremen E.
F. Littlefield and family, B. L. Tuttle and famly, Foreman Miles, Mr. and Mrs.-Fred Sylves;er and others of the Leonard & Barrows fac*
Mr.

Bird, Miss Mildred Cobb, Mrs. i
■on, Mrs. C. F. Pendleton. Gentle- |
W. Daley. Wilbur B. Leach, Harold ;
'en

cocoa

hoist from the C. H. Hunt Co. of New
fork for discharging coal, and it was used for
he first time last week in discharging a barge,
i'his work was formerly done by horse-power,
>ut more recently by a donkey engine.
The

only by

post

of assorted cake, ice cream,

and tea.
lectric

ferer— come in and let us
fit you to a pair. For sale

following let

The

Letters.

p

only relieve but

and many other foot ailments. If you are a suf-

Jed to the foot

|

j

they correct broken
arches, out-growing joints

.^yoon.

\

Gripper

Lord

cottage at Little River the past family heartily jo’i*
week, entertained while there. Rev. and Mrs.
At the Wayside. Mr. Charfts F. Swift enC. B. Ames, Mr. and Mrs, Herbert L. Seekins,
Miss Amy E. Stoddard and Judge M, W. Lord. tertained a party at the Wayside Tea House
Monday evening.... Mrs. Ada L. Wildes has
The Hit or Miss Club were guests of Miss
entertained parties from Brookline, Mass.,
Sue M. Partridge at the band concert last
Boston, New York, Philadelphia and York, Pa.
Thursday evening. Later all adjourned to and
Providence, R. I., the guest book shows
“The Wayside” for auction, followed by a
that
women’s clubs in their
the

If you are
your

having

difficulty with

any

present set of teeth. I

can

guarantee absolute satisfaction.

By this method I can furnish you a
plate that gives the life-like appear-

i

ance

j

No mouth too difficult to fit.

of the Natural Teeth.

Consultation solicited.

vubui.

uu

Dr. E. S. Webber
Dentist,
Masonic TemDle. Room 5. Belfast

mi.

For Sale

Ollvei Sulky Plows

Cake.

us

that

by bread alone,” yet with
two old established bakeries, two tea rooms
selliug bread, cake and other food, those who
supply private customers, and the home bread
makers, the leading grocers now carry bread
from the big citj bakeries and their sales are
large in the aggregate. One firm recently
sold 15 cases, 600 loaves,in two days,and starting with eight cases on Saturday morning is
often sole, out before closing at night. More
recently the grocers have been selling cake

8

“man shall not live

abroad.No w Belfast cooks have a well deserved reputation as cake makers and with
cake on sale at the tea rooms,and the frequent
“sales” and fairs, it is surprising to find that
there are large and increasing sales of the
foreign product. This cake comes in attracfrom

for the Sunshine
goods, in a great variety of makes and flavors
and at a very reasonable price.
tive cartoons iike those used

Entertained at the Woman’s Club. Several parties were entertained at the Woman’s
Club the past week, Mrs. John O. Black catering. Mrs. N. L, Page of Beverly, Mass whe
has been visiting in Belfast, entertained hei
sisters, Mrs.-George E. Kittredge, Miss Anne
M. Kittredge and Mrs. Maude E. Busse.
Mrs. Charles S. Bickford entertained in honoi
of her aunt, Mrs. James Carle of Portland
Her other guests were Hra. V. H. Mitchell
and Mrs. Henry D. Clark....Mrs. Walter B,
Kelley entertained Mr. and Mrs. Wm. B. Swan,
Miss Katherine Kelley, Mrs. John R. and
Miss Margaret A. Dunton, Miss Alberta M.
Welsh, Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman, Mrs. Charlei
S. Bickford, Miss Maude Gammons and Mist
Mabel R. Mathews....Tuesday noon Mrs
Clyde B. Holmes, Mrs. C. C. Pineo, Mrs. Gract
C. Pillsbury, Mrs. Marshall Martin of Provi.
dence, R. I, Mrs. Horace Chenery and hei
guest. Miss Gertrude H. Bradley of Newton
Mass., Misses Cora S. Morison, Margaret 0
White, Katherine C. Quimby and Marian
Haxeltine had a Dutch treat.

Church street,

a

substantial two-story brick

building, then owned by George W. Burkett,
and it was remodeled both as to exterior and
interior under the direction of Mrs. Pierce,
who also designed the brick fireplace in the

I sitting

|

room.

Tuesday afternoon the

whole

first floor was thrown open to visitors and
there were pictures and other objects of interest in every room.
The parlor was devoted to the Sargent pictures, with a few by
Mrs. Pierce, including some very attractive
flower pieces. In the room opposite, over the

fireplace, was the painting of an old boat shop
ac Kennebunkport that specially attracted the
writer.

I-rs. Pierce said

uiouiuuiuio

iui

we

ain

w.

wnu.u

to make
gone

$39.00

~”•

Bust dry mash... .See notice of session ;
of the State Assessors at the courthouse at 9 j
a. m. August 2d... See notice of the Public
Utilities Commission....The time table of the 1
Eastern Steamship* Corporation for the Bangor line, The Metropolitan line and the Maine
Steamship line is of interest to tourist and the

Lay

or

-AT

travelling public... .Squires pure lard, 11 cents
a pound at Perrys* Cash Market, Friday only.
_Lost
in

a

an

embroidered table

newspaper.

Finder

please

done up
return to B, D.

For Sale

^
7 Whitechester Brood

background of foliage, softened by the
mist of a rainy day. In detail and in coloring
this is a painting to be prized. A companion
picture is an old hull on the shore at Kennebunk which was submerged by the tide so that
the sketching had to be done at low water. In
this room are some charming views of the

Miss

Annie Nicaerson is visiting relatives in

Unity.
Mr. Frank Urdway is confined to the house
wi th blood poisoning in his foot.

The L. A. S. wili meet with Mrs. C. R.
N ickerson this, Thursday, afternoon July 22nd.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Nickerson and son ClinPortland will r eturn to Maple Terrace
this week.
ton of

MUST be paid before December 20, 1915, and
personal taxes MUST be paid before January 1, 1916.
I hope that all tax payers will avail themselves of discounts as before specified.
I would very much appreciate if all those
who intend to avail themselves of the discount

business

1

on

the last discount

day.

My office will be in the Aldermen’s Room»
Memorial Building, after July 15, 1915,
1

Office hours will be from 9 to 12 a. m., and
4 p.m.
EDWARD SIBLEY,
5w27
Collector of Taxes.

to

year

A a n rt
unnu

nr

ur

t■ ■ ■

■

a

VI

VMIV

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.

innmvo

We desire to extend our sincere thanks to
kkind neighbors and friends for their assistance
a
and kindness and to those who sent
flowers, in
late bereavement.
MR. and MRS. JOHN M. STEVENS,
MR. and MRS. CLIFTON A. STEVENS.
Searsport, July 13, 1915-p

Tel. 306

CHAS. M. HALL.
&ear*porl 4 ve

0
our

NOTICE
All persons are hereby forbidden to harbor
cor extend credit to
my eon, Wilfred G. Hurley,
a
ae 1 shall not be
responsible for any bills of his
ccontracting after this date.
Frankfort, Maine, July 20, A. D. 1915.
2w29
JAMES F. HURLEY.

Fenway and a dainty little sketch of the
grounds at the rear of the house, showing
apple trees in blossom. In the room back of State of Ohio, City of Toledo, [ s'
Lucas County.
f
this were a number of studies and unfinished
Frank J, Cheney makes oath that he is senior
sketches. There was so much to interest and partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
attract that we cannot attempt to speak of the doing business in the City of Toledo, County
Flour is
and that said firm will pay r
collection in detail. It was a real treat to one and State aforesaid,
Get our prices before you buy. We are agents
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for )
1
Stott’s Peerless and Stott’s Fancy Patent.
long absent from the world of art, a frequenter each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be for
of picture galleries in other days. Light re- cured by the use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
PERRY’S CASH MARKET.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
freshments were served in the diningroom
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
from a table which an authority on antique
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886. 1
furnituie has declared to be priceless, and in
A. W. GLEASON,
I
(Seal)
Notary Public.
every room were fine examples of the old-time
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
furniture. It is an artistic home as well as the
No. 12,641, issued by this bank, has been
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surI
Book
home of an artist. Mrs. Bancroft H. Conant faces of the system. Send for testimonials, lost
and application has been made for a dupli1
book
free.
c
cate
at
the
according to laws regulating issuing
received the guests
door and Mrs.
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Toledo, 0.
r
new
books.
Frank R. Woodcock and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.’.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
served fruit punch, etc.
I
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
Belfast, July 7,1915-3w27
_

due.

that all real estate taxes

that

Thoroughbred Whitechester Boar,
eligible for registry.
110 Pigs and Slioats.
FERGUSON POULTRY FAR VV

on

sketched the interior of that end of the
boat shop, with the tramway on which boats
were hauled out.
Through the open door is
and

requires

The law

attention to the law in
are

®I

SWANV1LLE.

a

I wish to call your

regard to when taxes

old.

cover

Field... .James F. Hurley, Frankfort, publishes
a caution notice.

Sows,

assessors of taxes having
completed
work, the tax book has been committed to
me for the collection of taxes for
1915, and I
have assumed the duties of the office.
There will be two discounts this year. On
all taxes paid on or before August J6, 1915, the
discount will be three percent (3 %).
If paid after August 16th, and on or before
November 1, 1915, the discount will be one and
one-half percent (1^ %).
After November 1, 1915, no discount will be
deducted.

their

August 16th, would notify me as early as possible, so I can have their tax receipts ready, as
it will very much facilitate the
dispatching of

—

JACKSON &HALL’S

that the rain inter-

rupting out-door work she started
sketch of the grindstone, but had

se^n a

sale

Taxes for 1915,
The

Cheaper

Belfast

Savings Bank

PATTERSON’S
MUSIO SHOP,
47 Main

Street,

MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

J.

LEE

Belfast, Maine.
TEACHING

REPAIRING

PATTERSON,. Proprietor.

Farm For Sale
Consisting of 120 acres of fertile soil, not
rocky; splendid hay and potato land; timber
and wood enough to pay entire cost; beautiful
buildings and an elegant home.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
tf9
F. E. ELKINS,
131 Eureka Street,
San Francisco, Californa

LOST
Somewhere on Church street, an embroider*
ed table cover, done up in a newspaper. Firider
B. D, FIELD.
please return to

Garden Frocks.
Chintzes Galore for Hats, Frocks, Smocks
and Fallals.
[Correspondence of The Journal,]
New York, July 19 1915. If you are in the
swim this year you must garden, even if it is
4>nly window gardening that you indulge in.
The shops offer such enticements in garden
rigs and fixings that everyone is indulging in

—the GOODRICH “Fair-List”

hats, smocks and trimmings, and
buying gardening tools in chintz bags, and
kneeling pads of wicker, trimmed in Japanese
crepe. Long sticks adorned with painted ladies or parrots that stick in the ground and
hold the basket of tools or cut flowers, splint
baskets gaily painted, with scissors attached,
and an endless variety of similar inducements,
help along a fad, which is far from being useless if it draws people out into the open and
gives occupation in the sun and air. Besides
cretonne

all these pretty appurtenances make charm-

ing gifts for a week-end hostess, possessed
a real garden.

Propaganda
now saves Car-Owners, yearly,
over $25,000,000 cm Tires

*

of

Garden Hats and Others.
These are wide brimmed sailors and Maud
Muller shapes all of cretonne in the gayest of
colors and patterns, and quaint little bonnets
that tie under the chin or fall in becoming
frills, mob-cap fashion, and since all out door
pursuits are allied these are quite aB apt to be
worn in the motor car or on the links bb in the

garden

iHERE

are 1,923,951
Automobiles now Statelicensed, and running, in the United States.
Of these, 1,803,951 are Pleasure Cars—i.e.,
JL
exclusive of Trucks, etc.
More than 90% of them, or about 1,623,555, use Pneumatic Tires.
Each car will wear out and replace, on average, about

|
I

proper.

Clever girls are doing over linen frocks with
coatees of flowered chintz and bands of the
same on the skirt, while one can either make
or purchase belts and girdles of flowered materials that make a plain and a bit passe frock
attractive.

Set of Four Tires per year.
Therefore, the interests of each Car-Owner as well as
each Car-Manufacturer, each Car-Dealer, and Salesman, is
vitally and personally affected by the price of Tires to Conone

Smocks of al! Sorts.
Smocks of all sorts are in great favor, not
only for gardening but for tennis and golf or
any sort of outdoor doings that are informal
in character. The revival of the form of decoration known as “Smocking” grows apace, and
this sort of stitchery is easilj and quickly
done if one runs the tucks on an easy ripping
machine, and catches them together at the
odd and even intervals. Contrasting thread is
very much used to give added prominence to

Because,—Tires and Gasoline are the two big items of
consumption in the operation of Motor Cars.
The Owner who used his Car 1,000 Miles less per year,
than he would have done, because of “the high-price of Tires
and Gasoline,” received that much less return from his entire
investment in the Car proper.
The potential, or prospective, Car-Owner who fails to
bug a Car because of “the high cost of Tires and Gasoline,”—
he who sells his Car and does not buy again because of “the
high cost of Tires and Gasoline”—or he who, for the same
reason, stores his Car and does not run it during a considerable
part of the year, is a direct loss to
—1st—Automobile Manufacturers, as a class.
—sa —AutomoDiie ueaiers, as a class.
—3d —Garage Owners, as a class.
■—4th—Lubrication & Gasoline Manufacturers, as a
class.
But,—he is a greater loss to TIRE Manufacturers, and
Dealers, as a class, than to any others.

Because,—

o

o

o

mile that each Automobile runs, means an
automatic Sale of Tires to replace tha*. mileage with

EVERY
new

Tires.

But, all the Salesmanship, and all the Advertising,
under the Sim, could not increase, by a single Tire, the total
sales of Tires beyond the number of Cars owned by Consumers, and the number of Miles each Consumer rims his Car

yearly.

The Market for Tires is therefore limited inflexibly, to
the number of Cars running, and the Mileage which each
Owner is induced to run yearly.
Therefore, we opine that to promote greater Sales, and
greater use, of Automobiles, few better incentives can be
offered than markedly-lowered cost, TO CONSUMERS, for
Tues and Gasoline.
Just as we recognize that the only legitimate expansion
open to the Tire Industry, as a whole, would be due to the Sale
of more Automobiles each year to Consumers, with a
greater
average Mileage USE, per year, of each Car by each Owner.
That is why we favor the lowest possible price for
Tires,—to Consumers, consistent with maintenance of high
quality and a fair profit to Dealer and Mfr.

McCall Designs

design, with decidedly picturesque effect.
Silks in flowered designs are also used for
the new form of blouse, and these promise to
run over for autumn wear.
For the present
however the cottons are decidedly smartest
and best suited.
the

Liberty Straws.
Liberty straw hats dyed in rich shades of
purple mahogany, peacock blue and black aftheir
without
any other decoration than tneir ribbon bindings and crown strap. Worn with white skirts
and shirts, and the color of the hat repeated
in belt or sweater, these are
delightfully picturesque.
sun

Awning stripes

blouses make vivid

spots

in shirts and

the

links, and no
color combination is too daring to be carried
on

off with success, since

modesty in color has
gone out of fashion in such surroundings.
The rule is, however, to wear plain blouse with
quite
a

glaring

skirt and vice

versa.

Shoes and Stockings.
Nowhere has the fad for

proaounced color
manifested itself more strongly than in footwear. White tennis shoes strapped in black
and tan are smart and with these hose with
delicate stripes or clocks are liked. With a
plain tan shoe, polka dots or plaids are worn.
For dress wear there is no end to the intricacy
of strapping insets and color combinations and
wmie Biioee

are

pernaps

more seen witn

j

Edwin Gushee, a pupil in a Milton. N. H.,
1, is at home for the summer.

schoc

Miss Richards of Westfield, Mass,, is the
guest of her friend. Miss Edith Gushee.

G. H. Page has returned from
weeks with his

More color tnan ever is noticed at the races,
Country Clubs and at all places where smart
sports prevail.

APPLETON.

with

worn

Vivid Colors.

in

daughter.

Mrs.

a

visit of two

Georgia Ripley,

Bath.

Roy Taylor

is

at

home from

Mass., where he has employment in

Westboro.
an

insane

hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Bliss of Boston are occupying their cottage on the eastern shore of
Sennebee pond.
Miss Rosa Gushee, who has been attending
school in Massachusetts, is spending her vacation with her mother, Mrs. Helen Gushee
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bills are spending
their vacation with Mrs. Minnie Wentworth,
Mrs. Bills is matron of the Boys Home in Portland.

dresses than with light ones. A certain shade
champagne kid and bronze finishes, both
worn with matching
hose, combines well with
almost any fussy get up.

—The

as

alwaysreliable Construction.

same

o

o

o

—The
is also the reason
why some Tire Manufacturers, who could
meet
our
not, or would not,
BASIC prices for Pneumatic
Tires (even though our “FairList” Propaganda obliged them
to make heavy reductions off
their .former Lists) might erroneously suppose that “Goodrich”
Tires have been cheapened in
Quality, as well as in price.
Hence this explanation (to
the Public, to Car-Manufacturers,

THIS

same

dependable Service.

—Nothing whatever taken

materials or Quality, no matter
what reductions in List-Price are
■

ever

made.

Dealers, Car-Salesmen, Garages,

and Tire Dealers generally) that
we deem it “good
business” to
sell the best Goodrich Tires (of fabric
construction) we have
ever made, at the fairest price
possible for such quality.
Hence, too, the following TEST offer to Consumers.
—We will cheerfully pay for any Goodrich
Safety
Non-Skid Tire, sold since our “Fair-List.”
price-reduction
(announced on January 31, 1915), which when cut open shows
any reduction in quality, in number of layers of Canvas, in
thickness, cr quality cf Rubber, when compared with any
other Goodrich Safety “Non-Skid” made by us, and sold at
our higher puces current
before the Goodrich “Fair-List”
Movement.
And,—this is further to authorize any Tire-User to
extend this Offer (at our expense) to any Tire Dealer, or Manufacturer.
We ask Car-Owners, and Tire Consumers, in their own
tn

r

enn

__i

i*.

Goodrich Tires goes unchallenged—just as we have protected
their interests, for our. own sake, through our “Fair-List”

Propaganda.

o

o

o

of that GOODRICH “Fair-List” Propaganda, every Car-Owner who now buys any make
of Tire sized 37 x 5, now saves on each set of 4
Tires, an average of about $46.27.
—Every Car-Owner who uses 34 x 4 Tires, of any
make, now saves, through the Goodrich “Fair-list?’ Propaganda
an average of about $26.15 per Set of 4 Tires.

BECAUSE

—Every Car-Owner who uses 30 x 3 j < Tires, now saves,
through the Goodrich “Fair-List” Propaganda, an average of

about $14.70 per Set of 4 Tires.
Other sizes in proportion.
f he 1,623,555 State-licensed Car-Owners who use
Pneumatic Tires now save about 20% of what they last year
paid for ANY make and size, whether they be Goodrich or
competing brands,—equal to more than $25,000,000 per vear.
And, don’t forget that this giant savin j to Car-Owners
was never mentioned to the Public
by ether T ire Manufacturing Concerns until the Goodrich “Fair-List” Propaganda made
it imperative that they extend the Saving to Consumers on
their Tires, or lose business to the Goodrich Co.
But, notwithstanding ail this,—the fact which should
loom largest to TIRE-USERS is the contrast of
10% to 40%,
in prices, that still exists between the low price of the best
Non-Skid hires fof fabric construction! Ihnt mnniM;
hmr
or the largest Rubber
Factory in the World produce,—(to wit,
GOODRICH Non-Skid Tires) and all other “responsible”
Tires in the field.
Compare prices and see!
Then, if you are not already a Goodrich User, do vourself (and us), the justice to buy at least one GOODRICH
“Non-Skid” Tire.
Test that out for Quality, Mileage and Resilience against
any other Tire, at any price, which you are now using.
The result of such Test will cause you to wonder why
y°u ever paid more for Maximum Quality, Mileage, and
Resilience than the Basic price of Goodrich Non-Skid Tires?
rnn

THE B. F. GOODRICH

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gushee, daughter Vera
and

son

the

summer

a

Rocrpr

nf I.nrilnnr

Mood

ova

k.u /n*

have gone to housekeeping in
Mrs. Frances Gushee’s house,

and

tenement in

Purses and Bags.

LIBERTY.
Maud Hurd and

Mark of Pittsfield
arrived last week to visit relatives.
Mrs.

son

Ralph I. Morse, Esq., spent Sunday
with his

in town

parents, Hon, and Mrs. L. C. Morse.

Mrs. C. B.
weeks at Bar

Hoit, who has been passing two
Harbor, returned home Monday,

Dr. C. B. Hoit was called to Belfast last
see Dr. Samuel W.
Johnson, who is
critically ill.
week to

W. A. Meservey of Pittsfield
been passing a few days in town with
Mr, Meservey’a parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sewell
Mr. and Mrs.

have

Meservey.
and Mrs. Robert Peck arrived July 12th
and opened their cottage at Millstone,
They
have just returned from a visit to the Pacific
coast and took in the Exposition at San Francisco.
Mr.

English, a representative of the board
health of Massachusetts, has been in town

Mr.
of

past week in company with L. F. Hurd inspecting barns thst furnish cream for the
creamery here. He expressed himself as
much pleased with their condition and said
they were much better in this loeslity than in
many others he hsd visited in the State.
the

CO., Akron,

he hastened to say.srnil-;
he pulled a dirty handkerchief out of his “Only I don’t,”
on her reassuringly, as he noticed her
|
pocket, and carefully untying it, showed hingr horrified
look.
her a huge black caterpillar. She shiveris a good sort if he didr’t j
Cliff
Mrs. Ross was quite surprised to see
“Yes,
ed, but Jack, failing to notice the shiver,
BELFAST AND BURNHAM,
all the time. He j
the chubby face of Jack
Ingram,a sturdy | handled the caterpillar lovingly.‘‘Mother have to be dressed up
share’s everything he has with the rest j
On
and after June 23. 1915, trains connecting
boy of ten, when she answered the knock and me will look at this
with daddy’s
at the side door.
’nd he’s game;you can’t make him j t Burnnam and Waterville with through trains
”he said, “’en of us,
magnifying
glass
tonight,
i
or
and
from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
He was a neighbor, living three doors look it
!
cry.
up in one of daddy’s books.
away, and he did not often bother her,
“My mother Bays maybe I’ll be a' 1 loston, will run as follows:
“Cuckoos and orioles like these to eat,”
at the high school, like j
as
she did not encourage
FROM BELFAST
intimacy be- he informed her. “I guess its the cus- science master
tween her own boy and this same Jack
father used to be before he died; so I
AM
PM
PM
tard inside ’em”.
Mrs. Ross shivered my
she lets me learn all about bugs ’nd ] Belfast depart. 6 55
12 15
3 20
Ingram.
again.
( itypoint. t7 00
he told her, speaking softly.
20
It was an attractive little face—round
t3 25
412
things,”
“Where’s Cliff?” he asked; “he,d like
+7 10
tl2 30
13 35
Moth- 1 Valdo.
“Well, 1 must be goin’ home.
rosy, and just a little bit dirty. The unto see this fella.
7 22
12 42
3 47
covered head looked as if it had not been
I’m awful glad [ j I rooks
“You mean Clifford,” answered Mrs. er’ll be lookin’ for me.
17 34
^nox.
12 54
t3
59
about
me
but
combed since morning.
there isn’t anything wrong
J
7
“He’s
on
an
'horndike.
40
1
00
Ross, stiffly.
4 05
errand, the climbin’ ’nd the dirt,for I’ll grow out
away
“Say, Mrs. Ross,’’ he stammered, but I hardly think Clifford
, Inity.
7 48
1 08
j
4 13
would care to
of that, mother says. Good-bye, Mrs. , Vinnecook,. t7 58
hesitatingly, as he twirled his little cap handle such a thing as that.”
*1 18
+4 20
round on one hand, “would
tell Cliff to come over and see the
i lurnham, arrive.
8 10
1 30
4 30
you mind
but you know he Ross;
“Oh,
yes,
Clifford;
hatched.
tellin a fella why you said what
Clinton.
8
28
I’ve
5 20
baby
pigeons
got—just
”|l
you did likes us fellas to call him ‘Cliff, old man.’
5 30
about me to Mrs. Brown when
the fence instead of opening 1 lenton. 8 38
He
jumped
you pas- ’Nd oh, yes, he likes bugs ’nd grubs ’nd
11
3
35
05
6
langor.
05
sed over the bridge and 1 was
the gate and was off like a flash.
j J Vaterville.
catching little snakes ’nd
He gets me to
8 44
2 02
5 35
Mrs. Ross’ feelings were mixed, and
polly-wogs in the creek? You know you keep some for himthings.
sometimes ’cause he
’ortland. 11 50
4 50
8 20
result
she did some thinking, with the
said, ‘If that boy was mine, he would
j Boston, pm.
3 30
8 00
12 10
says you don’t like ’em ’round. So I that
break my heart.’
Clifford
among the “fel- i
keep 'em for him, ’nd he jist looks at’em las” the next appeared afternoon
TO UKLEAST
blue
in
Mrs. Ross’ face grew
Saturday
very red,and she when he get a chance.”
j
the time
did not know what to answer. Seeing
PM
AM
AM
“You are a funny "boy, Jack,” sighed overall and bare feet, and had
her confusion. Jack continued: “You
of his life.—The Christian Guardian, j 1 loston. 7 30
10 00
Mrs. Ross. “You haven’t told me why
PM
needn’t mind tellin’ me one
bit, for it you wouldn’t like me for a mother,” she Toronto.
11 On
7 Oil
j 'ort.land
was the funniest
thing mother and me continued inquiringly.
AM
was havin’ a
“W„ll
T_.ir
1
Maine Woman Honored.
chummy talk out by my
Vaterville. 7 20
9 63
4 10
rabbit pen this morning, and I
langor. 6 45
1 60
just hap- isn’t because you don’t look nice, for
The
16.
to
Berkeley, Calif, July
Sigma Kappa j fenton. 7 25
pened
say to her I was
Cliff
9 59

BOYS MUST BE BOYS.
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Ross’ your a real pretty woman to look at, but
4 17:
glad
Sorority, which closed its 40th convention here Hinton. 7 34
mother wasn’t mine. So
4 27 j
10 08
you see, you you Bee a fella likes his mother to be
today, elected Mrs. Euala Linder of Buffalo, iurnham, leave. 8 25
needn’t feel bad about what
10
25
4
45
you said. I chummy, 'nd not too awful particular.
president; Mrs. Ethel Weston, Madison. Me., ; Vinnecook. 18 35
tlO 35
4 55
just happened to hear you say that to
vice president,and Mrs. Mary J. Blunt, Indian“Now
8
44
5
Inity
10 50
04
you keep Cliff (Clifford, I mean)
Mrs. Brown, and it. made mu wnnHor if
be
j Horndike. 8 52
11 00
awful nice ’nd clean ’nd dressed up, ’nd apolis, treasurer. The next convention will
5 12 1
my own mother saw anything wrong with
held in 1917 at Colby College, Waterville, Me. ! inox. 19 00
10
20 t
til
of
course
he
,5
does
look
but
some
of
nice;
me
and didn’t like to tell a tella.
Hooks. 9 15
11 30
5 36 1
Thought I’d ask you, so I’d know, j the boys call him sissy, ’nd he don’t like
yaldo. 19 25
til 40
( 5 45
that. ’Nd he does look so lonesome sitwouldn’t like my mother to be
Htypoint. 19 35
111 50
t5 65
disappoint- ting on the bank when the rest of us feled in me, you know.”
lelfast, arrive. 9 40
11 55
6 00
las go in for a swim; ’nd when we climb
station.
tFlag
“And pray, why wouldn’t
you like me trees to look for bird’s nests
Limited
tickets
for
Boston are now sold at
we have to
for a mother” asked Mrs. Ross,
: s 5.25 from Belfast.
slightly tell Cliff how many
eggs there are 'nd
piqued, for she prided herself on being a | what
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking. !
H. D. WALDRON,
color
’cause
he
darsent
climb trees,
model mother and having the neateetGeneral Passenger Agent.
’cause he might tear his clothes or Furniture and piano moving a specialty,
dressed boy in the town.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
scratch the shiny leather all off his shoes.
Leave
at
the
orders
corner
of
Main
stable,
General Manager. Portland Maine.
“Well, you must tell me fust why I’d
“He never can go barefoot, ’nd he and Cross
break your heart, and I’ll tell
and
streets,
they will receive
you why I
wouldn’t like you for a mother, answer- don’t get strong like me. Why see, I
For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
could lick Cliff in ten jerks of a dead prompt attention. Telephone connection.
ed Jack, with all a small
* alt rheum, hives, itch, scald
boy’s love of lion’s tail,” he
head, herpes,
W. W. BLAZO,
said, as he swelled out his
rabies, Doan’s Ointment is highly recommaking a bargain.
little chest and doubled up his grimy fists.
1 1 mended.
50c. a box at all stores.
126
Waldo
Belfast.
Avenue,
“Well,Jack,” said Mrs. Ross, sitting
down in a chair on the veranda while
Jack took a seat on one of the
steps, “I
just couldn’t stand it if Clifford puddled
round in the mud like you do and climbed trees and into barns, and all those
things. Why it must keep your mother’s
nerves in an awful state! And she must
be darning all the time! &You never
keep
a hat on your head, and
you’re freckled
and burned; and you go
in
the
swimming
Packed One Dozen in an attractive pull*off Dox and Half Cress in a Carton.
creek, and go home with your boots
I
strung around your neck. Why, I should
be frightened to death if Clifford did some
For Sale at Your Dealer 5c. each or 50c. per
of the things you do!”
“Is that all?” and a relieved look
Hexagon Shape Highly Polished in Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitted with
brightened up the grimy little face. “If
best Erasive Rubber.
that’s all, why, mother don’t mind them
The Mikado is a Superior Quality of Pencil and contains the very finest
specially prepared
things much.
lead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable.
“You see, when I puddle in the mud,
it’s for specimens,” he confided. “Oh,
ACCURATELY GRADED IN FIVE DEGREES
1

1

Purses and bags are in line with this fad for
ornate and striking color contrasts, and so accustomed has the eye become to the elaborate
patterns that they no longer seem loud to us.
Bead bags are naturally revived with this
movement and in the finer styles are most attractively shown.
Lucy Carter.

of

out

■

Miss Mildred Wentworth, who is a teacher
in a school in Houlton, is passing her vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Minnie Wentworth, and
other relatives.

dark

of

Made

licly announced in the press on
Jan. 31, 1915, and which caused
practically every Pneumatic Tire
Manufacturer in this Country to
follow our lead and bring his
prices down to a fairer level.

sumers.

—Gasoline and Lubricants, for instance, can be sold to
the Owners of Motor Boats, Stationary, and other Motors.
But,—Automobile Tires can only be sold, in the ultimate,
to the man who OWNS a Car, and who wears out Tires through
using it.

ford real protection from the
wide drooping brims, and are

So this, then, is a leading
why WE initiated, and
propagated, that Goodrich “FairList” Movement which we pub-

reason

MONROE.
Rev. Mr. Swift from East Hebron spoke at
the church last Sunday and will speak there
July 25tb.
Miss

Gladys Moore and sister from Franklin
are visiting their
grandfather,

Park, Mass.,
John Moore.

Some of the farmers have’ begun
haying,
but the foggy weather has been unfavorable
for haymaking.
Mrs. Edith Grant is here from New York,
where she has a position as teacher, and is visiting at Melvin Grant’s,
The Monroe W. C. T. U. will hold their
meetings at the rest room on Monroe Fair
grounds during the warm weather.
Miss Carrie Durham will return soon from
the Bangor hospital, where she was operated
on for appendicitis and has had a
speedy recovery.

Miss Mary mason, wno recently graduated
as a trained nurse in Portland, is
caring for
Mrs. Arthur Knights, who haB been critically
ill with a bronchial trouble.

HELD UP BY THE

FOG.

Boston, July
Shipping was held up
yesterday morning by a dense fog in the harbor and bay and which extended from
Gay
16.

Head to the Maine coast. The steamer Bunker
Hill, from New York, with several hundred
passengers, was delayed an hour by the fog.
The steamers Belfast, from Bangor, Prince
Arthur,from Yarmouth, N. S, and the Ontario,
from Baltimore, were also delayed outside, and
passengers missed their train connections. The
City of Bangor, from Bath; Ransom B. Fuller,
from Portland, and the City of Gloucester,
came up without mishap.

TRUCKING

100 bio

jiiiuia

monthly

Only because of a verv special nrr>
ment with the publishers m Mr

MAtiAZINK can we give y n the la
this money-saving club oiler. M. <
is the Fashion Amliority and 11«>•
ing Helperof more women than an
magazine in the world.
Come in or write to see a samp’
All the latest styles and fam v w
every month ; also delightful stoic
articles, besides regular departin'
cooking, home dressmaking ami I
keeping that lighten housework am.
money. Loved by women everyw

\
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Don’t Miss This Offc
m

j

j

Dozen.

as Mrs. Ross looked
incredulous,
"the polly-wogs I was gettin’, me and
mother is going to put in a big dish of
water and watch ’em turn into frogs. She
says first they get their front legs, then
their bind ones, ’nd then their tail
drops
off, 'nd I can hardly wait to see ’em. 'Nd
look here,” he continued, and forgetting
for the moment to whom he was talking.

No. 1 Soft
No. 2 Medium

No. 21 Medium Hard

No. 3 Hard

No. 4 Extra Hard for
CONCEDED TO BE THE FINEST PENCIL MADE FOR GENERAL USE

EAGLE
377 BROADWAY

PENCIL

The most economic hi, cleansin
ffermicidal ot all antiapntir^

I

Eagle “Mikado” Pencil No. 74

yes,”

SPECIAL TO WOMF

Bookkeepers

COMPANY
NEW YORK

A soluble Antiseptic Powder t
be dissolved in water as needt

>

As a medicinal

for doin
in treating catarrh, inilammati
ulceration of nose, throat, and
caused by feminine ills it has no ec; : u.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pint.
Medicine Co. has recommended Pax
in their private correspondence win
women, which proves its superiority
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.*’
druggists. 50c large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co.. Poston, >lasa

Flour

j
|

antiseptic

is

Cheaper

Get our prices before you buy. We are agent*
for Stott’s Peerless and Stott’s Fancy Patent.
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^People Must Get Together
to Put An End to the Condi-

ought

W hich
llon in

a

Number of Our

will do the trick and make you feel fine.
We know thin positively. Take one
tJnight. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
City Drug Stor«.
whether your returns for the graduated
income tax are full and complete. We
have the Pure Food Law, under which a
vast range of p oduciion is subjected to
inspection and regulation in tne most
minute detail.
Everywhere, in every direction, supervision of business is the
characteristic ol the day.
And with the exercise of power over
business under the Constitution as it is,
comes the desire for enlargement of
power, so we hare proposals lor amendments to the Constitution which will give
to the national government opportunity
to extend and i icrease its control over
the conduct of a Ifairs in every State and
in every localitThat finds its outlet
first in matters hat have much popularity. The propos al to amend the Constitution by putting in a prohibition amendment, is the firi t step toward national
control of sumptuary laws directing
what shall and s tail not be done in every
community; ami ndments to the Constitution in respect of the franchise, to direct who in every State shall or shall
not have the rig it to the elective fran
chise. In genei al, the great industrial
communities of he North and East are

On this occasion Mr. Root regift of the medal of the

die

which he made dup acknowiOn

rpading

this address

we

partisanship, so
giving so clear and logical a

devoid of

so

aid
he existing conditions in this
that we present it herewith,

hat it will both interest and inuse who read it:

■

thinking, as I came over in
this afternoon, of my associaPhiladelphia, and 1 found,

en
in

queror. The subject is too high and too
great for politics. I would not venture
to treat it as a political question, for it
goes to the very basis of the future of
our beloved country.
It seems now that it is the important
mission of the Republican party to reassert the individual independence, the individual integrity of the people of the
United States.
[Applause.] We are
not justly subjects of suspicion. We are
not justly subjects of condemnation. We
are people of these great States, of these
-p,-J-busy communities of industry. We are
eminent control and regulation by the
true Americans, and we
honest,
people of the pe rts of the country that must notfree,
and we will not live in an atknow little of the business of the counmosphere of suspicion and distrust. [Aptry.
we win not oe governed Dy
I say the sceptre has passed. The con- piausej.
men who look upon us as unfit to partitrol has changed and it is impossible to
cipate in government.
resist the conclusion that there lte3 the
The mission of this Union League is
reason for the stagnation, the hesitation,
Not only is eternal vigilance
not ended.
tbe timidity, the unwillingness of Amerthe price of liberty; eternal struggle is
ican enterprise today. You cannot say
the price of liberty. You have again to
it was the tariff alone,
You cannot say strike
with the weapons of your intelliit is the restrictions upon the trusts, the
and your courage upon tHe battlesuits against the trusts or the great cor- gence
fields of public discussion, of public eduporations which are called the trusts, cation and
instruction, to strike and yet
alone.
You cannot say it is the Clayton
to strike with all your power for
law or the Trade Commission law alone. again
the perpetuity of the Union, for the conBut the men who are controlling the
tinuance of freedom, for the sure foungovernment of our country today are dations of
justice, for the memory of
men who have been fighting the tariff
the great man who gave you birth as an
so many years,
have been fighting the
organization. In your efforts you have
trusts, or what they thought were the
and always my grateful and
trusts—the great corporations—so long; my prayers,
affectionate remembrance. [Loud cheers
have been fighting the railroad compaana applause.]
nies, the express companies and the telegraph companies so long; have been
fighting the banks and the bankers so TIRED, ACHING MUSCLES RELIEVED
long, that when they come to administer
Hard work, over-exertion, mean, stiff, sore
the government of the United States
muscles. Sloan’s Liniment lightly applied, a
they can’t rid themselves of an un- little
quiet, and your soreness disappears like
derlying hostility to American enterprise. [Great applause.] Many of them magic. “Nothing ever helped like your Sloan’s
Liniment. I can never thank you enough,”
are good and sensible men, and patriotic
American citizens—friends of mine and writes one grateful user.
Strps suffering,
friends of all of us. I have talked with
aches and pains. An excellent counter-irriand
them personally
they don’t believe tant, better and cleaner than muBtard. Ail
it, but it is true. Underlying all their Druggists, 25c. Get a bottle today. Peneactions is an uneradicated but not un-,
trates without rubbing.
eradicable hostility to the men who they
think have profited unduly by the tariff,
to the men who they think have unduly
OF INTEREST TO PHYSICIANS.
profited by the trusts, to the men who
they think have profited unduly by tne
Important Decision By The Law Court.
control of the banking funds of the
In a rescript in a Kennebec county
country, and to the men who they think case written
by Associate Justice Philhave made undue profits or dividends
brook and handed down by the Law Court
out of the railroads and the enterprises
the
court ruled that a physithat surround the proper administration July 13th,
cian can only use hjs best skill and judgof a railroad. And the reason why busbut that the patient must follow
iness does not start is because way ment,
the reasonable instructions of his physidown in the heart of Americans there is
cian and submit to his treatment. If he
a doubt as to what is going to happen at
fuila tHn an unrl hla nonrlinronon rlirottflir
thfe hands of a hostile government. ]Apcontributes to the injury he can not re-

enough, that of all the dear
have known here, my mind
■:t
constantly to McKinley. I
a, eighteen years ago, I came
a

telegram

to meet

him,

to

the condition of things in
member how he said, ‘‘There
sf war; there must not be war
there shall not be war with
must be and it shall be preall hazards.” Then I thought
ie any one man can do. The
t

moved

along

elected McKinley in 1896 and
'00, it was the business men of
.■d States who controlled the
It was the general, the almost
awakening of judgment on the
en who carried on the great
and commerce and transporta; finance in the business of this
d prosperous country which
McKinley and inaugurated and
;t the policies of his adminis-

\\

we

veat has been the change. The
has passed from the business
he distinguishing characteristic
years has been the conduct of
rnment of the country by men
but little concern with the
of the country, by men who
the man of business, who susMeasures
man of business.
to the great business and the
i multitudinous business of the
have been framed and put into
r
aider influences which have rethe voice of those whom they
r
mediately affect. The railroad
i,
testimony of what legislation
mid be affecting railroads has
; voted, because he was a party in
The banker’s testimony about
hs been rejected because he was
interest. The manufacturer’s
y about manufacturing has been
because he was a party in in:
The merchant’s testimony about
cehas been rejected because he
laparty in interest. The ship-own’--liniony about the merchant maiieen rejected because he was a
rl
interest.
Knowledge of the
affairs of the country has disin
men from taking any part
--

1
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Most of the severe ca es of eye trouble are caused by
the eyes after the first symptoms of eye
strain are plainly marked.

2

i

For perfect fitting glasses consult

FRANK

E.

GRADUATE

f

fI

GRAVES,

OPTOMETRIST,

BELFAST. MAINE,

I

I. O. O. F. BLOCK.

Successor to Dr. F. L. Adams.

f

Up Stairs, Room 1.

AFKIVE IN
9 30 a >i.; 1.30 p.

LEAVE CAMDEN, Bay View House,
9.30 a. m.; 1 30 p. ill; 4.30 p. m.

I

Fare, SI.00.
SPECIAL

MilljSites, Farms,Sites

Every

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

to

desiring

those

a new

V.

__

Stop at the

car

passes the door.

3m21

to

Unlimited Raw Material

)een dissolved. Mr. Doak will continue in Belfast and Mr. Patterson in Castine.
3w28

AND

Good Farming Land

PROBATE NOTICES.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent! of, the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

New Probate Laws

are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CINTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Notary Public,
ESTATE

REAL

Titles Investigated
Deeds Executed

Cottages, Farms,

summer

Homes and

Rents,
Pythian'Block,

Belfast,

FRANK A.

Me.

NYE,

Undertaker and Licensed
Embalmer.
CORONER FOR

WALDOj

COUNTY.

SEARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST., BELFAST
Tleephone connections at both places.
3
calls answered prompt)v.

All

3ti

James H Duncan, C. E„
SEARSPORT, MAINE,
Land

the word “guardians” in the first line of said
section, the following words, “shall give notice
>f their appointment and make retur thereof
to the probate court in the manner provided
ay law relating to notices of appointment by
executors and administrators.”
At a Probate Court neld at Belfast, witlnn and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July, a. D. 1916.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Anna M, Nash, late of
rtelfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved

A

ind allowed.
A true

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

copy.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the I3tli day of
r July. A. D. 1916.
i. Wallace of Beiiast. in said

Bertha
County, having presented

that her

name

be

a petition praying
charged to Bertha I. Gulliver.

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
trder to hfi imhlisliftri throo woeks «iinr>ps«iivAl\
In The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and foi
said County, on the 10th day of August, A. D.
1915, at ten of the dock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

WILLIAM B.

ORRIN J, DICKEY, Agent.

Timberlands,

Hydrographic^ Surveys,

Orders Solicited

E. H. BOYINGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist

BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.,

44 South Main Streut, W inter nort, Maine
MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS.

Ordered, That notice be given to ail persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
interested

JAMES LIBBY,"Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of Juiy, A. D. lfc 15
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament of Lois V. rhaples, late
nf Relfast. in said Cnnntv nf Wuldii
having been presented for probate. Florence D.
Chapies named execut'ix in said will without
bonds, it being so provided in said will.

Ordered, That notice be given t*> all persons in
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, uublished at Belfast, that they
may appear « a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the cIoch
before noon, and show cause, if any they have
why the same shoulu not he proven, approved
A true

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

copy.

that all nersons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th
day of August next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be al
lowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

NOTICE. The subscriber here
by gives notice that she has been duly apof the last will and testament
executrix
pointed
of
W.
JOHN
DAV18, late of Nortbport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ana given
bonds as the law directs. All persorn having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately to Ralph I. Morse of Belfast,
Me., my authorized agent.
KOWENA MORGAN.

EXECUTRIX’S

Worcester, Mass., July 13,1916.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
LAWRENCE E. ESTES, late of Brooks,

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately
MARY E. ESTES.
Belfast, Me.. July 18.1916.
in the
bonds

2 t

SS.—In Court
WALDO
.fast,on the 13th day

ot Probate, held at Belof Juh, 1916. Lucy
Mitchell. Curtis H. Mitchell and Alice Vein
Sawyer.tni'tees of tile estate of Curtis L Mitchell, late of Unity, in said County, deceased, having presented tteir first account a strustees of

P.

said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican
Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Com t. to be helu at Belfast, on the 10th
day
of August next, and show cause, it
any they
have, wiiy the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.'
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

Si,.—,,i court or iro'bate, held at Belfast. on the 13th day of July. 1916. Robert
F. Dunton, administrator de bonis ion, with the
will annexed, on the estate of Mary a. White,
late ot Belfast, in said County, deceased, having
presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,on the lOtli
day
ot August next, and show
cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.

WALDO

Awtrue

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

copy.

Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard. Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, ou the 13th day of July. 1911, Charles
M. Howes, administrator ou tlie estate of Alice
M. Lowell, late of Montville, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate lor allow-

WALDO

ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal.
spaper puuusneu ui uenast, in said County,
that
weeks

it

At a Probate Court, held at neitast, witiitn and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
July, a. I). 1916.
M. MERRILL of Winterport, guardian
of Harold 8. Merrill and Winnie F. Merrill,
minor children of Chandler R. Merrill, late of
Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having prese ited a petition praying for a license
to sell certain real estate belonging to said
minors situated in said Winterport and for the
purposes therein expressed.

CLARA

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the lOtn day of August, a. 1). 1916,
at ten ot the clock before noon, and show,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not he granted.
JamES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

all persons interested may attend at

GEO.

Ordered, That the said petitioner gives notice tc
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
aider to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast,, within and for said
Countv, on the 10th day ot August. A. 1>. 1915,
at ten of the clock before noon, amt show cause,
if any they have, wliy the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waido, on the 13th day of
July, A. D. 191f.
TRYING E. PENDLETON of Lewiston, Maine,
1 son of Frank I. Pendleton, late of df arsport,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that lie, Irving E.
Pendleton of said Lewiston, may be appointed
administrator of said estate without being requested to give bond.

a

Pro-

bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the lOtli
day of August next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be

allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

1NI ST R A TOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
CHARLES O. PEAVEY. late ot Belfast,

ADM

in the County of \\ aldo, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
WESLEY W. PEAVEY.
Belfast, Jmy 13, 1915.

A I)MIN IS TRA'l OK’S NOTICE. Tile subscribe
n er hereby gives notice that lie has peeu
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ADA II.

At a Probate.Court held at Belfast, within aim
for the County of W aldo, on the 13th day ot
July. A. 1). 1916
E. JOHNSON of Belfast, in said County,
admlnistrat or of the estate of Sarah R.
Gardner late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo. deceased, having presented a petition praying that the actual market value of the property
of said deceased’s estate, the persons interested
in the succession thereto, and the amourf of the
inheritance tax thereon, may be determined by

SHUMAN,

late of

Belia»t,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
‘lesin-d ’o present tile same for
settlement, amt
all indebted thereto are
requested to make payJ
ment immediately,
ELIJAH S. SHUMAN,
pi,

ilelfast, July lit, 1015,
,,

Tolls NOTICE.
\ 1>M INISTKA
er hereby
gives notice that
f1, HCM1
appointed

Tile
snbhe has been
administrator of the estate of

duly

ANNIE s.

(IOFFE, late of Portland, Oregon,
and given bonds as the law directs.
peisoils having demands against Hie esof said deceased are desired to
present
the same tor settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
M.
BENJAMIN
KAMES.
e.
Stockton
Springs. July 13. 1915.

deceased,
AH
late

MIN 1ST R V TO

It’S NOTICE.
Hie subAD scriber hereby gives
notice that lie lias been

duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CAROLINE DOLLOFF, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediatelv.
BENJAMIN H. MUDGKTT,
Belfast, July 13. 1915.

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tbl*
order to be published three weeks successively iD
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be field at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of August, A D. 1915,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have,why the prayer of said petition
er snouut not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leonard, Register.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she lias
been duly appointed administratrix of the estate
of
AARON B. RII’LEY, late of Searsmont*
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediatelv
Ll'CRKTl \ W, RIPLEY.
Searsmont. July !3. 1915.

SB—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 13t!: day of July, 1916. Mauie
E. Greeley, administratrix, on the estate of
Charles K. Wood, late of Palermo, in said County, deceased, hav ing presented her first and final
account of administration ot said estate for allowance.

EXECUTORS’
by give notice

WALDO

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal
published in Belfast, in said County.
newspaper
Charles E. Palmer, late of Montville, in said 1 that all persons interested may attend at a ProCounty, deceased, having presented his first and
Date Court,ito beheld at Beitast.on the 10th dav
final account of administration of said estate for of August next, and show cause, if auy they
allowance.
have, why the said account should not be allowJAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ed.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
A true copy. Attest:
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
in
said
County,
a newspaper published in Belfast,
on

A.

WILLIAMSON, Manager.

Phone 156-3, Belfast, Maine.

held at Bel-

Probate,
the 13t.h day of July, 1915. Frank
fast,
WALDO
the estate of
Cushman, administrator
on

Tnnnnrrnnhir ttnrl

OFFICE DATS.

State, and shall give such further notice as the
judge in writing directs.”—(Approved March
10, 1915.)
Section nine of chapter sixty-nine of the Revised Statutes is amended by inserting after

SS—lu Court ot

Surveying,
Valuation of

The last legislature amended Chapters 66 and
59 of the Revised Statutes requiring executors,
administrators and guardians to give public
notice of their appointment.
Chapter 66 is amended so as to read as follows:
“Section 40
Every executor or administrator, within three months after his appointment or within such further time, not exceedng three months, as the judge allows, shall
:ause public notice of his appointment to be
published in some newspaper published in the
bounty where the deceased last dwelt, if in the

BELFAST
m.; 0.00 p. in.

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.

Partnership.

The partnership of DOAK & PATTERSON,
formerly consisting of Carieton Doak of Bel*
fast and Arthur W. Patterson of Castine, has

IN'
p.

APPLICATION.

ON

and allowed.

Dissolution of

3 00

a. in ;

Round Trip, $2.00,

TRIPS

terested

start

Water Powers

Undeveloped

■ T

FRANK M. GRAY, Manager.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity

C

European Plan, $1.00 per day np.
American Plan, $2.50 per day up.

Camps

make a change ir location for
in life.

VOWK

40 Rooms with running water.
25 Rooms with private baths.
House Just put in first class order.

for Summer Hotels
and

NEW

CAMDEN,
4.30 P. m.

in ;

ARBIVK
11.00

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues
day of July, a. D, 1915.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of w illiam Bragg, late of
Llncolnville. in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate. Irene MeKenney of saut Lmcolnville b«ing named executrix of said will without bonds

PREBLE HOUSE

Locations

Engineering Work.

•

|

neglecting

Always Bought

While in Portland

The following brief account of an interview
General
with a Belfast man six years ago, and its
lyrll
sequel, will ibe read with keen interest by
every citizen:
1. W. Cross, retired farmer, 67 Miller street,
Belfast, says: “I had considerable trouble from
1 had been bothered
a lame and aching back.
in that way off and on for about a year and a For fitted stove wood, building sand and
half. Some of the attacks were so severe that
small quantity of hard wood
I was compelled to lay off from work for a day gravel, andja
So many people had been cured of such lumber.
or so.
GILES G. ABBOTT,
troubles by Doan’s Kidney Pills that I got a
Lincolnville Avenue
Tel t37-a
box. They acted like magic and relieved my
26tf
back in no time. I was working around the
yard then and probably overdid myself, which
brought another acute attack. I again used
Doan's Kidney Pills and they cured the attack
just as quicky ss before."
OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mr. Cross said:
"I still consider Doan’s Kidney Pills the best
OF THE
kidney medicine to be had. I confirm all I
have previously said in their praise.”.
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mr. Cross had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

-U-
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LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel,
8.00 a. in.; 12.15 p.ra,: 3.00 p. in.

In Use For Over 30 Years.

o-1-

Mr. Cross Tells His

-t-r-i-^fc-,

A

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

■

sa

The Kind You Have

a

Children Cry

■

►

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narand
It destroys Worms
cotic substance.
allays Feverrelieves Constipation, AVind Colic, all
It
ishness.
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

1.

3.
It is the opinion of the court, upon
careful examination of the evidence,
that the jury did not give due consideration to that part of the testimony which
related to the conduct of the plaintiff and
its effect in producing the unfortunate
results from which he now suffers. Hence
the verdict was so erroneous as to demand an affirmative finding upon the
motion ot the defendant.
Motion sustained.
New trial granted.

»*

•»

<

Children.

and

Held:

case.

■

AUTO SERVICE.

Infants

for

and treatment of a fractured limb. The
verdict was in favor of the plaintiff and
the defendant asks that the verdict be
set aside and a new trial granted.
The measure of a physician’s legal
responsibility has been stated many times
this
court.
He contracts with his
by
patient that he has the ordinary skill of
members of his profession in like situation, that he will exercise ordinary or
reasonable care and diligence in his treatment of the case, and that he will use
his best judgment in the application of
his skill to the case. The physician is
not an insurer. He does hot warrant
favorable results. If he possesses ordinary skill, uses ordinary care, and applies
his best judgment, he is not liable even
Medical
for mistakes in judgment.
science is not yet, and probably never
can be, in many respects, an exact certain
science.
2. But in cases of this nature a duty devolves upon the patient. It is his duty to
follow the reasonable instructions and
submit to the reasonable treatment prescribed by his physician or surgeon. If
he fails in his duty, and his negligence
directly contributes to the injury, he cannot maintain an action for malpractice
against his physician or surgeon, who
may also be negligent in treating the

■«

CAMDEN-BFLFAST

in

prosper

a load of potatoes to the nearest town
upon no other principles just as honestly
All the glamor of occasional
and fairly.
wealth and the magnitude of operations
have blinded them to the essential identity of the way in which they do their
business and the way in which you do
i yours. I say that this ought not to be
permitted to continue; this misunderstanding ought to be cleared away. It
is a question, it is a serious question, it
is a question again of preserving the
Union, for we cannot live with that kind
of misunderstanding between the people
of one section and the people of other
sections.
[Applause.]
Now the first thing which is plain is
that the business men of America, the
honest, reliable, good, fair citizens who
are doing the great business of our country, should become vocal and take pains
to see to it that they are no longer misrepresented or misunderstood. [Applause.] What does an honest and fair
naan do when he finds that Bomebody
whose good opinion he respects, misunderstands him? He does not try to shoot
the other fellow or injure him; he tries
to remove the misunderstanding, and
■he poor farmer on the prairies
tnat is what we ought to do. The busi■
at or the cotton fields of the ness men of America Bhould wake
upseems as if the rich men of the
get out of the condition of mind which
ties were living in heaven at
time
been
some
have
in
for
past, in
they
tos expense.
which they have taken all sorts of misr
element of this change has representations and aspersions, lying
*
entire or an almost entire failure down. They should assert themselves;
■rstanding of the processes, the they should put upon foot a campaign of
education and instruction for a clearing
s, the requirements and the rebe vast and complicated business of the air, so that all over our broad land
:
the wealth of the country is every American may come to respect
and maintained. Under simple every other American in whatever busis we all understood each other.
ness he may be engaged, so that Amerin of the community understood
can citizenship shall be forever for the
nil about the life, the business American citizen a little of respect and
irs of the other men in the same
regard and brotherly affection.
[ApWe ought to put an end to the
But life is bo complicated plause.]
affairs of this great country condition in which a number of the peo.lved. that there is very little ple in our country feel no regret at the
standing by one community of disasters of the people ot other parts of
m
How can the the country. It is not an easy task, for
of another.
raises a crop of wheat ir. Da- this is a tremendous country. But if the
y understand the complicated men who elected McKinley will arise to
•ry by which his wheat goes onto the same standard of courage and defast table in Europe, and the termination that prevailed in 1896 and
lues back to him?
So, through a 1900, the task can be accomplished. [Apenvy of ihe greater wealth of plause.]
We have had missionaries of reform,
and Kurin, of these industrial
■iiities of which this city is a con- missionaries or new uieunes, missionK- s
example, mid through misun- aries of every kind and character, ex- |
1
mgs, there has come about a cept missionaries of good understanding.
?'• ■iff "f adverse interest instead of the The business men of America should une
of common interest that is so dertake their mission to make themdal to the prosperity and perpetuity selves
understood by the people of
,
country. And that feeling has had America.
result in a series of laws and in the
There is one other thing I want to say,
of administering those laws. We and that is that all this regulation, and
die
CommisInterstate Commerce
inspection, and inquiry into the affairs of
,iie
*
following every step taken by the the business man, present a danger that
transportation companies. Under- can be met in only one way. There is a
1 am not now criticising these tendency for the railroads to be afraid
iI am citing them as elements— of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
d,1tg them as factB; but forming ele- and for the banks to be afraid of the
m
JdU
a general condition to which
Central i Reserve Board and the CompJd' cad. We have the Interstate Com- troller of Currency, and for the express
tab
on
the
'.r'Commission keeping
companies to be afraid of the Postmas‘roads. We have the Central Reserve ter General, and for the industrial esTreasury Department and tablishments to be afraid of the new
tl
Trade Commission, and for the manut. °ff)ce of the Comptroller of Currency
every move of the banks. We facturers of everything that comes under the Pure Food Law to b£ afraid of
new Trade Commission which
empowered
to go into your factories the Department of Agriculture. It is a
u
mills ana
critical
question for the people of the
inquire into your personal
for the purpose of seeing whether United States, whether that fear is goto that vague and indefinite ing to control. For if it does, the power
,I
ar(f which
they are to apply te will be abused. There is only one way
We have the Internal Revenue to meet that kind of power, and that is
CII
empowered to go into your per- with courage.
a
affairs for the purpose of seeing
What happens today or tomorrow is of
■

»»■.

>

|

damages.

In
question the court held
It is not something to be disposed of
did not take into considerathat the
by conquest. It is not something which tion the jury
"testimony which related to the
we ought to be satisfied with disposing
conduct of the plaintiff and its effect in
of by mere votes. Merely electing a Rethe unfortunate results from
publican President in 1916 ought not to producing
which he now suffers.”
be enough. The country can’t live and
The rescript is regarded as of great
with such misunderstanding. The

it?

matter

■

<

J

to members of the medical
peoplewho are doing these things are hon- importance It follows:
profession.
est and good Americans, but they misuct of the increasing participa0. P. Merrill vs. Joseph E. Odiorne.
understand a great part of the country.
te government in the control
don’t realize that you do your busi- Rescript, Philbrook, J.
They
lion of business affairs.
This
is an action against a surgeon to
[Ap- ness in the City of Philadelphia on the
recover damages resulting from alleged
same principles that they use when they
It
his has not been accidental.
on his part in the reduction
drive a load of wheat to the elevator or negligence

It has
of individuals.
because particular men have
led to office and other particuIt has been a deave failed.
:
of the feeling of the whole
It has been to some degree
but not in the old way. The
erned in agriculture, in the
come to suspect and misunne men concerned in business
This is the distinguishing
:n.
this great change which has
-ince we elected McKinley,
ad several causes. It has been
ause
of the old hatred of
hose parts of the country in
of the people have been of
i.vely small means have been
:'n men who came to hate the
great industrial communities
rth and East. Of course I
tell you that this hatred of
more than half mere vulgar
; wealth.
God knows that too
ey does no man any good; too
iey is more apt than not to ruin
ren
and invite for him kidney
jr
hardening of the arteries.

THE SARDINE

«.i ■

THE NEW CUTTER OSSIPEE.

-—

the path of
iny, and even that great and
all the power of his
n with
could not prevent it. And I
iiow, a couple of years after,
first journeys as a member
.net was to come here to this
with him in one of those great
for which you are so famous.
eJ to reflection, not upon specbetween President Mcnces
this administration, between
ition or the policies of that
this,but to reflection upon what
retrospect can be seen to have
-eat nation-wide movement along
of the nation's unconscious puron

SITUATION.

The Portland Argus says: “The local
Having been completed, aa required by
sardine factories are doing a very light officials of the coast
guard service, and
business at the present time, shutting
down completely some days. The run of having successfully met all tests, the
fish at the Foreside and down the bay new cutter Ossipee, which » to succeed
sion of a free people will be destroyed; has been
rather disappointing, much of the cutter Woodbury at Portland, has
that is, the independence of individual the catch
been too small for can- been turned over to the government auhaving
character. [Applause]
ning. The fish grow rapidly, however, thorities at the Newport News shipyard.
I grieve to see business halting, to see and in another month will probably have The cutter Apache has been ordered
men out of work, to see honest people
attained the
size, it being ex- there from Baltimore to tow the Ossipee
deprived of their income, to see the pains pected that requiredwill be the banner to Arundel Cove, South Baltimore, where
August
of contracting expenditure in the house- month of
the season as regards the catch, she will be fitted out for service. Sevhold, to see the unemployed on the it being planned to run the factories to 1 eral weeks will be required for this, but
street; but all of that is nothing com- their full capacity if the market war- when completed she will be sent directly
pared with the danger that the people of rants. The general sardine situation is to Portland for guard along the Maine
the United States shall become subser- none too
good at the present time, the coast and will relieve the Woodbury,
vient to power [applause]; all that is
packings at the Eastport and Lubec fac which is to be sold at public auction to the
nothing compared with the danger that tories having been considerably heavier highest bidder and will be delivered to
we lose all independence of individual
than had been reported, and in order to the purchaser when the Ossipee goes into
character which has been built up effect sales there has been much
cutting commission. Work on the cutter Tallaall
the
thousands
of
of
through
of prices on the part of some of the can- poosa, the sister ship of the Ossipee, is
years
growth of Anglo-Saxon freedom. [Ap- ners who were financially unable to hold about completed at Newport News. She
plause.] If we maintain that, nothing on.”
will do service on the coast of Florida.
can prevail against us.
[Applause. | If
we lose it, we are slaves to the first con-

OidenixeA,

People

kel no Kegret at the Disasters of the
Other Parts of the Cruntry.”
p£1,plu of
received a pamphlet copy
A r, Lvntly
..idress by the Hon. Elihu Root
ion League of Philadelphia at
ption in his honor held March
'l

I

little consequence. The tendencies of a
nation are all that count. If we permit by cowardice or timidity; by cringing before official power—if we permit a
great body of a bureaucracy to establish itself in control over the affairs of
our daily lives, the most vital posses-

“I Don’t Feel Good”
That is what a lot of people tell us.
Usually their bowels onlynee4 cleansing.

weeks
a

fast,
WALDO
late of

SS.—In court ot Probate, held at Bel
the 13th day of July, 1916. Louise

on

Burnham, in said County, deceased, hav-

ing presented her ttist and tiuai acccount of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
10th day of August next, and show cause if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard, Register.

B8.—In Court of Probate, held at BelIs. ac
fast. on the 13thday of July.l»15.
j. Dunham, executor of the last will of Emily
M. Hall, late of Winterport, in said County,
deceased, having presented bis first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
tiiat all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 10th
day of August next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.

WALDO

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest;
Arthur W.

Leonard, Register.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTICE. The subscribers herethat they h ue been duly apof the last will and testament

pointed

executors

of

MARY MAUDE MILL1 KEN, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediatelv.
ELM e.R A. SHERMAN,
SETH M MIL LI KEN.

Belfast, July 13,1915.
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that lie ,1ms been duly appointed executor of the last will and testament
of
PHEBE A. STAPLES, late of Belfast,

1in

County of Waldo, deceased, and given

in the
bonds

as

the

law

directs.

All

persons

having demands against the estate of said deceased

desired to present the
and all indebted thereto

are

tlement,

to make

same for setare requested

payment immediately
ROBERT F. DUNTON.
Belfast, July 13, 1915.

EXECUTOR’S

NOTICE,

me suosenber here-

by gives notice that he lias been duly appointed executor of the last will and testament

of

*
HARRIET E. FROST, late of Belfast,
Ail persons
county of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately,

in the

ARCHIE P.J. EAGER.

Belfast, July 13,1916.
The
JNUHCE.
subscriber
that he lias been duly
the last will and testa-

EXECUTOR’S
hereby gives notice
appointed ^executor of
ment of

LYDIA C. CARVER, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persona having
demands against the estate of said deceased.are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
HARRY E. BANGS.

Searsport. Me., July 13,1915.

Henry W. Kneeland
Dorchester, Mass.

a pleating and profitable program arranged by the committee in charge. It will
be a fine opportunity to renew old associa-

and

SEARSPORT.

,

arrived Saturday from

Harold Marshall ot Boston arrived Saturday
for a two weess’ vacation.
in
George Campbell, who has been visiting
Rockland, returned home Sunday.
Dwyer and son Walter of Winterport
are

are

at

Sunday
Wingate F. Cram of Bangor spent
with his family at Moose Point farm.
of Belfast
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Weymouth
on friends.
were in town Sunday calling

The sale took piece in the upper
with the following ladies in
charge of the various booths: Fancy work, Mrs.
Ella Mowry and Miss Mabel Griffin; lunch sets

and
N. B. Strong of Boston is visiting Capt.
street.
Mrs. W. L. Wentworth on Warren
on the
Albert F. Billings went out as oiler
Meteor last week to Sewall’s Point.

and crochet mats, Mrs. A. T. Whittier; pillow
slips, Mrs. Flora RouleBtone; towels, Mrs. B. F.
Colcord; kitchen aprons and fir pillows, Mrs.
Lelia Blee and Mrs. L. A. Colcord; hand-colored novelties, Mrs. D. W. Nickels; household
novelties, Mrs. Frances Smith; food, Mrs.
Orilla Carlon and Mrs. John Davis; candy,
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee;mysteries, Miss Harriet
Erskine and Miss Maude Smith; ice cream,
Miss Ethel Nichols, Mrs. Chester Bailey and
assistants. Over $100 were taken at the sale

family

his son,
D. Benson of Bangor is visiting
at his cottage on the western

Harry Benson,

is visMrs. Lucy Holmes Libby of Augusta
Erskine on Main
M.
Harriette
Miss
iting
street.

road from the residence
line has
of Capt. A. M. Ross to the Stockton
begun.
his
Nehemiah Roulstone of Boston is visiting
Reservoir
mother, Mrs. Flora Roulstone, on
Work

on

the State

street.
is the
Mrs, E S. Richards of Bucksport
on Warren
guest of Mrs. A. L. Sweetser
street.

Mrs. Lavona Williams of Islesboro is visiting her daughter,
street.

ftirs. c.. w. uh&cj,

Miss Doris Dyer of Bath
Mrs. Emma

grandmother,

is

the

Dyer,

««

guest of her
Steamboat

ing

room

the

same an

of the Grev home

at 2

a.

ups

were

in-

Inexpensive
Simple

avenue.

Leonard G. Paine and family of Philadelphia
at their cottage at Swan Lake for an extended stay.
Melvin Dickey and family, who have been
are

living in town the past year, moved to Rockland Monday.
Irving Young and daughter of BaltiMd., are spending a few weeks at the
Searsport House.
Dr. H. M. Chapman of Bangor spent the
week-end with his family at their cottage on
Mrs.

more,

f

to run.

Powerful and durable.

ut

RETAIL

Send for

at

5

n.

m.: act

our

unusually good

and liberal

special catalog on
furnaces if

burning

wood

dealer is not

near

our

/Jj
Ip

18 Lime,
Butter Salt. 14 lb.. 18a22 Oat Meal,

Corn,

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Banrfor, Me.

1

— — I.

Cheese,
Cottonseed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,

E.«.biuh.j iaa»>

Belfast, Maine.

W. A. HALL,

Flour.
H. G.
Lard

10%

ton,

.Reduction in Prices
OF

MICHELIN

2.

a

1

Effective duly 19th

j

j

I

“AS USUAL”
Get Reduced Prices

--

From

gave
were

James Dunning and four children with
maid, of Bangor, are at the Cleaves house on
Park street for several weeks’ stay.

Mr, and
pViilrlren

July

Cook has one of Job’s comforters on
his starboard quarter which interferes with a
high rate of speed for the time being.
M. A.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Nichols of New York
arrived Friday and are visiting Mr. and Mrs
D. M. Nichols on Mount Ephraim road.

glorious day,

and the

au-

rushing hither and yon through
streets from morning until midnight.

our

Mrs.

us a

Mrs. E. H. Doyle with their two

Master

14th

for

Rocrinalrl

visits

in

anrl

Miss

Aria

loft

Caribou, Aroostook

GARAGE,

I___._
Manley Lancaster of Bangor, accompanied by her daughter, Miss Helen, and young
school friend, with Mrs, L.’s mother, Mrs.

j

Saphronia Snow,

j

Mrs.

last week’s

guest of
Mr and Mrs. Albeit M. Ames at their Fort
Point Cove cotrage, "Birken See.” Mr. Lancaster brought the party down in his automowas a

bile.

Miss Vera Purdy of Robinson, Maine, is the
guest of her urcle and .aunt, Mr. ar.d Mrs.
Milton J. Gcodere, West Main street for the

Gen. Hayes of Augusta, father of Mr. H. R.
Hayes, School street—a veteran of the Civil

summer.

officials,—recently sent his son a flag to
be presented to the schools to be used constantly in good weather upon the schoolhouse.
This ought to bfeVe a well meiited public pre-

War

and

for many years

one

of the

SWANVILLE CENTER.

j

State

House

Frank A. Foster, School street, and
daughter, Miss Olive, spent last Friday in

The Manley Foote house and lot on Leach
street was sold Friday by auctioneer Albert
M. Kane to Capt. D. C. Nichols for $295.

I

county.

Mrs.

I
N

Groveton,
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Colby
H., are guests of Mrs. Colby’s parents, Mr
and Mrs. E. S. Cyphers, on Main street, for t
of

two

Mrs. David Moody
er, E. A, Robertson.

is

guest of her broth-

the

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thompson have gone to
Solon to make their home.
Elmer Thompson, who has been at
Sebago
lake for a year, is at home.
Salathiel Curtis has greatly improved his
buildings by clapboarding and painting.
James Knowlton has baa a monument set on
his family lot in the cemetery rear Oscar
Dow’s in Monroe.

The farmers who began haying last weel
had very poor weather. Sunday was a beauti
ful hay day but very few took advantage o:
the fine weather.

Miss Charlotte H. Andrews of Dorchester
Mass., and her brother, Daniel B. Andrews o
Philadelphia are guests of their cousin, Mrs
Henry G. Curtis, on Water street.

freight.

summer

resort afte

r

the late heavy rains and wind storm looke 1
somewhat like the flag on Fort McHenry a t
Baltimore of which Francis Scott
but she still

Key

tlarnman, the mother of Mrs
Willard M. Berry, Gilmore street, took the
train July 14th for Milo Junction, where she
will visit hereon, William D. Harriman, anc
Mrs. Annette

Barkentine Mabel L Meyers, Capt. C. N
Meyers, now on the passage from Barbado 1
to Portland, has been chartered to load lumbe
at Boston for Rosario at $21.00 per thousand.
at the local

wrote

waves.

Rupert P. Colcord, quartermaster on th 2
Iowan' of the American-Hawaiiai
line, arrived Monday from New York and i 3
visiting his parents, Capt. and Mrs. B. F
Colcord, on Bay View Place.
Miss Marguerite E. Butman, who has beei t
visiting friends in New York since graduatin l
from the New England Conservatory of Musi<
arrived home last week and is the guest o E
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. James P. Butman
steamer

family.
Mies

Emma Hichborn arrived lume from

Belfast last

Saturday

to

spend

her annual

va-

H. Howes’ ary goods store wit!
her sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn, in their W’esi
Mainstreet residence. Welcome to Stockton

cation from J.

Mrs. Clarence Adams and daughter Madeline of Bridgewater, Mass., ard Mrs. Fred Le
land and daughter Christine, also from Bridge
water, have been the guests for two weeks o:
their parents, Capt. and Mrs, Charles Cole

School street.
Ladies’ Aid society 'of the Universalis
parish will be entertained this, Thursday, af
ternoon by Mrs. h, M.
Partridge, Churcl
street. It is hoped the weather may be pro
pitious and the attendance consequent!:
The

large.

The ladies of the Methodist church will hoi ]
their annual mid-summer bazaar in Union ha 1
next week with a program in the evening b;

Miss Susie A. Cousens, the guest of Mrs
Edgar M. Colcord, Mill street, left July 13tl

Pierces, professional entertainers, wh
were here last season, but who come with a

She

entirely

her

the

new

bill.

Mr. and Mrs Omar Cunningham, Otis Colso 1
and Miss Christy, were accidentally upsc t
from a boat near the Searsport Coal Whai f
Saturday afternoon. They were assiste ^
by Capt. Conway and Capt. Elmt r
Webster ana were thoroughly soaked.
last

to the shore

Dodge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. H. Peabod Y
Farnham and maid of Salem, Mass., arrive
July 10th and will occupy the C. C. Mood
cottage, “Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” through Jul V
and August_Mr, and Mrs. A. D. Rivers
family of Worcester, Mass., have arrived
are occupying their cottage.

an

^

an

^

The Searsport base ball team played tl e
Stockton team at Mosman Park last Thursda y
and were defeated by a score of 4 to 2. Tl e
locaf team went to Swanville Saturday an d
The gan e
were defeated by a score of 9 to 3.
at Mosman Park Monday afternoon betwec D
the Searsport and Stockton teams was won b y
the formt r by a score of 8 to 6.

visit an E. S. N. S. classmate in Bluehill
returned Saturday for final calls in towi
before her departure for Brockton, Mass-

to

present home.

Gertrude and Gladys Cole, Schoo
street, left last week to accompany thei:
father, Capt. Charles Cole,on a voyage to Nev
York and return, hoping for benefit to theii
throats, both having failed to recuperate satis
factorily from removal of the tonsils.
Misses

of his

Hichborn is having the hous<
father, the late Capt. Robert Hichborn

wired

throughout

Capt. Edmund

convenience oi

ms

for

electric

sisters,

me

lights
misses

for th<
c,ujui«

Nellie Hichborn. Quite the fashion nov
town, and a good one for the housekeepers
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Littlefield of Booth*
bay were automobile callers July 13th upol
the Misses Hichborn, Church street, spending
Mr.
Littlefield is th<
a couple of hours.
youngest son of the late Mr. John Littlefield

in

the

Elliot

Mrs. Fred Moody of Monroe raised

summer

Hospital,

a

hard

the removal of the

in 1914 and ate it

was as

hard and

in

of Stockton's most highly

formerly
spected citizens.
one

re

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street
by Miss Mabel F. Simmons
School street, and Miss Leora Partridge
Church street, as guests, motored to Caatim

accompanied

crisp

a

Hub-

SfieSXn&moFG

—-

^ One morning last week E. H. Littlefield
found 7 of his nearly half grown chickens dead
and partly eaten.
A day
or two later
a
family of skunks was found under his henhouse and four were shot. While removing
those from under the floor he found 32 dead
chickens partly eaten. Out of 150 he has 75
left.

AMERICAN

boat for Boston, A telegram on
airival at the hospital informed Mrs.
Fletcher of an apparent improvement in her
father’s condition—a relief to the anxiety felt
by the Pendleton fsmily. At this writing
Monday evening, Mrs. Pendleton and Mr.
Stockton exFletcher are still in Boston.
afternoon

York, July 14.

tends deepest sympathy to our genial neigh- |
rhiiaaeipnia, July 14. c^ia, sen oarne A
sch J Manchester
bor in his trials, and to his wife and children Bucknam, Boston; 17, ar,
Haynes, Stamford, Conn.
in their great anxiety.
Ar, sch Singleton
Baltimore, July 14.
From Cape Jellison piers, the following re- Palmer. Rio Janeiro.
Port Reading, July 15.
Arrived sch Charport was telephoned Monday afternoon: July lotte T Sibley, South Amboy.
for
arrived
and
Ross
20.
New
12tb, tug Hugh
water,
Ar, sch Georgetta
Haven, July
sailed for Belfast, and barque Robertsfors Lawrence, Bangor.
Perth Amboy, July 19. Sld, sch Hugh de
sailed for London, England, with deals. July
Payens, Charlottetown.
14th, sch. Enterprise arrived to load edgings,
Norfolk, July 17. Sld. sch Gen E S Greeley,
and sch. Susie P. Oliver sailed for New Haven, New Haven.
Bangor, July 14. Ar, sch Thomas H Law-»
I rence, Jersey City; 15, sld sch Aoelia T CarleBailed with lumber for New York; also steamer ! ton, Stockton; 16, sld, sch Gilbert Stancliffe,
Andrew Nebinger,
Millinocket sailed with paper cargo for Phila- ! Boston;
18, ar, sch
Boston; Methedelphia and New York. July 15th, sch. Edith Ij New York; sld, schs Mineola,
sch
Lavinia M Snow,
bese, Rockland; 19, sld,
Mclntire sailed with lumber for New York. ! New
York; £0, ar, sch Julia Frances, West
July 16th, Ech. N. E. Ayer Bailed with lumber Haven, Conn.
Searsport, July 13. Sld, stm Meteor, Norfor New York, and sch. Adelia E. Carleton j
15, sld, stm Millinocket, Philadelphia and
arrived, light, to load lumber. July 18th, sch. folk;
j New York.
Enterprise sailed with edgings for Bar Harbor,
Sld, schs Harry W
Stockton, July 13.
and sch. Adelia E. Carleton sailed with lumber I Haynes, New York; Lusie P Oliver, New Ha!
sch Enterprise, Bar Harbor; 18,
for New York.
July 19th, sch. Three Sisters ven; 17, sld,
sld, sch Adelia T Carleton, New York; 19, ar,
j
lumber.
to
load
arrived, light,
sch Three Sisters,-.
:
Vinalhaven, July 20. Ar, sch Abbie S WalCENTER MONTVILLE.
ker, New York.
-“

j

FOREIGN

held at Allen’s hall last Satur-

day night.
Miss Yuba Berry spent Sunday with her
mother, Mrs. Fred Gay.
Mrs. George Frye has returned from a visit
with friends in Belfast.
Miss Georgia Pratt has been spending a few
days with friends in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs* James Clement spent the weekend at Northport Campground.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Banton of Providence
R. I., are visiting relatives in town.
AN EASY, PLEASANT LAXATIVE
One or two Dr. King's New Life Pills with a
tu mbler of water at night. No bad, nauseati ng taste; no belching gas. Go right to bed.
W ake up in the morning, enjoy a free, easy
bowel movement, and feel fine all day. Dr.
King’s New Life Pills are sold by all Druggists, 36 in an original package, for 26c. Get
a bottle today—enjoy this easy, pleasant laxative.

TO THE PUBLIC UTILITIES OF MAINE:
Attention is called to Section 19, Chapter
129, Public Laws of 1913, which provides that
each public utility shall file with this Commission a schedule of its rates, within a time to be
fixed by this Commission This applies to all
common earners, express, gas, electrical, telewharf-

ingers and warehousemen, as defined in said
Act, whether operated by individuals, firms or
corporations, including municipal corporations.
Attention is also called to the fact that on
to file such schedule on or before
Attested copies of that order
mailed to all utilities whose names the
able to secure.
Commission has
A large number of public utilities have not
and attention is directfiled
their
schedule,
yet
ed to various sections of said chapter, from
in
which
Section 61 on,
penalties are provided
for failure to comply with any order of the
Commission, such penalties ranging from
punishment for contempt up to a forfeiture to
the State of not more than One Thousand
($1,000) Dollars.
The Commission appreciates that this neglect
is due in many cases to misunderstanding of
the law, or to doubt on the part of owners—
especially where the owners are individuals—
as to whether they are subject to the Utilities
Act. It has, therefore, been decided to extend
the time within which such filing may be made
to August 1,1915, and to ask for the imposition
of no penalties upon those who make their
filing on or before that date, where no question
of good faith is involved. After that date the
Commission will be bound to take such action
as circumstances may seem to require to enforce compliance with the laws of the State.
This public notice is given for the attention
of all public utilities, whether their names are
It is
now known to this Commission or not.
the duty of all persons charged with the management of such utilities to conform to the requirements of the law in this respect. All such
persons, firms and corporations must comply
herewith, or neglect so to do at their hazard.
It is their duty to ascertain and determine
whether they are subject to the provisions of
the Public Utilities Act, and to govern themselves accordingly.
It is, therefore,

^een

PORTS.

Sld, schs Susan N Pickering, Elizabethport for Halifax; Wawenock,
Jacksonville for New Haven; cld, sch Gladys,
Lisbon; 15, sld, sch Hugh de Payens, New
Haven; 3 6, ar, sch, Charles H Kilnck, Long
Gove; 18, sld, schs Metinic, Portland; Charlotte T Sibley, Perth Amboy, for St John, N
B; 19, ar, sch Carrie A Bucknnm, Philadelphia,
Boston, July 19. Ar, schs Charlie & W'illie,
Rockport, Me; C B Clark, Stocnton; Catherine,
Brooksville; Orozibmo, Gloucester; 20, ar, sch
Nellie Grant, Bangor.
New

PORTS.

in force at the time for any service
by it within- the State, or for any

We wish to express our thsnks for the kind
acts and sympathy extended us in our late be.
reavement, also for the many beautiful flower,
sent to the funeral
THE FAMILY OF
MRS, MARY M. SMITH.

v

....

i_

cu

..k.

_

Frost, Baltimore; Mary F Barrett, Hayden,
Tampa; 16, sld, scb Malcolm Baxter, Jr, Baltimore.

&
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Bank
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Steainsliii

Esslifi

the District Court of the United States for
District of Maine.
[n the matter of Charles E. ( j
Bankruptcy.
ALL THE WAY BY V\
\
Danielson, Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of Charles E. Danielson of
Monroe, in the County of Waldo and District
BANGOR LINE
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfas
Notice is hereby given that on the 10th day
den.
E.
Danielof July, A. D. 1915, the said Charles
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. m. daily
son was duly adjudicated Bankrupt; and that
port, Camden, Rockland and Bust
the First Meeting of his Creditors will be held
Belfast
Bank
at 7.30 a. m., daily,for Sears
Sivincrs
&
Morse,
at the office of Dunton
|
Building, Belfast, Maine, on the 6th day of | port, Winterport and Bangor,
Returning: Leave India Wharf.
August, A. D. 1915, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which time and place the said Credi- | 5.00 p. m. daily.
tors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
METROPOLITAN LINE
Trustee, examine the Bankrupt, and transact
S. S. Massachusetts and Bunker
such other business as may properly come beLeave north side of India Wine
JOHN R. MASON,
fore said meeting.
at 5
due
V«>r
[n

the

Referee in

Bangor, Maine, July 20, 1915,

Bankruptcy.

j
j

every day
hame service

4
>

New

p. m.,

returning.

MAINE

[
I

STEAMSHIP

LI V

S. S.

»

Belfast Savings B.

performed

A 26- foot shoal gas buoy, No 3, is to be
established about Aug. 2, in about 9 fathoms
of water, to mark the ?6-foot shoal about 6-8
mile 202 degrees from jfresent Sears Island
Ledge Gas Buoy, 3, which will then be discontinued. It. will show an occulting white light
every 20 seconds, light 10 seconds, eclipse 10
seconds, of 10 candlepower, 10 feet above
water, visible 4 miles.

Cheverie, NS, July 7. Ar, sch Anne Lord,
Wolfville, and cleared for New York; cld, sch
Mary E Morse, New York.
Copenhagen, July 12. Ar, stmr Seaconnet.
Carter, New York, via North Shields and
KirkwalL

CKy National

£

k

..

MARINE MISCELLANY.

coast ports.

**

North Land and North St*Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portlan
Tr> tlw> hiofriot r.nnrt of t.hp TTnit.pH StatPR fnr i Thursday and
Saturday at 6 30 p
the District of Maine.
j day at 10.30 a. m for New York.
FRED W. POTE.
In the ma‘ter of Preston W. In
D..if
j.j Bankruptcy
Whitaker, Bankrupt,
To the Creditors of Preston W. Whitaker of
Unity, in the County of Waldo and District
STATE OF MAINE
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the 3rd day
Office of Board of Statf A^
of July, A. D. 1915, the said PreBton W. WhitAugusta, July ::■>
aker was duly adjudicated Bankrupt; and that
Notice is hereby given that the S
the First Meeting of his Creditors will be Bora will be in session at the Cour
held at the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings
Belfast, on Tuesday, the 3rd day of
Bank Building, in Belfast, Maine, on the 6th 9 o’clock a. m., A. D. 1915, in the
in
the
ten
o’clock
at
A.
D.
of
1915,
August,
day
Waldo, to secure information toenab
forenoon, at which time and place the said make a just equalization of the tax
their
claims,
apCreditors may attend, prove
erty in said County, and to invest iga
point a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt, and of concealment of property from tax
transact such other business as may properly
undervaluation and of failure to as.-come before said meeting.
erty liable to taxation.
JOHN R. MASON,
B. G. Me IN
Referee inBankruptcy.
J. J. DEAL1915.
20,
W. F. DRt
Bangor, Maine, July
v
Board of State Ass
F. H. STERLING, Clerk.
The subscrib4 DM I NIST R A TOR’S NOTICE.
.V er hereby gives notice that be lias been duly
appointed administrator of ibeestateof
JOHN FRANK PETERSON, late of
Searsport,
in the Count’ of Waldo." deceased, and given
Notice is hereby given that
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
Book No. 15,064, issued by this b
demands against the estate of said deceased are
ORDERED AND DECREED
lost and application has been mat
desired to present the same for settlement, and
1. That every public utility, as defined in all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
cate book according to laws regu
Chapter 129 of the Public Laws of 1913, file in ment immediately to Ralph 1. Morse of Belfast, new books.
the office of the Public Utility Commission, at Me,, my authorized agent.
WILMER J. DORMAN
FRANK E. PETERSON.
on or before the first day of August,
Augusta,
Belfast, July 16, 1915-3w29
Rockland Mass, July 13,1915.
imr
J..I
u
..ll
f«lla
anrl
charges which it has established and which are
service in
connection therewith,
performed by any
public utility controlled or operated by it or in
conjunction therewith, in accordance with the
provision of General Order File No. 154, dated
May 20, 1915.
2.
That public notice of this Order be given
by publishing an attested copy hereof in at
least one newspaper printed in each County of
this State not less than seven days before August 1, 1915.
Given under the hand and seal of the Public
Utilities Commission, at Augusta, this 15th day
of July, A. D. 1915.
BENJAMIN F. CLEAVES,
WM. B. SKELTON.
[L.S.1
CHAS. W. MULLEN,
Public Utilities Commission of Maine.
A true copy. Attest:
GEO. F. GIDDINGS, Clerk.
[L. S,]

Barbados, July 6. Sld, bark Mabel I Meyers,
Portland; stm Penobscot, (from babine,) Rosario.
Para, July 7. Sld, sch Maude Palmer, Trinidad and Norfolk.
Halifax, July 14. Sailed previous to 11th
schrs Samuel B Hubbard and Carrie E. Look,

The

48

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.

Public Utilities Commission.

were

their

was

J

STATE OF MAINE.

companies,

J

>

druggists everywhere.

and water

c7« *?« ►*«

One of the largest and best equipped Poultry Fan
in New England
Situated on Northport Avenue, 01
one mile from Belfast Postoffice Square, and command
a beautiful view of the bay, its location is ideal.
Ha
splendid dwelling house, with hot and cold water.
tubs and bath, spacious stable, laying house 524 feet Ion
brooder House 24x126, with capacity of 6,000 chickcolony houses, 46 acres of land under high state of c.i
vation. Capitally adapted for a combined Poultry
Truck Gardening Farm
To be sold at once at a bargain. Apply at

If

phone, telegraph

iJ5» s8i i35i a?5i ** iSi ►?«

TO BE SOLD

public utility
July 1, 1915.

SHIP NEWS.

con-

sidered an entire success; but Friday he suffered an alarming hemorrhage, and Mrs. Pendleton, accompanied by her son-in-law, Mr.
George C. Fletcher, Church street, took the

A dance

you value the appearance of your hair
you should treat your scalp as often and well
as you brush your teeth and rub into the scalp
pores twice daily a little Parisian Sage. This
treatment is not a mere “hair tonic
It is
bottled nourishment for the hair roots and it is
simply wonderful whrt an improvement its
use for »ven a week will make in the appearIt never injures, is deance of anyone’s hair.
lightfully cooi and pleasant tt the scalp and
takes out the dull, lifeless look in the hair,
making it soft, fluffy, glossy and beautiful.
Two or three applications remove every trace
of dandruff, and daily use will prevent its return. Sold by A. A. How s & Co. and leading

i8j

Ferguson Poultry Farm}

A

HAIR AND SCALP
NEED DAILY CARE

July 10, 1915,
squash. J

Alice Nash, Ed Abbott of Boston, Mrs.
Nan Parker of Detroit, Mich., and B. Burr
Sloan of Boston, were guests the past week of
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Neal at the Parker cottage, Swan lake.

or>A

i

Shea. In Rockland, Juft $15, Arthur Shea,
aged 54 years lit^
Smith
In Belfast, July 16, Mrs Mary M
Smith, aged 70 years, 10 months and 26 days,

as a new

Miss

private institution,

prostrate gland—was

squash

and it

located at 107 Audobon Road, in the Fenway,
Boston, instead of in the Marine Hospital, as
incorrectly reported last week. His operation
—

9 to 3 in favor of Swanville.

and

Tl e
Congregational Church Notes.
July 14th, spending a most erjoyable day,sur
much talked of seats for the vestry have a:
rounded by delightful scenery from beginnini
t
for
first
time
lai
used
the
were
rived and
to end of the trip.
e
tl
The
of
appearance
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn/Churcl
room is completely changed by the addition < >f
these modern folding; chairs.
Simple whii e street, and children. Miss Gwendolyn am I
from Boston, ar( ,
drapery curtains have been hung in the upp< r Master Donald, with friends
at the Sanborn loj I
vestry by the girls of the Junior Helper clu ). spending several days
.The dates of the centennial celebration < if cabin, “Camp Molly chunkamunk," on th
the church are August 7th and 8th. Evei y Sandypoint shore of Fort Point cove. An at
the set
energy is now being bent'in that directs n tractive place for a summer outing by
...

Our

Mrs. Luther Winship of Augusta and Mrs.
Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, accom- i
of New York arrived Friday to
panied by her young daughter, Miss Louise, j Percy Merry
left recently to join Capt. Shute in New York | visit their sister, Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East
Main street, joining the sister, Mrs. George
on the arrival of his vessel.
Robinson of Portland, already her guest, thus
| Mrs. Charles Cole, School street, recently
bringing the four Staples sisters of Portland
d
Cole
at
North
join
Capt.
Haven, coming up
together for the first time in four years
the 1 ay to Cape Jellison Piers on his vessel,
Happy reunion!
the nchooner Edith Mclntire, bound there for
■
Elden I endletcn of Cape Jellison is a patient

day for New York.

flag

score was

Mrs.

Robert J. Sullivan, quartermaster on tin
American-Hawaiian steamehips, who has beei
visiting his uncle, J. H. Sullivan, left Tues

The

street, for the usual fancy work.
Mis, Harry D. Shute came up from Rrck- I machine.

thus far has been exland last Saturday to join her mother, Mrs- j trtmely disappointing—first dry anu cold,
Albert C. Coicord,during the visits of her ma- then wet and backward. Many flower gardens
are comparative failures,
ternal aunts.

weeks’ stay.

-—

—

QA

o

II Mr. ara Mrs. E. A. Robertson and Mr. and !
Bangor ler consulting an oculist and doing
Mrs. H. P. White were Sunday guests of Mr,
sentation.
shopping.
and Mtb. John Palmer in Monroe.
J. P. Walker of Bangor has bought the John
The Auxiliary Aid, composed of the yeurg
Moi day opened the week days with threatihe bearsport
Closson estate at Pleasant Cove and the comball team played bwanville
ladies of the Universalist society, met Tuesday ening skies in the morrirg, and a -gentle rain
I
Rather discouraging to on the Heights last Saturday afternoon, ihe
ing season will build a commodious bungalow afte rnoon with Miss Mai el F. Sin mens, School in the afternoon.
there.

N ORN VC

Atwood. In Bangor, July 15, Mrs Elisha H i
Atwood, aged 73 years.
Brown. In Bangor, July 19, Arthur Brown,
aged 95 years, 2 months and 7 days.
Brown. In Castine June 28. Walter Scot t
Brown, aged 66 years, 3 months and 8 days.
j
Carter In Brooklin, June 29, Mrs Minnie {
I
Carter, aged 41 years, 9 months and 19 days.
Healey. In Sea View, Mass, July 13, Jairus
M
Healey, formerly of Rock'.and, aged 73 j
years, jj
Ingraham. In North Truro, Mass, July 6,
Elbridge G S Ingraham, a native of Montville.
aged 85 years, 8 months and 27 days. Burial at
West Rockport.
Soper. In Bucksport, July 5, Luke S Soper,

54 Main Street

I

I

STARTS THIS

DIED.

CITY

Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street, spent last
Saturday with relatives in Bangor ar.d Brewer,
returning by last train.

Sunday

son,

Dingwell-Wilband. In East Boston, July
10, Dr Arthur Roy Dingwell and Miss Myrtle
Idella Wilband, both of East Boston.
Knight-McKenney. In Belfast, July 6, by
Rev Arthur E Wilson, Richard H Knight and |
Miss Margaret McKenney, both of Belfast.
;
In Somerville, Mass,
Morgan-Mitchell.
July 14, Willard Oscar Morgan of Somerville :
and Bernice Lucy Mitchell of Rockland.
Smith Hall. In Philadelphia, June 28, Dr j
H Albert Smith of Philadelphia and Misa Mabel
Prances Hall of Rockland.

OneLQuality Only—The Best

i

L. Mudgett, Stockton’s postmaster,
last Friday in Belfast, returnii g at

tomobiles

SALE

Conn.

;

Rufus

Charles Chase and family of Boston have
moved into one of the Keating cottages at
Penobscot Park for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Stevens, who have been
in town for several weeks, have returned to
their home in Washington, D. C,

weight 8£ pounds.

Baker-Newbury, In Castine, June 26, by
Rev Mr Peabody, Richard W Baker of Castine j
and Miss Doris Newbury of New Haven,

j

green peas.

spent
night.

DOLLAR
SHOE

40

MARRIED.

TIRES

\

Stockton is praying for sunshine—and native

Mrs. Fred M. Kendall and Mrs. Mary R.
Perkins of Worcester, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Harriet Closson on Main street.

Pork,

Booker In Belfast, July 16, to Mr and Mrs
Walter H. Booker, a son.
Brierley. In Belfast, July 19, to Mr and
Mrs Edward Brassey-Brierley, a son.
Littlefield. In Belfast. July 19, to Mr and
Mrs Edward H Littlefield, a son.
Norwood. In Penobpcot, July 5, to Mr and
Mrs Maynard H Norwood, a daughter.
Robbins. In Thorndike, July 12, to Mr and
Mrs Harry Robbins, a daughter.
Simmons. In Glencove, Rockport, July 6, to
Mr and Mrs Lewis Simmons, a son.
True. In Hyde Park, Mass, July 13, to Mr
and Mrs Edward Payson True (Laura Darling),

applause

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Mr. and Mrs. Van Lear of Florida are at the
O. Sargent house on Steamboat avenue for
the remainder of the season.

Oil, kerosene,
Pollock,

Ames. In Brooks, July 12, to Mr and Mrs
Albert Ames, a daughter
Berry. In Portland, July 11, to Mr and Mrs
Howard E Berry (Ethelyn Clifton), a son, Clif

ing

B.

Seed,

THE

110
6
3
12al8
7
13
1.18
4
160
74

BORN.

frew

Miss Jane H. Crockett of Brewer is
a few days in town, the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. James Duncan,

Onions,

180 Plaster,
10, Rye Meal,
8 Shorts,
19 Sugar,
7 2»8 76 Salt, T. L,
5 75 Sweet Potato**,
18 Wheat Meal,

——■———^^^

■

95
90
90
22

Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,

_<7

you.

FORGET

RETAIL MARKET.

PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

THE HOT BLAST

Wilson; Dorothy Landon, engaged to I
Tom Carter, Miss Annie E, Whittier; James
Landon, Sr., Dorothy’s father, Charles Green;
Uncle Tom, an old colored butler, Edson W.
spend- j Fletcher; Officer Hogan, An her Gilkey.

the w'estern shore.

install.

to

hour later, and act 3, the library
The settings, costumes and make-

greeted each bit of business or witty lines.
Between the acts selections were given by an
orchestra of local musicians with the following personel. Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee, violin;
Carl Carlson, clarinet; Fulton McElhiney,
trombone, and Prof. Frederick H. Sweetser,
piano. The cast for the play was as follows:
Bob Grey, Harold McElhiney; Mrs. Bcb Grey,
Miss Lucy True Ross; Tom Carter, Mrs.
Grey’s brother, Alfred Story Trundy; Mrs.
Peter Wycomb, a “personage,” Miss Mabel
McElhiney; Peter Wycomb, a pessimist, Ren-

on

and other

stores

1

DONT

18

3 25a3 60 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
l3
76
3 76 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
8
28s30 Mutton,
Butter,
42
Beef, sides,
8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8 Potatoes,
86a40
Beet,forequarters,
10
60, Round Hog,
Barley, bu,-24 Straw,
7.00
Cheese,
26a3G
18, Turkey,
Chicken,
2
Calf Skins,
18| Tallow,
20! veal,
12al3
Duck.
24
3
Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
16 Wood, hard,
6.00
Fowl,
18 Wood, soft,
3.60
Geese,

buildings all over the land.

alone. The chafing dish supper which followed
The cooks
was delicious and daintily served.
were:
Rarebit, Mrs. Oliver C. Atwood and
Miss Emily Ross; shrimps and rice, Mrs.
Joseph D. Sweetser and Mrs. James C. Duncan; ciffce, tea and sandwiches. Misses Elsie
Gilkey, Maude and Lillipn Smith. The Sun
day school class taught by Mrs. James C.
Duncan served as waitresses.
The play,
“Tomfoolery,” was given at 8 o’clock in Union
hall, which was filled to the doors. It was excellent in every detail, reflecting credit not
only on the director but on the players as
well.
There were three acts: Act 1, the din-

shore.

heating

as

10 001a400

\pples,per bbl,1.00:2,90 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,

room,

conference

is a guest
Miss Gladys Eyre of Orange, N. J.,
avenue.
of Miss Annie G. Gilaey on Steamboat
his
with
Sunday
T.
spent
Savage
Eugene
shore.
at their cottage on the western
A.

churches, halls,

well

PAID PRODUCER.

PRODUCE MARKET.

the hearts of many

gladdening
home-keepers as

ton, D. C.

steamer

^aas_._«jrss*

«*■»

are

The anThe Congregational Fair.
mid-summer fair given by the Ladies*
Guild of the Congregational church took place
Thursday afternoon, July 14th, followed by a
chafing dish supper and later by a play in
Union hall, given by the young people under
the direction of Miss Louise Leib of Washing-

furnacesI

blast wood

I

nual

Mrs.

guests at the Searsport House.
Boston
Mr and Mrs. F. A. Cole of
the Searsport House for a few days.

(hot

tions and’ absent members of the church and
pariah are invited to come home at this time.
Further announcement will be made next
week.

PRICE CURRNET.

BELFAST

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
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CARD OF THANKS

New
{
o

We

keep

our

candy in

Candy
a

refrigerator,

which

keeps

it

fresh and cool.

n

s

Lowney’s and Green Seat
SOc. to $1.00

Q

§1

Old Corner

a

pound.

Drug Store

Co.

